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SRA unveils network time adjacency plan at Barrow hearing. Page 70A
On-air editorializing draws criticism, praise in four cities. Page 84

You get greater selectivity with SPOT-TV...
the basic advertising medium!

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station Representative
New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Boston • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco • St. Louis

 Television Division
TV: Bingo in the Home

Adaptation of Game for Mass Playing Is
Started on Daily

BY JAY BINGO

BINGO came to the home-

pressed game, and it could be

with the addition

of a
dress in the 1950s

by playing.


WE

GOT IT!

BIGGEST, HOTTEST TV GAME IN AMERICA
"BINGO AT HOME" IS EXCLUSIVELY ON
KCOP IN THE LOS ANGELES AREA.
PARTICIPATIONS AVAILABLE!* CALL YOUR ACCOUNT EXEC. OR PETRY MAN.

* Mon. thru Fri. 4:30 to 5:30

1000 N. CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38

Los Angeles' most powerful television station. Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
1300 ANNOUNCEMENTS INTRODUCE AND SELL

LESTOIL in the Lansing - Flint - Jackson area on

WJIM-TV LANSING .. FLINT .. JACKSON

Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD Inc.

Eighteen of the twenty top-rated TV shows

Michigan's Great Area Station serves the NATION'S 39th TELEVISION MARKET* with the finest programs from All Three Networks. Preferred by Client and Viewer since 1950.

*Television Magazine

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC., 1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C., under act of March 3, 1879.
your advertising dollar produces more sales on WGAL-TV

And there's a reason. This pioneer station is foremost in the three standard metropolitan markets in its coverage area: Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as in numerous other cities—Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short, you find that WGAL-TV’s multi-city coverage costs you less than buying single-city coverage. Put your advertising dollar to work producing more—on WGAL-TV.

wgals-tv
LANCASTER, PA.
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION - Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
ALTERNATE OUTLET • What is labelled as first “alternate” affiliation contract with CBS-TV has been effected with ch. 5 WHDH-TV Boston, which has primary affiliation with ABC-TV. Primary CBS affiliate is ch. 7 WNAC-TV, whose present affiliation contract with that network runs until March 31, 1959.

Under CBS affiliation criteria filed with FCC at Barrow Network hearings alternate affiliation becomes effective if primary affiliation does not accept program offered by network within 72 hours. Agreement with WHDH-TV led to speculation in Boston that major tv affiliations might shift in next few months.

CUE FROM KELLOGG • All eyes of station representatives will be glued this week on Leo Burnett to see which way Kellogg turns in full buying plans. On behalf of $11 million-plus tv customer, agency is reappraising network-spot picture, in which renewal of ABC-TV children’s strips and other network shows are at stake. Of concern to reps is whether cereal firm will revert, in small or large measure, to heavy spot schedule (about $5 million) it curtailed last summer for ABC-TV series Superman, Sir Lancelot, Wild Bill Hickok, Woody Woodpecker and The Buccaneers. Kellogg in 1957 spent $2.8 million in spot, $7.9 million in network (with ABC-TV package representing well over half of latter).

While American Medical Assn. is taking “let’s-improve-our-liaison” attitude with media (story page 32), it’s known that pressure for better self-corrective action on drug advertising is building up among AMA’s members and governmental agencies. Favorable observation runs like this—“If we don’t improve voluntary controls, then government will do the job.” Curious angle of agitators’ pressure is their refusal to concede that medical products and advertising claims should be subjected to corrective action before they reach media.

CRUMBLING FOUNDATION • After some 17 months’ operation, People-to-People Foundation, organized at President Eisenhower’s suggestion to build program of international friendship and communications on people-to-people rather than government-to-government basis, is set to fold at end of this month. Reason: inability to raise funds. But President Charles E. Wilson, former General Electric head, and other officials hope that many of foundation’s 42 committees will be able to continue. Example: sports committee, which can raise its own funds through tickets for sports events it sponsors. Radio-tv committee, headed jointly by CBS President Frank Stanton and NAB President Harold E. Fellows, is another question. But it’s pointed out that broadcasters engaged in international exchange before as well as after foundation’s formation and undoubtedly will continue to do so, whether through this committee or not.

With passing of People-to-People Foundation (see above) some widely-known radio-tv names may be heading back into broadcasting. Two of chief ones are George V. Denny, former moderator of America’s Town Meeting of the Air, who is Foundation’s program vice president, and Col. Edward M. Kirby, former Army radio-tv chief and also former publicity head for NAB, who is P-to-P public relations director.

REVLON SPOTS • Revlon Inc. is understood—after radio-tv testing—to be ready to unveil multi-million dollar national drive on behalf of Hi-and-Dri roll-on deodorant-marking cosmetics-toiletries house’s first major national spot effort. Product also will be billed on Revlon network shows and in print. It’s reported Revlon—through Emil Mogul Co.—is using lots of spot to catch up with rivals Ban and Trig (Bristol-Meyers) and other roll-on deodorants now splurging in spot.

William Esty Co., New York, is one agency understood to be aggressively against tv stations triple-spotting (see story, page 31). Agency, in fact, spells out its warning to stations in insertion orders which refer specifically to “triple spotting” and contain words “not acceptable.” R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Esty handles all of its cigarette brands) said to be partly responsible for policy—report which agency refuses to discuss.

PROGRAM SOCIETY • New radio-tv trade association has been organized quietly and expected to unveil plans within few weeks. It’s National Assn. of Radio & Ttv Program Executives, with some 110 reportedly in founding group. Officers are James E. Kovach, Hearst radio and tv, president; Bob Martin, WJBK Detroit, radio v.p.; Chuck Gay, WHIO-Tv Dayton, tv v.p.; Doug Elseon, KRON-Tv San Francisco, West Coast v.p.; E. Marvin Camp, WOR-AM-Tv New York, secretary, and Ed Hamilton, KENT Shreveport, treasurer. Formation of program managers group such as this has been long-time objective of Vic Campbell, himself a radio program manager for many years and now one of producers on NBC Radio’s Monitor.

NBC Radio’s Monitor, which was bad word to some stations before advertisers got busy putting money into it, is due for expansion. Matthew I. Culligan, vice president in charge of network, is planning Monitor Holiday, in which Monitor weekend service will be adapted to six major holidays. That instead of regular programming on these days, Monitor will also be heard on Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year’s, Memorial Day and July 4. Plan set to start Labor Day.

DRI Y DRIVE • Having just presented their case before Senate [GOVERNMENT, MAY 5], temperance leaders now are after House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) to schedule hearings on Day recommendations of House Subcommittee on Traffic Safety, which recently heard testimony from MBS, NAB and individual broadcasters on how radio can better be used to improve traffic safety and overcome driving hazards. It is believed Congressional resolution will follow exposing subcommittee’s conclusions which include recommendations that governor of each state arrange for coordination of facilities within state for interchange of information; assignment of traffic clerk on 24-hour duty to make traffic and weather information available to radio stations and also to make this data available to sister states, thus establishing national network for weather and road conditions.

Will Eastern Air Lines, confirmed year-round radio spot user in its 20-market area in Eastern U. S., expand into spot tv this summer? Eastern, according to industry estimates, spends approximately $600,000 per year in radio, but is reportedly thinking of using tv to show off its new Lockheed “Electra”—from first U. S. made jet-prop airliners slated for delivery within two months. Eastern has restricted tv activity to date to Miami and Atlanta, would like to expand to Chicago and New York. Fletcher D. Richards, New York, is agency.
WHEN-TV
Syracuse Television Corp.

Now Operating at Maximum Power of 316,000 Watts.

101 COURT STREET, SYRACUSE 8, NEW YORK

We salute the sales promotion abilities and facilities of the following stations:

KIVA-WTVT WTHI-TV WHYN-TV KHAS-TV WMD-TV WSTW KWTX-TV
KBBB-WEAT-TV WTTV WWLP KROLL-TV WLW-D WFBC-TV KFDX-TV
KFSF-TV WPTV WHMP-TV WPAG-TV COLN-TV WIMA-TV WSPA-TV KSYD-TV
KMAC-TV WALB-TV WOC-TV WWTY KSTF WSPD-TV KOTA-TV WGAN-TV
KMCQ-TV WJBF KQTV WKRG-TV WMTC-TV KELO-TV WCTB-TV
KBCK-TV WRDW-TV KGLD-TV WOOD-TV WOW-TV WBN-TV WDEF-TV WSVA-TV
KENO-TV WDKR-TV KTVG WMJ-TV KOLO-TV WMIH-TV WRGP-TV KVOS-TV
KESF-TV WBEA-TV KTVT WDMJ-TV WMBR-TV KTDN WDKX-TV KIMA-TV
KESW-TV WMAZ-TV KVTY WNXX-TV WMXW KVSO-TV WCTB-TV WHBS-TV
KFWF-TV WROM-TV KCCT-TV WNEM-TV KAVE-TV KGeo-TV WHJL-TV WPJD-TV
KGFV-TV WSAV-TV WBW-TV WPBN-TV KICA-TV KPAR-TV WTAP
KGSW-TV WTGC-TV WLIX-TV KMPT KWSJ-TV KWTY KRBC-TV WSTY-TV
KHEC-TV WCIV-TV WAVE-TV Kdal-TV WNR-TV WMY-TV KFDA-TV WTRF-TV
KEY-TV KBSL-TV WHAS-TV WDESC-TV WBIM-TV KVAL-TV KNCG-TV WEAU-TV
KHOW-TV KIDO-TV WPBS-TV KBOC-TV WCTY KOTI KTCN-TV WKBV
KHTV KID-TV KALB-TV WCBI-TV WSTR-TV KBS-E TV KFDTV WJSA-TV
KHOA-TV KLEW-TV WAFB-TV WDAH-TV WCTY KPC-TV KEDY-TV WFLA-TV
KRMG-TV KLIX-TV WKKZ WTVF WILX-TV WGLV KGBT-TV WSBN-TV
KSBJ-TV WBLN-TV KLFT-TV WLBT WLOS-TV WLEV-TV KGVK-TV WFMF-TV
KKTV WCJL-VW KPLC-TV WTOK-TV WBTY WFBG-TV KRDL-TV WILB-TV
KWCJ-TV WGAN-TV WDAY-TV WSGF-TV WJDS-TV WJPH-TV WILK-TV
KFCT-TV WTVY KNOE-TV KFVS-TV WFLB-TV WSEE-TV KFJZ-TV WBOC-TV
KNBC WSL-I TV WD5U-VW KOMU-TV WITN WARD-TV WBAP-TV KFBY-TV
KHNC-TV W5I TV WMJR-TV KRCG-TV WNGC WAC-TV KHAD-TV KMB0-TV
KOMA-TV W7YV-BW KSLA-TV KODE-TV WMFD-TV WCAL-TV KGBD-TV KXIB-TV
WPFF WGEM-TV KTBS-TV KFGW-TV KMB-FB WLBK-TV KDUB-TV WAKR-TV
WSKH-WRKL-TW WABI-TV KDKO-TV KFTR-TV WJAR-TV KTHE-TV WJSF-TV
WJBN-TV WTVV W-TWOG KTS-TW KDKX-TV WPRO-TV KMD-TV WHOK-TV
WDBO-TV WICS WMWT KYTV WDAY-TV WAIM-TV KOSA-TV KLTV
WDFM-TV WANE-TV WCSC-TV KOOK-TV KNOX-TV WCIG-TW KTXL-TW KCEN-TV
WEAR-TV WK2G-TV WGAN-TV KXLF-TV KCJB-TV WUSN-TV KCMB-TV

Cordially,

Paul Adanti
Vice President

P. S. All of the fine stations above were in the 1958 Billboard - TV Age Sales promotion competition category in which we were fortunate to win first place.

AFFILIATED WITH BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS AND SUCCESSFUL FARMING MAGAZINES

MEREDITH STATIONS
KCMO and KCMO-TV, Kansas City + KPHO and KPHO-TV, Phoenix
KRMG, Tulsa
WOW and WOW-TV, Omaha + WHEN and WHEN-TV, Syracuse
THE WEEK IN BRIEF

ANA Lashes Triple-Spotting—Survey shows "important segment of advertisers" are triple-spot victims, reveals methods used by some sponsors to combat abuse. Page 31.

Spot-Network TV's Quarterly Gross—It's near the $263 million mark. Page 33.

Bulova's "Time Bomb"—Watch company, which has invested about $4 million in spot TV this broadcast year, is canceling exclusive schedule as of June 15 and is undecided about its future participation in spot TV. Page 36.

Breakfast in a Bowl—How and why General Mills is using television to hype Hi-Pro's introduction. A case history of a new cereal that is using TV to "demonstrate" a theme. Page 39.

Warm Up to Spot Radio—That's what Peters, Griffin, Woodward asks advertisers to do in the summertime. A drive for new business and increased budgets in the hot months opened by station representative. Page 40.

The Poof That Refreshes—TV stations are alerted to hot success story of 1958 as Parry Labs' Myomist looks to TV spot to carry mouth spray clear across the country. Page 40.

Have Networks Grown Sterile?—Pat Weaver believes so, and he draws both argument and support. Page 58.

Electronic Records—Production at all-time peak during fiscal year, delegates at Electronic Industries Assn. convention are told in Chicago. TV is down but military, radio and phonograph business is offsetting this trend. Page 62.

Radio Is Good, But—Richard Borden, Atlantic Refining Co., figures it is a fine medium but it could be better. Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters hears some tips. Page 68.

Adjacency Plan Offered at Barrow Hearing—SRA members submit plan to give them prime time network adjacencies on TV stations while leaving option time intact. They and another independent rep ask that networks be shorn of their spot sales representation, while TV affiliates represented by their networks defend this activity. Page 70A.

FCC Warns Crosley of Violation—Commission tells Crosley Broadcasting Corp. it believes the firm used threats to NBC-TV to keep network's programs off other stations, says it will not "act at present," but will associate rule violation with Crosley's FCC record. Page 71.

Oversight's Probes Another Grant—Harris subcommittee accuses top Republicans of improperly influencing FCC on grant of ch. 2 Springfield, Ill. Promised this week—more ex-parte contacts in several different St. Louis TV cases, all to be tied-in with Springfield decision. Page 72.

BMI Supporters Testify—Final round of testimony taken from anti-Smathers bill witnesses, winding up several weeks of hearings. NBC, CBS and their recording arms heard last week. Page 76.

Views on Extended Hours—More than 250 comments flood FCC on daytime proposal; as expected, daytimers favor, clears and regionals oppose. Page 78.

FCC Wants Information—Commission asks how CATV systems—and boosters, translators and satellites—impinge on local TV outlets; seek also policy and legal suggestions on dealing with problem. Page 80.

Tougher Conflict of Interest Law—Rep. Celler introduces measure which would bar former government employees from ever representing in civilian life a case they handled while in government. Bribery laws also would be strengthened. Page 82.

Presidential Dedication—New $4 million plant of NBC Washington formally opened Thursday by President Eisenhower, first president to be presented on live color TV from nation's capital. Page 83.

Editorials Make News All Over—Stations criticized, lauded, backed for editorial stands. The developments come from four cities. Page 84.

Let Meany Rule on VTR—That's proposal SAG makes to AFTRA relative to jurisdiction over video tape recording. Page 89.

Etv In New York—Its future hangs in balance as Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. suspends operations June 1 due to a lack of funds. Page 90.

Allard Stays—Canadian broadcasters reappoint executive vice president, squelching dismissal talk. Group re-adopts Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters name. Page 91.

Something More Than Madison Ave.—A man who used to work there tells the world about how the other half lives: the agencies who don't work in New York. It's in this week's MONDAY MEMO, written by J. Harvey Howells of Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans. Page 109.
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A Time-Buyer can relax in Miami

... where one station—WQAM is first in 432 out of 432 Pulse quarter hours.

You really can't get anything but a good time on WQAM.
Take Pulse: WQAM is first 432 out of 432 quarter hours! (Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.-midnight).
Hooper? WQAM is first with 38.6% of the audience—three times the next station's listenership. And 259 of 262 daytime Hooper quarters belong to WQAM.
Trendex? Practically a carbon copy of the Hooper. And, finally, WQAM is first on the latest Southern Florida Area Pulse which measures the listening habits of 31.6% of the state's population.
Get the details from those good time charlies at Blair... or WQAM General Manager Jack Sandler.

WQAM
covering all of Southern Florida
with 5,000 watts
on 560 kc.
and radio #1 in MIAMI

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Magnuson Committee All Set For New Allocations Hearings

List of witnesses released today (Mon.) for Senate Commerce hearings on allocations -CATV service to small communities, starting tomorrow, bear out feeling majority of time will be devoted to community antenna tv problems [GOVERNMENT, May 5]. Beyond FCC and NAB, all scheduled witnesses are broadcasters facing CATV competition and others directly connected with problem.

Heang actually are continuation of committee's overall tv study begun in 83rd Congress. Kenneth Cox, special council during much of prior inquiry, returns to conduct current phase. Allocations-CATV probe scheduled for Tuesday-through-Thurs-day this week but indications are study will continue into following week.

Committee is scheduled to begin hearings June 2 on s 376, introduced by Sen John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), placing networks under direct regulation of FCC. Schedule will be set if allocations-CATV hearings are not completed this week.

FCC will open testimony tomorrow in Room of Capitol, according to Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman. Other witnesses:


NBC-TV Frons With Rest

NBC joined other tv networks Friday in going on record against triple-spotting, target of blast being loosed by Assn. of National Advertisers (story page 31). NBC said:

"NBC and the NBC Affiliates Board of Delegates agree that the practice of triple-spotting in station breaks is undesirable and have consistently opposed it. With the growing recognition on the part of the NBC affiliates of the adverse effects of triple spotting, the practice has been reduced to relatively few cases and all efforts are being made to have it terminated in these cases."

ABC-TV and CBS-TV already had taken similar positions.

Comr. Cross Takes Oath:
FCC Back at Full Strength

FCC stands at full seven members today following swearing-in of John S. Cross Friday by FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer before large audience of government officials and friends. Mr. Cross takes place of former C., Richard A. Mack, who resigned under fire, with term running to 1962.

New commissioner is former assistant chief, State Dept.'s Telecommunications Div. He was born in Birmingham, Ala., in 1904; received B. S. in electrical engineering from Alabama Polytech. in 1923; worked in various capacities with Studebaker Corp., Realty Trust Co. (Detroit), S. S. Kresge Co., Michigan State Highway Dept. He entered federal government service in 1931 with National Park Service. He was Navy captain (communications) during World War II, after which he joined State Dept. As State Dept. telecommunications expert, Mr. Cross was associated with FCC in many international conferences.

Mr. Cross is married to former Ruth Fulker of Eureka Springs, Ark., has two sons. He is Democrat and Presbyterian.

Staffing his office (Room 7235 Post Office Bldg.) are Miss Rose Hahlen, formerly in FCC's common carrier division and since 1945 with State Dept. where she was Mr. Cross' secretary, as confidential assistant; Misses Frankie Fox and Lilian Watson, secretaries.

UP, INS Merger Said in Works

Merger of United Press Assn. and International News Service was in offing at weekend, with formal announcement expected Sunday, according to UP wire service. Dow Jones service said deal had been confirmed by spokesman for William Randolph Hearst Jr., head of INS, but Mr. Hearst's office denied any such statement had been made.

STATISTICAL DEFENSE

Look for Adam Young, one of most outspoken defenders of rock 'n' roll music on radio, to cite Pulse statistics garnered in 10 top U.S. markets in move to spike "myth" that "modern radio" fans are mostly youngsters devoid of purchasing power. Station rep next week will publish special report on audience composition, will claim 84.9% of "modern radio" audience in Monday-Friday 6 a.m.-6 p.m. periods is adult; that teenagers comprise 11.7% and children 3.4%. Figures represent "average" composition of Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Atlanta, Miami, Seattle and New Orleans.

BUSINESS BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES, page 31.

PRO-BROADCAST OUTLOOK

Though still being formed, Pharma-Craft Co.'s advertising budget for next fiscal year (starting in June) probably will channel more dollars to broadcast media. Sales and advertising strategy covered with its two agencies, J. Walter Thompson and Cohen & Alshere, at Atlantic City meeting last week. Pharma-Craft makes Coldene medicines and Fresh deodorants, last fiscal year allocated more than $5 million out of $7 million budget to radio-tv (tv getting about $3.5 million). Allocation expected to be increased next year, particularly on behalf of Coldene.

BINGO BUYERS

Associated Products (5-day deodorant pads), N. Y., and Hazel Bishop will sponsor Music Bingo (Thurs. 10:30-11 p.m.) on NBC-TV effective May 29. Show replaces Jane Wyman, sponsored by Bishop alone. Agency for Associated Products is Grey Adv., for Hazel Bishop is Raymond Spector, both N. Y.

GETTING TOGETHER, APART

CBS-TV close to selling tobacco product protection problem between P. Lorillard and Brown & Williamson with following plan: B&W expected to drop out of Lineup (Fri., 10-10:30 p.m.) preceding Person to Person, which will be sponsored by Lorillard. Brown & Williamson will sponsor Number Please (Tues. 8-8:30 p.m.) starting July 22, and continue half of 7-8 p.m. slot Saturdays, 8-30-9 p.m. until fall when it will underway The Texans in same period. Meanwhile, Lorillard expected to sponsor Wanted Dead or Alive (Thurs., 8-9 p.m.). Agency for B&W is Ted Bates & Co.; for Lorillard, Lennen & Newell.

NEWS FOR TWO

General Foods Corp. (Jell-O) and P. Lorillard (Kent cigarettes) each signed for packages of 24-weekly newscasts on CBS Radio. GF schedule effective today (Mon.) on alternate-week basis. Lorillard starting June 30. Jell-O agency is Young & Rubicam; Kent, Lennen & Newell, both N. Y.

SATURATED FLAVOR

Good Humor Co. of California has ordered saturation campaigns on KABC Los Angeles, KDAY Santa Monica, and KBIG Avalon, directed to teenage and adult markets. Agency: Cole, Fischer & Rogow Inc., Beverly Hills.

SHEER DELIGHT

Penick & Ford, N. Y., will introduce new product, My-T-Fine Chiffon pie filling, in New York market June 2 with saturation spot schedule on seven New York radio stations and one tv station. BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
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EIA, Iowa Broadcasters Ask Census Set Count

Inclusion of am-fm radios, phonographs and vhf-uhf set breakdown in 1960 decennial census asked by Consumer Products Div. of Electronic Industries Assn. at Chicago meeting (early story, page 62). EIA has agreed to resume breakdown of fm sets in monthly manufacturing data, starting in June.

EIA board Friday re-elected James D. Secrest as executive vice president and secretary, and Leslie F. Muter, of Muter Co., as treasurer and finance chairman. William L. Reynolds was re-elected general counsel.

Board voted to extend drive for reduction of 10% excise tax on receivers to grassroots level, with manufacturers working through employees. Board endorsed proposal of H. Leslie Hoffman, recipient of 1958 EIA Medal of Honor, for federal tax credit as research incentive and aid to economy. Funds for development of EIA guidebook on educational tv were voted, directors feeling broadcast and closed-circuit tv offer vast new market potential. Code of ethics for receiving tube section was approved. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, formerly of General Electric Co., was re-elected director of EIA engineering department.

Plea for set count in 1960 census also came up Friday at Iowa Broadcasters Assn. meeting. Iowans followed lead of Illinois and Wisconsin associations earlier in week.

Koehler Heads Pa. Broadcasters

George Koehler, WFIL Philadelphia, elected president of Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters Friday at Wernersville meeting (early story, page 68). Other officers: Cecil Woodland, WEIL Scranton, first vice president; Milton Bergstein, WMJ State College, second vice president; Thomas Metzer, WMRF Lewistown, secretary; J. Robert Gulick, WGAL Lancaster, secretary.

Albert Matamoros, associate economist of Armstrong Cork Co., told PAB broadcasters had tremendous responsibility to keep nation informed and to give citizens proper prospective toward world events. He voiced prediction that current recession would hit bottom in two or three months and then start gradual recovery lasting two or three years.

Conn. Assn. Elects Schwartz

Julian Schwartz, WSTC Stamford, elected president of Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. Friday at meeting in New Britain (early story, page 64). Other officers elected were Walter Johnson, WTIC Hartford, vice president, and Peter Kenny, WNBC (TV) New Britain, secretary-treasurer. Directors elected for two-year terms were Sol Robinson, WLAD Danbury, and Ed Waller, WTOR Torrington; one-year, Ed Taddei, WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, and John L. Ellenger, WNAB Bridgeport; ex officio, Charles Bell Jr., WHAY New Britain.

FCC Grants Eight Translators

FCC on Friday granted six new translator stations to Millard County, Utah, to translate programs of Salt Lake City outlets KUTV (TV), KSL-AM and KTIV (TV) to five communities. Chs. 70, 80 and 74 will serve jointly communities of Fillmore, Meadow and Kanosh and chs. 83, 73 and 77 will serve Delta and Oak City. Mohave County Board of Supervisors received ch. 73 to translate programs of KLJR-TV Henderson, New G. Monrow and Sea Side Video Club was granted ch. 75 to translate programs of KOIN-TV Portland to Seaside, Ore.

Also Friday, WCNY-TV Cartage, N. Y., received FCC permission to identify ch. 7 outlet with Watertown, N. Y., as well.

Funds for development of EIA guidebook to educational tv were voted, directors feeling broadcast and closed-circuit tv offer vast new market potential. Code of ethics for receiving tube section was approved. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, formerly of General Electric Co., was re-elected director of EIA engineering department.

Plea for set count in 1960 census also came up Friday at Iowa Broadcasters Assn. meeting. Iowans followed lead of Illinois and Wisconsin associations earlier in week.

Koehler Heads Pa. Broadcasters

George Koehler, WFIL Philadelphia, elected president of Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters Friday at Wernersville meeting (early story, page 68). Other officers: Cecil Woodland, WEIL Scranton, first vice president; Milton Bergstein, WMJ State College, second vice president; Thomas Metzer, WMRF Lewistown, secretary; J. Robert Gulick, WGAL Lancaster, secretary.

Albert Matamoros, associate economist of Armstrong Cork Co., told PAB broadcasters had tremendous responsibility to keep nation informed and to give citizens proper prospective toward world events. He voiced prediction that current recession would hit bottom in two or three months and then start gradual recovery lasting two or three years.

Conn. Assn. Elects Schwartz

Julian Schwartz, WSTC Stamford, elected president of Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. Friday at meeting in New Britain (early story, page 64). Other officers elected were Walter Johnson, WTIC Hartford, vice president, and Peter Kenny, WNBC (TV) New Britain, secretary-treasurer. Directors elected for two-year terms were Sol Robinson, WLAD Danbury, and Ed Waller, WTOR Torrington; one-year, Ed Taddei, WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, and John L. Ellenger, WNAB Bridgeport; ex officio, Charles Bell Jr., WHAY New Britain.
This is the kind of hold our station has on people

You meet people face to face and heart to heart here — the growing-up and grown-up people of 747,640 T.V. homes. These are flourishing and happy homes, in the thriving 41 counties in the 3 states of the WHIO-TV market. Our loyalty is expressed in our programming, in public service — in such little things as no triple spots. Theirs we learn about through mail counts and ratings in which we consistently excel.

These people comprise one of the most rewarding areas you can reach — both in quality and size. Let National Representative George P. Hollingbery tell you all about them.

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching 2,881,420 People
LET'S FACE IT!...

Music is the mainstay of radio programming... quiz shows are more popular than ever... marry the two and you come up with

A DAZZLING SUCCESS ON STATION
AFTER STATION... A HEAVEN-SENT
ANSWER FOR 1958 RADIO PROGRAMMING!

Thousands of Dollars Worth of VALUABLE PRIZES
are part of the Tune-Test Service

TAPPAN RANGE
PFAFF SEWING MACHINE
IN-SINK-ERATOR DISPOSER
BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE—20 vols.
HELBROS WRISTWATCH
POLAROID LAND CAMERA
COLUMBIA FIREARROW BICYCLE
WESTINGHOUSE ROASTER OVEN
WITTNAYER CAMERA
KROMEX PANTRY SET
CABIN CRAFTS SPREAD & CURTAINS
PROCTOR ELECTRIC SET
GARCIA "MITCHELL" FISHING REEL
INGRAM ELECTRIC CLOCK

ROPER RANGE
$100.00 U.S. SAVINGS BOND from
Luchow's
WESTINGHOUSE VACUUM CLEANER
COLUMBIA DIAMOND RING
LUCIEN PICCARD WRISTWATCH
SCHIAPARELLI PERFUME & CASE
RONSON SHAVER
MIRROMATIC ALUMINUM SET
ELECTRIC ITEMS from Meika Glasses
U.S. TRUNK "SOCIALITE" LUGGAGE
SHIP’N SHORE WARDROBE of
6 blouses
HARKERWARE POTTERY
MCGREGOR GOLF BAG
WEST BEND ALUMINUM SET

This is the jackpot for Chicago. Our prize department (a division of Radio Features, Inc.) will get you the biggest jackpot possible, depending on the size of your market. (No extra charge for this—it is part of the TUNE-TEST service.)

BY THE PRODUCERS OF TELLO-TEST, RADIO'S MOST POPULAR
Can be programmed as a 15-minute or a half-hour show across the board—or integrated into a disc jockey show; or as a 5-minute show, several times a day.

- Will send ratings soaring
- Contains a merchandising hook that's a traffic puller for chain stores
- Ideal for national spot participation

'tune-Test is priced realistically low—s little as
10 per week for
mall markets

Write, wire or phone for prices, audition disc, brochure.

RADIO FEATURES, INC.
Walter Schwimmer, President
75 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago
Phone FRanklin 2-4392
527 Madison Ave., New York
Phone ELdorado 5-4616

SYNDICATED SHOW!
With the Catalina Station You Can Take It With You!

VACATION TIME... when KBIG, always a GOOD radio buy in Southern California, becomes a MUST buy for advertisers who want to keep their sales message before their prospects!

THE CATALINA STATION is The Vacation Station for millions of southlanders and an additional million out-of-state tourists, because it's the station you can take with you... from L.A. to Vegas, Laguna to Arrowhead, Ensenada to Santa Barbara.

Mail tabulation of current contest entries confirms the surveys: KBIG has listeners in 234 communities of all eight Southern California counties, plus the huge tourist bonus.

FOR STAY-AT-HOMES, KBIG provides a daily musical vacation, weaving the magic of romantic Catalina into every program... conjuring up visions of honeymoon and holiday on the isle which symbolizes attainable escape to Southern Californians.

KBIG SUPPLEMENTS its great musical programs with award-winning newscasts and hot-weather specials which are hot summer buys!
- FISH & GAME REPORTS
- MARINE WEATHER REPORTS
- BEACH WEATHER REPORTS
- JIM HEALY SPORTS REPORTS
- HOURLY NEWS HEADLINES

A KBIG summer feature may be tailor-made for you. Ask your station or Weed contact for details.

OPEN MIKE

Support All the Way

EDITOR:

As I read the four editorials in the May 12 issue, I found myself nodding my head in enthusiastic agreement with all four positions.

First and foremost, as a former associate of FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley while at the NAB, I have the highest personal and professional respect for him. As I read the other three editorials... "Radio and ASCAP"... "Propaganda and ASCAP"... "No License for Hooliganism"... I was reminded again how fortunate we are in this business to have such an alert, courageous and virile trade journal as BROADCASTING to represent our point of view.

Lewis H. Avery
Avery-Knodel Inc.
New York

Teed Off With Wrong Club

EDITOR:

Thank you for the story on Max Factor's search for an agency [ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES, May 12]. But a chide to you for not crediting the Hollywood Advertising Club with the meeting at which the story was presented. BROADCASTING had the Los Angeles Ad Club as the springboard.

Hollywood is discrete from Los Angeles in advertising circles... Many agencies have both Los Angeles and Hollywood offices.

Main problem is that the Advertising Assn. of the West at its annual convention gives credit to member clubs for publicity materials generated. While the Hollywood club is buddy-buddy with Los Angeles in many ways, we don't want them to get credit for what we did.

George Burtt
Managing Director
Hollywood Advertising Club

Why Is It an Obligation?

EDITOR:

The recent chiding at the broadcasting industry in general for "lagging" (behind newspapers) in the "right" to editorialize reflects an apparent insensitivity to the media... It would seem to be a fair distinction that while broadcasters are likely to consider it their right, many would also contend it is not their obligation. While the newspapers consider their right to editorialize sacrosanct (and there's no denying editorial importance), the radio and tv media have their own peculiar problems which are not always easily resolved.

Radio is unique in its immediacy between subject and listener. This "group" intimacy has bred what is understandably radio's greatest sensitivity: not to offend. The broadcast industry is dealing with a mass heterogeneous audience—one which cannot turn a page and exercise individual selectivity. The raw, gruesome details pictured by the printed word are never as jarring nor
when you come to the Shreveport Market.
Simply run down this quickie check list:

WHICH TV STATION IN SHREVEPORT HAS...

... Dominated every survey made?

... BASIC affiliation with CBS Television?

... Well-established local shows and talent?

... Integrated itself more fully into its community?

... Unexcelled full-power engineering facilities?

... Longer on-the-air experience?

... Full scale promotion?

... Twice as much national spot?

The answer to each, of course, is KSLA-TV.

Next step? A "no sweat" session with your Raymer man
... and then on to the next market on your list!

Represented by PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.
SHARP FOCUS ON HISTORY AS IT HAPPENS

When Explorer I soared into orbit, the story was first flashed to a waiting world by NBC News. Such speed, responsibility and drama are characteristic. This year, they have helped NBC News win more awards than any other news service in the broadcasting industry.

The Sylvania "Best Network News Award" was given to the NBC News department "because it has taken a big step in 1957 in doing more things and greater things with news than it has ever done before."

The Saturday Review award for Distinguished Achievement in the Public Interest went to NBC News for showing "independence of editorial opinion ... symptomatic of the general emergence of NBC as the leader in radio and television news coverage."

The Overseas Press Club honored Chet Huntley for "Best Radio or Television Interpretation of Foreign Affairs," and cited Welles Hangen, NBC Cairo, for "Best Radio or Television Reporting from Abroad."

Du Pont honored commentator Clifton Utley, of NBC News in Chicago, "for his authoritative, intelligent,
responsible and literate reporting and analysis” and because “he epitomizes the best in American news.”

Eight of the fifteen National Press Photographers Annual Awards went to NBC News cameramen. Maurice Levy, with his film of a tornado in Dallas, won a Headliners Award for the best coverage of a news event.

The NBC News series with Chet Huntley and David Brinkley was voted the best news program on the air in the annual Look-Listen Opinion Poll conducted by the American Council for Better Broadcasts. “Outlook” was honored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews and by the National Association for Better Radio and Television.

More and more, America is turning on its broadcast dials for the sight and sound of history as it happens. NBC News provides that history with a force, clarity and conviction that have made it, this year, the most honored news-gathering organization in broadcast journalism.
KYW's ON CLOUD 1 'CAUSE
OUR RADIO RATINGS ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD!

No Asterisks
No Averages
No Ifs, Buts, or Exceptions
Just FIRST

PULSE-HOOPER-NIELSEN

KYW Cleveland
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward

WBC
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

OPEN MIKE CONTINUED

as easily offensive as the communal voice of radio.

Furthermore, there are structural differences in the makeup of broadcasting stations in general (as opposed to newspapers) which presents an understandable reluctance to tackle editorials. In many instances it would mean an increase in staff. Radio is not solely in the news-gathering business and its budget restrictions therefore are frequently a rigid restriction to news growth.

Radio's heritage (in part self-assumed and in part dictated by the FCC) has been to report the news objectively and accurately on the premise that a well-informed public is able to reach its own conclusions. There are those who would say that radio's scope ends here, and there are those who would argue that given the needed tools it need not. Penetrating analysis is concomitant to honest editorializing. In short, it seems to me that editorial-broadcasting while not an obligation, is certainly a right which broadcasters have the option of assuming or discarding.

It's my personal opinion that it's not so much a question of how far broadcasting should go (in this regard) with programs of enlightenment... but how far is it equipped to go and still do an honest job. And this is the problem of the individual station.

George Reading
Night News Editor
WROW Albany, N. Y.

It Was Flat to Some

EDITOR:
Cute as the May 19 editorial page cartoon may be, let's not add to the old-guard stereotypes of uhf. This is the type of thing which does little good for 92 uhf stations, most of which have done quite well.

Wallace Bradley
Executive Director
Committee for Competitive Television
Washington, D. C.

"I hear it's one of the few uhf stations that's actually making a profit."

In Total Agreement

EDITOR:
You have treated the community antenna subject [SPECIAL REPORT, May 12] very thoroughly and quite accurately.

William C. Grove
General Manager
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.
THE ULTIMATE IN MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER DIMMERS

FOR LIGHTING LOADS UP TO 10,000 WATTS

AND NOW

. . . a radically new concept in Magnetic Amplifier design, specifically developed by LUMITRON for TV and Stage Lighting Control.

Featuring totally inert components, the modularly designed LUMITRON Magnetic Amplifier has a unique universal load ratio. Comparison proves that this new Magnetic Amplifier provides nearly twice the load capacity of competitive Dimmers. Comparison also proves that the LUMITRON Dimmer offers the multiple advantages of a Magnetic Amplifier in a more compact, infinitely superior unit which costs less, weighs less and takes up much less space. Guaranteed for three years.

COMPARE . . . and you will find the dependable, economical LUMITRON Magnetic Amplifier to be the only logical choice for low cost, high quality Lighting Control.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUMITRON MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER</th>
<th>MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER &quot;A&quot;</th>
<th>MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER &quot;B&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER CAPACITY</td>
<td>10,000 Watts</td>
<td>6300 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD RANGE</td>
<td>1-10,000 Watts</td>
<td>210-6300 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>1.1 cubic feet</td>
<td>2.7 cubic feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>144 pounds</td>
<td>158 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE VOLTAGE REGULATION</td>
<td>±0.2% for 15% line</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CURVE CONTROL</td>
<td>Light to linear</td>
<td>slight arbitrary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td>competitive*</td>
<td>competitive*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that the price and weight of the LUMITRON 10,000 Watt Dimmer is compared with the other 2 units of 6300 Watt capacity. It is, therefore, less expensive and lighter.

Because of the size, weight and rugged construction of the LUMITRON Dimmer, a system utilizing it can be supplied which will "troupe" satisfactorily.

C. L. Schuler, Inventor
PATENTS PENDING

CREATIVE ENGINEERING FOR THE LIVING THEATRE BY...

LUMITRON DIVISION

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

2252 STEINWAY AVENUE • LONG ISLAND CITY 5, N. Y. • ASTORIA 8-3300
WINS, New York • Says Paul vonKunits:
“Installation of this new transmitter has saved WINS plus $1000 per month on power. We are on-air 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.”

KSTP, St. Paul • Says Bill Sadler:
“I have been very much impressed by its long-term stability.”

WGN, Chicago • Says Carl Meyers:
“Its space-saving features were a definite advantage in changing our previous installation.”

WCAR, Detroit • Says Jim Balmer:
“Tuning up the RCA BTA-50G for the first time might be compared to aligning a receiver—it’s just that simple.”

The distinguished RCA BTA-50G Transmitter, designed with Ampliphase Modulation, is the only new 50 KW AM Transmitter that has been proved in station operation... further evidence of RCA leadership in the broadcast equipment field.
Some of the Reasons Why They Bought the RCA BTA-50G:

**ECONOMICAL TO OPERATE**—Ampliphase cuts operating costs by substantial margins. Power consumption is approximately 100 KW at average modulation. Only two high power tubes are required...long-life RCA 5671 Triodes proved many times over in 50 KW service.

**EASY TO INSTALL**—No wiring trench is required. Shielded built-in wire duct is used along the back, at top of cabinets. No external blowers. No bulky modulation transformers or reactors. No costly water cooling systems. Install while your present transmitter is in operation.

**SIMPLE TO OPERATE**—Only one daily adjustment is needed (the power output control). Retuning is not required with tube change. Interelectrode capacities have negligible effect on broad RF circuits. Designed for unattended operation...it is simply a matter of turning the selector switch and operational control circuits are transferred to a remote control terminal bus.

**RELIABLE**—Proved and improved in daily operation at five stations.*

**MORE PROGRAM COVERAGE**—Its ability to achieve and consistently maintain a higher average of modulation, with minimum distortion and excellent response assures more program coverage.

**SOUNDABILITY**—The BTA-50G provides faithful transmission of the input audio signal. To be competitive you need this advantage of the BTA-50G, to deliver the "best sound possible."

**SPACE SAVING**—Ampliphase reduces floor space. The BTA-50G is housed in four cubicles. It eliminates half of present power tubes, along with bulky components, such as modulation transformers, reactors and accessories.

*Including DZXL Manila, Philippine Islands

Your RCA Broadcast Representative will gladly furnish more information. In Canada: Write RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N.J.
OUTLOOK

With a shoe-string budget and an obvious feeling of admiration, NBC's news and public affairs department last week focused its camera eyes on the decade-old state of Israel. The picture it brought back on Outlook May 18 was indeed heartening, for in the words of commentator Chet Huntley, "the real importance of Israel's 10th anniversary (on May 14) is that there is one."

Carefully skipping the two explosive issues of (a) the "lop-sided" economy and (b) the "refugee problem," NBC found in the hills of Galilee a latter-day, modern-dress version of the David v. Goliath legend. It is the story of a "difficult people" (Exodus, 33:3) who, in 10 short years, have conquered both nature and a hostile set of neighbors through sheer brains—agriculture and nucleonics—and brawn—a "citizen army" comprised of "every able-bodied Israeli" up to the age of 49.

The role of both atom and army in Israeli life today was the focal point of Outlook. It took 2,500 work hours to cull through 45,000 feet of film to come up with 6,200 feet of used footage; there was little waste. Whatever was said was said forcefully and to the point. For the outlook on atomic energy, Mr. and Mrs. poster reporters Piers Anderton and Reuven Frank went to Dr. David E. Bergmann, Israel's counterpart to our AEC's Lewis Strauss; for that on the army and the socio-military part it has in the growth of the state Outlook talked with 38-year-old Maj. Gen. Chaim Laskov, Chief of Staff of the Israeli Army.

NBC was indeed fortunate to have come upon two men who could carry the conversational ball so well; after they were through, there was little else that needed saying.

There was considerable food for thought offered by this 90-minute program—more so by the fact that NBC was able to bring back this comprehensive report on the atom and the army for no more than $35,000— including transportation, billets and actual production.

Production costs: $35,000
Sustaining on NBC-TV Sun. May 18, 4:50 p.m.

KRAFT THEATRE

It is a good thing that Kraft Theatre is going off the air. Were its future not so neatly labeled "Retirement, fall 1958," this veteran of the tv boards might be heading for the type of second coming that sometimes hits show business veterans after lean years. It is much simpler that this is not to be; it saves viewers from wasting their time anticipating any live excitement from that corner next season, and viewers are obviously much more pliable when not subject to undue excitement or stimulation.

Prompting this fruitless speculation is Kraft's most recent offering under the aegis of David Susskind's Talent Associates—a two-part dramatization of All the King's Men.

It was not the be-all and end-all of live drama. There is some doubt whether any production, and especially one as dependent on characterization and mood as this one, can successfully be strung over two weeks. One did not sit down to the second half of King's Men with intensity intact from a week before, and part of the second hour had gone before the empathy developed again.

There were problems inherent in the vehicle which the television dramatization did not fully overcome. Robert Penn Warren's Pulitzer-prize winning novel, and the excellent movie made from it, told the harsh and ugly story of Willie Stark, a red-necked hick who learned about politics so well that nothing could stop him except the final bullet that left him sprawled on the steps of the state capitol. Of the people involved and what Willie's career did to them the tv adaptation could not completely detail; because of this, some of the impact of the final scenes did not ring true.

Whatever the faults of this two-hour essay on demagoguery, one must still fall back on a bromide of sorts: this was live theatre, and as such, it had a compelling excitement.

An excellent adaptation by Don Mann-kie was got top-notch. Hair falling in his face, collar pulled open, shirt ballooning over his waistline, the Willie Stark of Neville Brand changed effectively from a raw country boy with big ideas to a lecherous, manipulating little Caesar. Maureen Stapleton as Sadie Burke and Fred Scollay as Jack Burden, who "made" Willie Stark governor and stayed on to learn what they had wrought, gave fine performances.

Camerawork and production abetted the effectiveness of the program, suggesting the excitement of a clamoring crowd, magnifying the hold of a man over individuals and a crowd, etching the face of chicane and fear and disillusionment.

Tight direction gave form and pace, and excellent musical background underscored the action to its relentless and inevitable end.

So it was good. Worth watching, worth even thinking about a few moments, perhaps, after the final commercial. Which may, after all, have gotten in the way of concentrating on This is Your Life, whose particular brand of drama follows Kraft Theatre. And certainly it is unfair for a program's effectiveness to impinge on another's, or to offer a challenging comparison. It is a good thing that Kraft Theatre is going off the air.

Production costs: $100,000.
Sponsored by Kraft Foods Co. through J. Walter Thompson on NBC-TV Wed., May 14 and 21, 9-10 p.m., live in color and black-and-white.

Production by Talent Associates; executive producer: David Susskind; producer: Robert Herridge; director: Sidney Lumet; assoc. producer: Charles Schultz; ass't. director: Claire Sheridan; musical director: John Geller.
COMING EAST to the New York State Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear, way out in Ohio.

GOING WEST on the Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear, just past Syracuse.

IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in the $4 billion Western New York market (plus big bonus audience in Canada and on the Thruway) buy WGR RADIO. 1,000,000 homes...1,000,000 cars.

ABC Affiliate. Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

BUY WGR RADIO
BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
WNEP-TV/WILK-TV — Scranton — Wilkes-Barre
Now, a new, two-station TV buy blankets both the South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets, plus healthy chunks of Southern Michigan and Western Ohio. Over 1.6 million population—$2.8 billion Effective Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these rich markets in combination—and saving 10%! They're buying them right along with Indianapolis—thus covering all the best of Indiana from within—with just two buys!

see your H-R man soon!
LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

FRANK SILVERNAIL, dean of broadcast advertising media men, has become a consultant to BROADCASTING.

Mr. Silvernail has already begun advising BROADCASTING editors in the preparation of the new BROADCASTING YEARBOOK which will be published next September.

He will also be available for consultation on special projects for the weekly BROADCASTING magazine.

Most of our readers know Frank Silvernail, personally or at least by reputation. He retired as manager of station relations at BBDO, New York, last March 31 after 33 years of association with broadcasting and advertising.

By conservative estimate Mr. Silvernail bought $25 million in radio and television station time during his 20 years as an agency man.

He has served as chairman of the Standing Committee on Broadcast Media of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and as a member of the AAAA's Media Relations Committee.

Many of BROADCASTING's editors have known Mr. Silvernail intimately during his distinguished service as an agency media man and have called upon him frequently for advice and information. We are delighted, of course, to formalize that long association.

Having Mr. Silvernail as a consultant is made the more pleasurable by our unanimity of attitude toward the relationship of television and radio. It is Mr. Silvernail's view (and ours) that tv and radio, although operated competitively, are thought of jointly by the buyers of broadcast advertising. Together radio and tv constitute the broadcast media and as such are a single province of responsibility within most agencies.

At one period of television evolution, there was a trend toward divorcement of television and radio functions within some major agencies. That trend has disappeared, and accordingly the new BROADCASTING YEARBOOK will contain complete details about both television and radio.

Our promotion people are calling it the "one-book library of television and radio information." With the considerable help of Frank Silvernail, we editors are working to prove the soundness of that slogan.

BROADCASTING

THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE

☐ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $7.00
☐ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
☐ Enclosed ☐ Bill

name

company name

address

city

code

state

* Occupation Required

Please send to home address ———
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IN AUGUST 1950 Frank Fogarty, at 45, was a successful businessman in a responsible post with a well-known, active wholesale company. There was no hint that he was about to take on a brand new career.

Then came a telephone call from Washington. His friend Francis P. Matthews, then Navy Secretary and a stockholder in WOW Omaha, asked Frank if he was interested in succeeding the late John Gillin as head of that broadcast operation. He was.

Eight years later, now vice president and general manager of WOW-AM-TV, Frank Fogarty is well-established in his new career. In addition to his Omaha duties he is a veteran of the Broadcast Music Inc. program clinic circuit, serves on the Radio Advertising Bureau executive committee, is a board member of the CBS Radio Affiliates Advisory Assn. and is on the NAB Freedom of Information committee.

Frank Philip Fogarty was born Jan. 23, 1905, a son of Omaha letter carrier Frank Fogarty and Elizabeth Costello. When he was 11 he began his business career as a lamplighter. It was a twice-a-day job—at dusk he climbed the poles to light the gas lamps, and at dawn climbed them again to put them out. It was only one of the many odd jobs—paper boy, shipping room clerk at U. S. Rubber, etc.—he did while soaking up an education at Omaha schools.

Mr. Fogarty earned his Bachelor of Arts at Creighton U., Omaha, in 1926 (English, philosophy, history and a year of law). He was managing editor of the school paper and captain of the debating team. To round out finances he became secretary to the dean of the arts college and in his senior year investigated insurance prospects for a local credit firm. Upon graduation he became engaged in alumni work and an instructor in public speaking, then left the school in 1929.

At that date Mr. Fogarty entered community service, traveling with various trade groups as an Omaha Chamber of Commerce official to conventions where he “sold” Omaha as the next convention site. In 1939 he became the chamber’s general manager, worked on the War Dept. in Washington to locate military installations and plants (the Omaha area received several installations). In 1944 he went to Paxton & Gallagher Co. in Omaha (markets Butter-Nut, a leading coffee brand, and wholesales a line of groceries, hardware and liquor), was sales manager of the grocery division and active in department store planning and counseling (for retailers).

WHEN Mr. Fogarty took over the WOW operation in 1950 he wasn’t going in completely blind. Butter-Nut used radio and, in some respects, had built the coffee brand through radio advertising (“although I never bought radio time for Butter-Nut I saw radio’s results on the selling side”).

Mr. Fogarty finds it “hard to imagine a more interesting field” than broadcasting—“it’s omnipresent.” Invariably in any group, the conversations turn to radio and tv, he says, “usually on programming.” From these comments, Mr. Fogarty, who is sensitive to what the public thinks of his commodity, forms judgments of his own. In fact, the station keeps a record of every phone call from a listener and whenever any reaction or comment “assumes a significant pattern” the station looks into the subject—“we keep a close ear to the ground.”

The WOW stations, noted for their news and farm service, emphasize organization: the tv station has three mobile units, 12-14 photographers and reporters and 100 stringers in a territory that reaches as far as 150 miles; WOW has a farm service department which annually conducts the now famous farm tour and made the two documentary radio shows and films on which the stations’ two Peabody awards were based.

Mr. Fogarty’s community interest extends to his wife: he was married in 1936 to a girl from Omaha, Patricia Scanlan. They have four children, Kathleen, 21; Sharon, 20; Frank Jr., 17, and Tish, 7.

He is past president of the Omaha Chamber of Commerce (only Omaha citizen to serve first as paid and later as voluntary officer), and is a former president of the Omaha Rotary Club and Omaha Mfrs. Assn. He is president of United Community Services there. Principal away-from-the-desk occupation is golf.
Boston
March-April

NIIELSEN!

HOOPER!

PULSE!

agree that

Radio Boston

WCOP

is BOSTON'S BEST BUY!

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations:
Radio Baltimore | Radio Chicago | Radio Memphis
WCAO   | WJJD   | WMPS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
NEW YORK  CHICAGO  LOS ANGELES  BOSTON  ATLANTA  SAN FRANCISCO  SEATTLE
We knew these first TARGET ratings would be fabulous! It's just the beginning. TARGET is terrific in over 100 markets. It still may be available in yours.
SCORES BULLSEYES IN FIRST SHOWING!

BIRMINGHAM
WBRC-TV  Thurs. 9:00 P.M.
34.8
Beats: Wyatt Earp, Perry Mason, Burns & Allen, Wells Fargo, Groucho Marx, Steve Allen, Loretta Young, Dinah Shore, Playhouse 90, Cheyenne and many others.

DENVER
KLZ-TV  Sat. 8:30 P.M.
20.8
Beats: Lawrence Welk, Father Knows Best, Dragnet, Burns & Allen, The Millionaire, Climax, Zorro, Studio One, I Love Lucy, People Are Funny, and many others.

LAS VEGAS
KLAS-TV  Fri. 9:30 P.M.
23.5
Beats: Thin Man, Shirley Temple's Storybook, Schlitz Playhouse, Kraft Theatre, Studio One, Zorro, The Millionaire, Welk's Top Tunes, Lawrence Welk, Big Record and many others.

BOISE
KBOI-TV  Fri. 9:30 P.M.
23.7
Beats: Twenty One, Dinah Shore, Steve Allen, The Millionaire, G. E. Theatre, People Are Funny, U.S. Steel Hour, Robin Hood, Big Record, Your Hit Parade, and many others.

PORTLAND
KOIN-TV  Tues. 10:00 P.M.
17.9
Beats preceding and following shows and tops: Colt 45, Your Hit Parade, Jim Bowie, Alcoa Theatre, Amateur Hour, Truth or Consequences, Top Dollar, Navy Log and Patrice Munsel, and many others.

CHARLESTON, S. C.
WUSN-TV  Tues. 7:00 P.M.
19.2
Beats: $64,000 Challenge, Thin Man, Top Dollar, Rosemary Clooney, Studio One, Your Hit Parade, 20th Century, Jane Wyman Presents, Frank Sinatra and Amateur Hour.

WEEK AFTER WEEK...
GREAT STARS! GREAT IMPACT STORIES!

PAT O'BRIEN
CESAR ROMERO
BONITA GRANVILLE
DAVID BRIAN
GENE BARRY
HOWARD DUFF
MARIA RIVA
JOHN IRELAND
STEVE McNALLY
MARIE WINDSOR
HANS CONRIED
SKIP HOMER
LOLA ALSRIGHT
KENT TAYLOR
NEVILLE BRAND
HUGH MARLOWE
ADOLPHE MENJOU, Host

and many more.
35 YEARS OF PROGRESS... AND A NEW BEGINNING!

The official dedication of WRC's new studios took place on May 22nd. With its new facilities, Washington's first radio station will continue to be Washington's favorite radio station.

WRC · 980 Represented by NBC Spot Sales
NBC Leadership Station in Washington, D. C.
ANA OPENS WAR ON TRIPLE-SPOTTING

- Survey of ANA members turns up 32 ‘victims’ of tv spot abuses
- Advertisers demand better station discipline, tightened NAB code

The powerful Assn. of National Advertisers moved last week to bring a long-simmering pot of trouble to a quick boil.

In a report being announced today, the ANA let it be known that triple-spotting in tv—a source of aggravation for years—has got to go.

Its language was not quite that direct, but its intent was plain. The announcement carried examples of contract devices that ANA said are used by some advertisers to protect themselves against abuse—examples that other advertisers and agencies presumably are free to copy in their own timebuying negotiations.

The announcement said a survey of ANA members showed that “an important segment of advertisers are victims of the triple-spotting abuse in television.” Of 115 advertisers who responded to the survey, ANA said, 32 “complained of triple-spotting in recent months.” Sixty were “reasonably certain” they had not been triple-spot victims, and the rest didn’t know.

George Abrams of Revlon, chairman of the ANA Radio-Tv Committee, which conducted the survey, told Broadcasting the big complaint was that network advertisers get less time than they pay for when stations triple-spot, because the multiple announcements eat into the network program time.

The ANA announcement pinned the responsibility for corrective action on stations, networks and the NAB.

“Ultimately,” it said, “it would seem that what is needed is a revision of the NAB code and an agreement, between the networks and their affiliates, as to the amount of time that is available for sale by local stations after a network program has been bought by a network advertiser.”

The networks generally agree that it was the responsibility of themselves and their affiliates to deliver to each network advertiser the amount of time he had ordered, and that when triple-spotting clips off any of the network advertiser’s time it must be stopped.

NBC had no immediate comment pending study of the ANA statement, but officials of both CBS-TV and ABC-TV said they were doing everything possible to stamp out this type of spotting. They claimed that actually very few of their affiliates were guilty of clipping network advertisers’ time, but acknowledged that any violation is too much.

The code as it now stands stipulates that “more than two back-to-back announcements plus the conventional sponsored 10-second station ID are not acceptable between programs or within the framework of a single program. Announcements scheduled between programs shall not interrupt a preceding or following program.”

Although both the ANA announcement and Mr. Abrams indicated prime concern was for preservation of the network advertiser’s full allotment of time, the preventative measures cited by ANA seemed more applicable to spot schedules.

One big but otherwise unidentified tv user who has not had trouble with triple-spotting, according to ANA, reported that after the announcement the NAB Code revision of the NAB Code will be scheduled immediately adjacent to this advertiser.

“3. Station agrees to advise agency, in writing, in advance of any change of adjacencies.”

Mr. Abrams told Broadcasting that few advertisers currently employ this sort of contractual protection against triple-spotting, but that he expected the practice to spread.

Observers were inclined to agree—especially since ANA is putting the samples out for all advertisers to see.

Mr. Abrams also noted that agencies

Benton & Bowles media chief deplores excess commercialism on tv and radio
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American Medical Assn. huddles to stamp out drug ads it objects to
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The views of Benton & Bowles, one of
DOCTORS PRESCRIBE TV PURGE

The American Medical Assn. is concerned over "offensive and misleading advertising" of drug products and last week decided to do something about it. A secret meeting attended by advertising and media representatives was held in New York last Monday by AMA. After an all-day discussion, the National Better Business Bureau was invited to draw up an informal program to meet the problem.

Broadcast, newspaper and magazine groups attended the meeting along with representatives of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, American Assn. of Newspaper Representatives, Assn. of National Advertisers, Proprietary Assn. and the business bureau.

The problem is all-media in scope, it appeared at the meeting. AMA voiced the opinion that voluntary action might be effective in cleaning up misleading, distasteful and deceptive advertising.

Leo A. Brown, AMA assistant general manager and public relations director, presided at Monday meeting. Member complaints and resolutions from medical groups continue to demand steps to prevent advertising that might endanger the public, he said.

Representing broadcasters at the AMA session were Stockton Heffrich, NBC-TV; Herbert Carlborg, CBS-TV and Edward Bronson, NAB tv code affairs director. The network officials explained how copy and claims are screened. Mr. Bronson outlined operation of the NAB tv code.

No specific medium was singled out for criticism by AMA. The Proprietary Assn. described its work in previewing ads and labels for its members.

The atmosphere at the meeting was in contrast to a stinging resolution adopted recently by the House of Delegates of the Medical Society of New York. This resolution criticized "adroit references to doctors" who use or prescribe "nonsense." The New York Times carried an editorial May 16 based on this action and calling on networks and sponsors to do "some badly needed housecleaning." The newspaper criticized "outrageous and nauseating charts of human anatomy."

Mr. Rich explained B&b's clients "agree with the steps we have taken to curb this overcommercialization" and added, "We will continue to exert all our efforts towards eliminating this unhealthy practice."

Radio, too, drew sharp comments from the most active triple-spot foes, have been put on record a number of times, most recently by vice president and media director Lee Rich in a speech before the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters last week (story, this page).

At Compton Adv., also in the forefront of the fight against commercial excesses, vice president and media director Frank Kemp said that "too many stations are triple-spotting and if anything can be done to reduce the practice, it would be good for the industry."

But both he and Bert Mulligan, head timebuyer, saw little need to write triple-spotting into contract. "Wherever we find triple-spotting," said Mr. Mulligan, "we move our commercials to another time."

Methods of detecting commercial offenses also were explored in the ANA survey. The association reported:

"Of the 32 members who complained about triple-spotting, 20 monitor their shows.

"Ten of these members have informal systems of checking programs through their own advertising personnel, distributors or salesmen.

"Six members report that their agencies monitor for them and two advertisers use commercial monitoring organizations.

"Of the 60 members who are reasonably certain that they have not been victims of triple-spotting 18 rely on monitoring."

One advertiser who uses contract safeguards against triple-spotting, ANA said, also reported "that his field sales force continually sends in criticisms or commendations on the spot program. His agencies find that competitive stations are the first to inform them if anything such as triple-spotting has occurred."

The other advertiser whose contract conditions were cited by ANA reported that "as a safeguard against such contract violations as might occur, the agency frequently conducts field monitors to determine whether or not stations are adhering to this contract."

At the networks the advertisers seemed assured of cooperation.

ABC-TV was challenged a few months ago by Compton Adv., which charged that 12 ABC-TV affiliates were triple-spotting before or after Wyatt Earp, which Compton services for Procter & Gamble. At that time ABC-TV officials said they had contacted the affiliates and that all had agreed not to triple-spot [ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES, March 17].

In a statement last week Oliver Treyz, president of ABC-TV, reiterated the network's stand against triple-spotting. He said:

"ABC is very much aware of the adverse effects of triple-spotting, and it has been discussed with our affiliates on many occasions. Last January the managers of all ABC affiliates were alerted that triple-spotting poses a serious problem and if it continues is bound to have an adverse effect on all of us. We pointed out that it was impossible to triple-spot between network programs without cutting into the time which had been contracted for by our network advertisers and that the cutting into the advertisers' time in
that the cutting into the advertisers' time in this fashion was a violation of our affiliation agreement with the stations. We asked for the cooperation of all stations in the elimination of this spotting.

"We are confident that virtually all ABC-TV affiliated stations now are cooperating toward the elimination of this practice," said Frank Duker, vice president and director of station relations, added that where triple-spotting cuts into the time ordered by a network advertiser, it must be stopped. He said the network has reason to believe that only "a relatively tiny segment of stations" are guilty, but that CBS-TV is "doing everything in its power to detect such instances and to stop them."

Though seemingly apt to be brought to a head by the ANA move, overcommercialization generally and triple-spotting specifically have been under attack for years.

Three years ago John P. Cunningham, president of Cunningham & Walsh, publicly protested that "I have counted as many as five commercials at station break time, one right after another." He agreed that "the advertisers and the agencies also are at fault with the broadcasters—except that the broadcasters have the veto power." [ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES, Dec. 5, 1955].

Arthur Pradoll, said group director at Foote, Cone & Belding, warned in a speech that "when 20 or more one-minute and 20-second commercials are crowded into an hour, the effectiveness of radio is seriously vitiated." He said that although he was talking about radio, the same vitiation could apply to television [ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES, April 29, 1957].

At the NAB convention earlier this month Marion Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson, told the broadcasters that although only 2% of station-breaks went beyond code allowances last year, "a simple statistic...these proportions can be misleading—for the effect of violations is far more serious."

The issue has been analyzed in other forums. In a Monday Memo written for Broadcasting almost exactly a year ago, Emil Mogul, president of Emil Mogul Communications Inc., said the overloading of commercials as one ugly head of a "three-headed monster" confronting spot broadcasting [Monday Memo, May 27, 1957]. And last fall Benton & Bowles' Lee Rich, in another Monday Memo for this magazine, lashed out at triple-spotting specifically, just as he did again last week at the Pennsylvania broadcasters' meeting. In his Monday Memo Mr. Rich also proposed a solution virtually identical to the one advanced last week by ANA. He said:

"It seems that there are two ways to control properly the amount of time available for local sale between network programs. The first is a further revision of this portion of the NAB code in order to provide a more concise definition of a station's obligation. The second is the agreement, and its strict observance, between the networks and their affiliates as to the amount of network program time to be utilized by a local station in a one-hour program and the amount remaining for sale by the local station." [Monday Memo, Nov. 11, 1957].

Advertisers spent $262,766,116 for network and spot television time during the first quarter of 1958—almost 8% more than they did in the same period a year ago.

This gain in the face of general economic recession is shown in compilations of spot and network totals released last week and today (Monday) by Television Bureau of Advertising.

The figures showed first-quarter network time sales amounted to $143,704,116, or 13.5% ahead of the 1957 first-quarter total of $126,540,198.

First-quarter spot sales were placed at $119,062,000, up 1.8% from the $116,935,000 recorded in the first three months of 1957.

The network figures are compiled for TVb by Leading National Advertisers and Broadcast Advertisers Report; the spot figures by N. C. Rorbaugh Co. All figures are gross.

Norman E. Cash, TVb President, said that while this year's first-quarter data on spot spending, based on reports from 333 stations, represented a 1.8% increase, an analysis computing 275 stations which reported in both years reflected a 2.4% gain.

The network statistics represented the first complete quarterly report since TVb signed LNA-BAR to make the compilations. Included were estimated expenditures of the top 25 network spenders by both company and brand, network gross billings by day parts, and estimated expenditures by product classification, plus data on March alone. The spot figures included first-quarter expenditures by the top 100 spot users, spending by product classification, and spending by time of day and type of spot activity (see accompanying table).

At the same time, the network also released results of a study showing that television was gaining in terms of viewing hours as well as advertising outlays.

Harvey Spiegel, TVb assistant research director, said the new study, based on A. C. Nielsen Co. data, showed that during the 12 months from April 1957 through March 1958 the average tv home spent 5 hours 13 minutes a day watching television—a gain of 12 minutes per day per tv home as compared to the preceding 12-month period.

"Eleven of the last 12 months," he added, "were all-time highs for the amount of time the average tv home spent with their television set each day."

In another report TVb noted that audiences, too, are gaining. This report said that during the first four months of 1958 the average audience gained 7% in the case of nighttime shows and 14% for daytime programs. The average weekday daytime program was reaching 489,000 more homes per broadcast than in 1957, and the average evening program was reaching 655,000 more homes than a year ago. Current totals: average evening program 9,741,000 homes; average daytime program 3,978,000 homes.

In the first-quarter spot report, being released today (Monday), President Cash noted substantial increases in expenditures in six product categories: ale, beer and wine up from $8.5 million in the first quarter of 1957 to $9.4 million in first quarter 1958 (10%); dental products from $1.5 million to $3.3 million (112%); cosmetics and toiletries from $10.7 million to $11.5 million (8%); clothing, furnishings and accessories from $2.2 million to $2.9 million (33%); consumer services from $3.2 million to $3.5 million (10%) and household laundry products from $3.7 million to $8.6 million (132%).

Five advertisers joined the top 100 spot spenders for the first time: Comstock Foods, Huelbrin Inc., International Milling, Lewis Food Co. and Tidy House Products. Procter & Gamble again led the list with almost $7.8 million, followed by Lever with more than $3.5 million and Colgate-Palmolive with just under $3 million. Farther down the list, network spending P&G also was first by a wide margin for the first quarter: almost $12 million. General Motors was second with almost $5.4 million and Chrysler third with $5.2 million. Tide ($2.3 million), Ford passenger cars ($2.1 million) and Anacin ($2 million) were one-two-three among brands for the quarter.

WHAT THE TOP 100 SPENT FOR SPOT TV

1. PROCTER & GAMBLE...$7,768,700
2. LEVER BROTHERS...3,565,500
3. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE...2,981,300
4. GENERAL FOODS...2,847,700
5. BROWN & WILLIAMSON...2,589,000
6. ADELL CHEMICAL...2,217,300
7. CONTINENTAL BAKING...2,141,600
8. MILES LABORATORIES...2,127,000
9. ANCHOR HOCKING...1,943,600
10. WARNER-LAMBERT...1,506,800
11. STERLING DRUG...1,457,500
12. AM. HOME PROD. CORP...1,392,700
13. NATIONAL BISCUIT...1,238,900
14. PHILIP MORRIS...1,184,700
15. AVON PRODUCTS...1,151,000
16. ANDREW JERGENS...1,121,700
17. COCA-COLA BOTTLELS...1,082,100
18. CARTER PRODUCTS...1,047,100
19. BULOVA WATCH...1,034,000
20. CHARLES ANTELL...968,100
21. SHELL OIL...955,000
22. WOOLWORTH...955,500
23. ROBERT HALL...947,200
24. AMERICAN CHECLE...934,100
25. J. A. FOLGER...840,100

CONTINUED
## SPOT TV BUYING BY PRODUCT CATEGORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
<td>$388,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeds, Meals</td>
<td>$188,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beer &amp; Wine</strong></td>
<td>$9,399,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer &amp; Ale</td>
<td>$8,490,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>909,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amusements, Entertainment</strong></td>
<td>$84,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automotive</strong></td>
<td>$2,089,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Freeze</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>1,536,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tires &amp; Tubes</td>
<td>225,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks &amp; Trailers</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Accessories &amp; Supplies</td>
<td>$293,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Material, Equipment, Fixtures, Paints</strong></td>
<td>$514,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixtures, Plumbing, Supplies</td>
<td>$143,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>$165,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paints</td>
<td>$111,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Tools</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clothing, Furnishings, Accessories</strong></td>
<td>$2,879,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>$2,489,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footwear</td>
<td>$286,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houseware</td>
<td>$94,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confections &amp; Soft Drinks</strong></td>
<td>$6,278,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confections</td>
<td>$3,249,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Drinks</td>
<td>$3,029,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer Services</strong></td>
<td>$3,481,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Cleaning &amp; Laundering</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>$419,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>$632,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical &amp; Dental</td>
<td>$48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving, Hauling, Storage</td>
<td>$121,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Utilities</td>
<td>$1,847,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious, Political, Unions, Schools &amp; Colleges</td>
<td>$242,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Services</td>
<td>$35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cosmetics &amp; Toiletries</strong></td>
<td>$11,544,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetics</td>
<td>$2,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deodorants</td>
<td>$790,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depilatories</td>
<td>$51,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair Tonics &amp; Shampoos</td>
<td>2,159,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand &amp; Face Creams, Lotions</td>
<td>932,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home Permanents &amp; Coloring</strong></td>
<td>$1,464,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Etc.</td>
<td>135,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razors, Blades</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaving Creams, Lotions, Etc.</td>
<td>481,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet Soaps</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>207,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dental Products</strong></td>
<td>$3,263,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentifrices</td>
<td>$2,966,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouthwashes</td>
<td>90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>207,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Products</strong></td>
<td>$11,560,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Remedies</td>
<td>$2,712,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache Remedies</td>
<td>$2,063,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigestion Remedies</td>
<td>$2,566,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laxatives</td>
<td>846,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins</td>
<td>969,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Aids</td>
<td>303,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Drug Products</td>
<td>1,916,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Stores</td>
<td>185,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food &amp; Grocery Products</strong></td>
<td>$33,331,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked Goods</td>
<td>$7,031,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereals</td>
<td>2,254,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee, Tea &amp; Food Drinks</td>
<td>$8,778,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condiments, Sauces, Appetizers</td>
<td>1,128,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy Products</td>
<td>1,539,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desserts</td>
<td>1,009,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Foods (Flour, Mixes, Rice, Etc.)</td>
<td>1,819,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits &amp; Vegetables, Juices</td>
<td>1,466,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaroni, Noodles, Chill, Etc.</td>
<td>515,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margarine, Shortenings</td>
<td>2,440,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat, Poultry &amp; Fish</td>
<td>1,440,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soups</td>
<td>115,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Foods</td>
<td>1,478,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Frozen Foods</td>
<td>290,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Stores</td>
<td>2,029,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Garden Supplies &amp; Equipment</strong></td>
<td>251,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gasoline &amp; Lubricants</strong></td>
<td>$5,177,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline &amp; Oil</td>
<td>4,905,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Additives</td>
<td>227,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels, Resorts, Restaurants</strong></td>
<td>84,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Cleaners, Cleaners, Polishes, Waxes</strong></td>
<td>1,987,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaners, Cleaners</td>
<td>1,365,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor &amp; Furniture Polishes, Waxes</td>
<td>314,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Cleaners</td>
<td>93,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Dry Cleaners</td>
<td>97,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoe Polish</td>
<td>21,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Cleaners</td>
<td>97,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Equipment—Appliances</strong></td>
<td>1,083,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Furnishings</strong></td>
<td>$661,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beds, Mattresses, Springs</td>
<td>497,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NETWORK TV BUYING BY PRODUCT CATEGORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Category</th>
<th>March 1958</th>
<th>Jan.-March 1958</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture &amp; Farming</td>
<td>$408,269</td>
<td>$13,066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel, Footwear &amp; Accessories</td>
<td>$5,321,245</td>
<td>$15,264,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive, Automotive Accessories &amp; Equipment</td>
<td>$592,910</td>
<td>$1,791,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer, Wine &amp; Liquor</td>
<td>$237,509</td>
<td>$337,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Materials, Equipment &amp; Fixtures</td>
<td>$851,523</td>
<td>$2,512,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Services</td>
<td>$385,475</td>
<td>$1,250,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment &amp; Amusement</td>
<td>$212,616</td>
<td>$212,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; Food Products</td>
<td>$7,197,795</td>
<td>$26,952,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline, Lubricants &amp; Other Fuels</td>
<td>$1,58,241</td>
<td>$690,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture</td>
<td>$73,320</td>
<td>$115,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Equipment &amp; Supplies</td>
<td>$2,041,349</td>
<td>$5,491,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Furnishings</td>
<td>$663,077</td>
<td>$1,666,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Materials</td>
<td>$2,817,789</td>
<td>$16,617,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>$592,910</td>
<td>$1,791,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry, Optical Goods &amp; Cameras</td>
<td>$750,794</td>
<td>$2,308,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicines &amp; Proprietary Remedies</td>
<td>$7,324,329</td>
<td>$5,491,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Equipment, Stationery &amp; Writing Supplies</td>
<td>$7,400,000</td>
<td>$14,135,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>$3,591,865</td>
<td>$1,631,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing &amp; Media</td>
<td>$8,072,000</td>
<td>$2,308,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radios, Television Sets, Phonographs, Musical Instruments &amp; Accessories</td>
<td>$3,851,523</td>
<td>$2,512,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smocking Materials</td>
<td>$1,688,933</td>
<td>$5,491,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soaps, Cleaners &amp; Polishes</td>
<td>$663,077</td>
<td>$1,666,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporting Goods &amp; Toys</td>
<td>$1,688,933</td>
<td>$5,491,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toiletries &amp; Toilet Goods</td>
<td>$663,077</td>
<td>$1,666,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel, Hotels &amp; Resorts</td>
<td>$663,077</td>
<td>$1,666,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$663,077</td>
<td>$1,666,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$11,933,899</td>
<td>$143,704,116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LNA-BAR:** Gross Time Costs Only

GROSS NETWORK TV BILLING BY DAY PARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daytime</th>
<th>1957</th>
<th>1958</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>1957</th>
<th>1958</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>$13,092,877</td>
<td>$14,135,538</td>
<td>+8.0</td>
<td>$38,164,945</td>
<td>$41,992,436</td>
<td>+10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.-Fri.</td>
<td>10,619,260</td>
<td>11,583,422</td>
<td>+9.1</td>
<td>31,847,391</td>
<td>35,240,580</td>
<td>+10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. &amp; Sun.</td>
<td>2,473,617</td>
<td>2,552,116</td>
<td>+3.2</td>
<td>6,317,554</td>
<td>6,751,856</td>
<td>+6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime</td>
<td>30,560,118</td>
<td>35,323,799</td>
<td>+15.6</td>
<td>88,375,253</td>
<td>101,711,680</td>
<td>+15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$43,652,995</td>
<td>$49,459,337</td>
<td>+13.3</td>
<td>$126,540,198</td>
<td>$143,704,116</td>
<td>+13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LNA-BAR:** Gross Time Costs Only

NETWORK TV'S TOP 25

**By Company, 1st Quarter**

1. Procter & Gamble | $11,933,899
2. General Motors | $5,391,337
3. Chrysler | $5,232,263
4. General Foods | $5,165,950
5. Lever Brothers | $5,070,603
6. Colgate-Palmolive | $5,020,935
7. Bristol-Myers | $4,842,986
8. Am. Home Prods. | $4,683,316
9. Ford Motor | $3,725,625
10. R. J. Reynolds | $3,591,865
11. Gillette | $3,393,602
12. Kellogg | $2,966,246
13. American Tobacco | $2,830,380
14. Liggett & Myers Tob. | $2,817,789
15. Pharmaceuticals Inc. | $2,489,475
16. Sterling Drug | $2,071,018
17. P. Lorillard | $2,052,309
18. General Mills | $2,036,713
19. Revlon | $1,976,432

**By Brand, 1st Quarter**

20. National Dairy Prods. | $1,964,719
21. Brown & Williamson | $1,761,773
22. Radio Corp. of Am. | $1,590,932
23. Eastman Kodak | $1,455,448
24. Philip Morris | $1,452,858
25. General Electric | $1,351,383

**LNA-BAR:** Gross Time Costs Only

NETWORK TV'S TOP 25

**By Brand, 1st Quarter**

1. Tide (P & G) | $2,325,404
2. Ford Pass. Cars | $2,132,418
3. Anacin (Whitehall) | $2,060,660
4. Bufferin (B-M) | $2,056,099
5. Winstons (Reynolds) | $1,820,982
6. Chevorlet Pass. Cars | $1,669,850
7. Plymouth Pass. Cars | $1,667,917
8. Dodge Pass. Cars | $1,649,153
9. Viceroys (B & W) | $1,351,992
10. L & M's | $1,205,213

**CONTINUED**
BULOVA BRAKES SPOT TV SLATE

- Summer sales lag blamed
- Future course undecided

Bulova Watch Co., New York, which has a history of spot broadcasting dating back to 1929, is cancelling its current spot tv schedule amounting to $4 million this year as of June 15—and is undecided about its future plans.

Bulova, which dropped out of spot radio several years ago after a lengthy and profitable association, notified station representatives of its latest decision in a letter from its advertising agency, McCann-Erickson, New York. The letter gave no indication of Bulova's future plans but pointed out that although watch sales are seasonal, the company in the past has used spot tv on a 52-week basis. This year, the letter continued, Bulova has decided "to cancel all spot tv for the low selling summer months."

A spokesman for Bulova later told Broadcasting that the company would be back in television this fall "in one form or another," but could not specify the type of tv participation. In addition to the spot tv schedule amounting to about $4 million this broadcast year (usually beginning in September) Bulova also has invested about $2.5 million on network specials—co-sponsorship of 10 Frank Sinatra Show programs on ABC-TV and several musical shows on NBC-TV. The Bulova official said he could not speculate on the fate of spot tv for the future at this time, pointing out that meetings are scheduled for the next three weeks between representatives of the company and McCann-Erickson, during which Bulova’s advertising considerations will be evaluated. The Bulova spokesman stressed that the summer season is "the slowest in the watch business" and indicated that the company's sales, like others in the hard-goods field, had been affected by the current recession. Bulova is considered one of the world’s bigger watch firms along with U. S. Time Corp. (Timex) and Gruen.

Since 1948, Bulova has been a consistent user of spot tv on a 52-week basis using largely 20-second IDs and some 10-second spots. As far back as July 1941, Bulova used spot tv on WNBTV (now WRCA-TV) New York but stepped up its participation in the medium seven years later. It is believed the company bought time in virtually every tv market in the country.

Bulova’s decision caught station representatives by surprise but they declined to comment on the action, hoping the move is a temporary one only for this summer.

Bates Promotes Hill, MacNelly

E. L. Hill and C. L. MacNelly Jr., vice presidents and directors of Ted Bates & Co., New York, have been elected senior vice presidents. Mr. Hill has been with the agency for 10 years, and before that was a brand manager with Procter & Gamble. Mr. MacNelly has been with Ted Bates for eight years.

### ACTIVITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>68.5% (85,586,000) spent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>56.4% (70,468,000) spent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>81.7% (102,078,000) spent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>29.8% (37,233,000) spent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19.3% (24,114,000) spent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24.9% (31,124,000) spent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger’s weekly and quarterly “Activity” report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger & Co.

*All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the “attending movies” category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 3-7 days of the interviewing week.*

SINDLINGER’S SET COUNT: As of May 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,850,000 people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age group); (2) 41,779,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,019,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
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as basic as the alphabet

EGYPTIAN
Searching for the ancient ancestor of our letter C, many scholars eye with favor the Egyptian picture-sign for corner or angle.

PHOENICIAN
With the passage of time, far-traveling Phoenician merchants adapted the corner sign and let it stand for the first sound of gamel—precise meaning of which is not certain.

GREEK
The Greeks changed gamel to gamma and wrote it in various ways. The form pictured here was officially adopted by the Athenians in 403 B.C.

ROMAN
From one of the Greek gamma forms, the Romans created two Latin letters. One was our letter G; the other, our letter C.

Changing listeners into customers is much easier when you buy WWJ. Nearly thirty-eight years of quality radio service to Detroit and southeastern Michigan have built a tremendously loyal audience which accepts WWJ-advertised products quickly and enthusiastically.

Start your radio campaign here—with the WWJ Melody Parade, WWJ News, with popular personalities like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Bob Maxwell and Jim DeLand. It's the basic thing to do!

WWJ RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and operated by The Detroit News
NBC Affiliate

Cream of the Michigan market
Seventy per cent of Michigan's population commanding 75 per cent of the state's buying power lives within WWJ's daytime primary coverage area.

Historical data by
Dr. Donald J. Lloyd, Wayne State University
General Mills new cereal goes on shelf; tv's out to get it off

As shoppers filed into grocery stores dotting a wide eastern slice of the U. S. on May 1 (a Thursday), their buying moves were being watched closely by one of the advertising executives in Minneapolis and another set of strategists in New York. That was “I-Day” (introduction day), the beginning of a test of a marketing plan three years in the making.

May 1 was the official debut of General Mills' new entry in the cereal mart, a package of high-protein breakfast food called Hi-Pro. It is the first cereal of any consequence to enter the super-competitive cereals area in two years.

That anxious look from Minneapolis (head offices of General Mills) and from Madison Ave. (head offices of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, agency on Hi-Pro) will continue. As of last week, the Hi-Pro watchers saw "encouraging reports" in movement of the new product. But the cereal campaigners will need more than this to go on. The curse or the blessing will be the future strength of re-orders. In a drive to establish a new product of this kind, the initial sale is not as important as subsequent sales—will the customer come back for more?

General Mills and D-F-S think try-out customers will become repeaters. They are supporting this faith with a television campaign (backed up by other media) that repeats a copy theme of a "whole breakfast in a bowl" and "three times the high quality protein" of any other cereal and demonstrates just how nutritious a breakfast Hi-Pro can be (see tv commercial).

The same day the campaign opened (distribution machinery already had Hi-Pro stocked on the shelf), General Mills and D-F-S laid down the tv spot barrage that now covers the box-like sector etched out of the U. S. East. The introductory territory reaches diagonally west to Chicago north to the U. S.-Canada border and as far south as Washington, D. C.

There are perhaps some 50 major market areas in this section where the Hi-Pro tv message is being seen and heard (mostly one-minute announcements with some 20-second spots). In addition to the tv spot umbrella, General Mills called on long-range (or national) advertising support in the form of cut-ins in the network tv shows it sponsors (ABC's Wyatt Earp and American Bandstand, CBS's Verdict Is Yours and Beat the Clock).

Starting June 1 General Mills and D-F-S will bring up additional advertising to supplement the yeoman chore delegated to tv. A radio spot schedule is being placed in about the same markets where tv has been running [CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 12].

What's the budget? The silence on budgets in the cereal field is deafening. The talk is on product, not money. This much is known, however. Tv and radio are getting two-thirds of the Hi-Pro introductory ad budget. Television alone is receiving approximately twice the amount that goes into print. Television spots are running at a high rate in such markets as New York City and low in frequency in some "secondary" markets. (D-F-S is buying its tv spot on "rating points"). How long will this be kept up? Simple—as long as it's needed. In other parts of the country? Not so simple.

Assuming there are re-orders of Hi-Pro at a sufficient rate and as the product becomes available and capacity permits, the campaign will march westward and southward. With it presumably will go an expansion of radio and tv spot.

Another "image" is being used in the Hi-Pro advertising for the first time in any brand of General Mills' cereals: Betty Crock-er. The name appears on the box in support of the Hi-Pro target: to influence women (not just children), "who have the greatest concern of family health and welfare." Betty Crocker has been a leading personality in the food field, is looked to by GM customers for tips on recipes and baking (General Mills is the leading milling company in the U. S.) but most importantly is known for influence in consumption of food for its nutritional value (the whole advertising base of Hi-Pro's appeal).

As explained by an executive: Hi-Pro is a whole breakfast in a bowl. It is for today's "economy-minded person—the woman who wants a whole breakfast in convenient form—a substantial meal but no time to prepare it."

How important is Hi-Pro to General Mills? Very.

The company (which had sales of $527.7 million last year) has two kingpins, Cheerios and Wheaties, and also markets Kix (a corn puff) and Jets and Trix, sugar-coated cereals. What GM has not but Kellogg's has (on the market for about two years) is a premium-priced cereal (Hi-Pro retails in the 27-29 cent range). Kellogg's entry is Special K, a rice-tasting nutritious-packed package that rates sixth in sales tonnage (topped by Corn Flakes, Cheerios, Wheaties, Post Toasties, and Rice Krispies) and third in dollar volume (Corn Flakes and Cheerios precede it).

General Mills developed Hi-Pro over a three-year span, most of the food laboratory work conducted by a highly respected food research laboratory, Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, and with consultation by a leading expert in the nutrition field, Dr. F. J. Stare of Harvard.

D-F-S know where it wanted to go in media for good reason. It is generally conceded the agency was assigned Hi-Pro because of its spectacular success with Cheerios, now pushing Corn Flakes in sales percentage (Cheerios has shown substantial increases over the last three years). Since tv's arrival on the advertising scene, Cheerios has allocated between 80-85% of all its media dollars to broadcasting, with television getting the major share.

Television turned out to be a genie for Cheerios. General Mills is rubbing the lamp again.

Hi-Pro's tv pitch

(1) Now for you and your family a new breakfast. (2) It's Hi-Pro... new protein flakes three times the high quality protein of any leading ready-to-eat cereal. (4) A serving of Hi-Pro and milk... gives you as much protein as an egg and two slices of bacon. (5) A combination of more of the important vitamins than many fruits. (6) More of the important minerals than two slices of whole wheat toast. (7) So much balanced food value... it's called a "whole breakfast in a bowl." (8) And Hi-Pro is such a welcome change of taste in the morning... wheat, corn and rice blended into each crisp, man-sized flake. (9) Hi-Pro, the new breakfast with at least three times the high quality protein of any leading ready-to-eat cereal. 
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PGW FORECASTING HOT RADIO SUMMER

- Slump is myth, salesmen say
- New kit offers proof for am

Advertisers ought not to put their spot radio plans into the deep freeze during the summertime. And, for those who have a few radio plans frozen for the time being, the summer period is just the time to defrost.

A drive for new spot radio business on the basis of the summer’s attractiveness comes from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, station representative. PGW looks, too, to the advertiser already using spot radio and is urging him to maintain schedules and perhaps to increase.

The whole PGW pitch is contained in a new kit, called “In the Big New Summertime.” The firm’s radio salesmen are being equipped with the kits to aid them in their selling rounds at agencies and to advertisers. This week the salesmen met with Robert H. Teter, PGW vice president and director of radio, at a “Summer Clinic” to go over the problem of the “Myth of the Summer Slump,” which Mr. Teter says the evidence “explodes.”

Basically, the material prepared by PGW attacks the myth by stressing statistically the importance of the summer months—June, July and August—in consumer habits and buying.

PGW cites National Industrial Conference Board figures which show that half of the people take their vacations at times other than the summer (50% in the summer, 20% in the fall, 20% in the spring and 10% in the winter). Very few families, according to NICB, are away “all summer” and 80% of Americans are away from their homes and jobs for less than three weeks out of the entire year.

Teter says PGW’s “the balance of the summer is like any other time of the year. . . . People go to work, buy things they want, enjoy themselves.” Chief difference, the station representative notes, is that people spend more time outdoors and they drive their cars more and “radio goes with them wherever they go.”

In pointing out time spent with radio, PGW includes figures showing the total time individuals spent with media (from a Sindingler & Co. survey). Radio, according to these figures, has the highest “score” for June, July and August compared with other media. Another set of figures (taken from Pulse) indicates radio’s use in and out of the home in such widely separated markets as New York, Chicago, New Orleans and Los Angeles. Compared are both winter and summer listening according to average-quarter-hour sets in use from six in the morning to midnight. In each of the markets, the summer average topped the winter figure.

Other sets of statistics probe various markets in the U. S., showing further summer and winter listening comparisons and radio summer use growth; increase in summer travel on the highways (with emphasis on the fact that 87.5% of the more than 5 million cars sold last year were radio-equipped); 25.7% of annual retail sales in the U. S. are made during the summer months (Commerce Dept. figures).

PGW notes that 32% of all radios travel with people in the summertime. Cited are surveys of the percentage of portable radios taken along on weekends and on weekdays by certain groups to outdoor events and the percentage of these portables in use.

In specific fields (food-grocery stores, hardware-appliance retailers, gas stations and lumber-building material dealers), PGW observes that retail sales during the summer months go over the average for the nation.

Against all these “summer facts,” PGW asks the advertisers to “check your media objectives.”

Advertisers

TV gets a hot prospect as Myomist goes national

Attention, tv station sales managers: there’s a new spray wafting your way which may leave you breathless in more ways than one. Called Myomist, the new antiseptic oral spray—which is packaged by Parry Labs, New York, in a small (2¾-inch high) portable, infantry-blue plastic squeeze bottle—is hellbent on achieving national distribution within 60 days and is banking primarily on tv to put it over.

To date, Myomist has been introduced in only a few selected markets, but where it has made its bow, its impact has been clearly felt. Precisely how successful its sales have been in the six months Myomist has been sold no one can tell, least of all executives at Parry Labs, who know but won’t talk. Conscious of the threat of a Bristol-Myers or Colgate-Palmolive—both of which have had long-established, intricate networks of distribution and marketing pipelines—Parry, founded only last year by a nucleus of ex-Helene Curtis employees, also has instructed its agency, Joseph Katz Co., to keep “absolutely mum.” But station people who have watched Myomist debut in their market are unreservedly enthusiastic about the product’s progress.

Myomist “premiered” in Cleveland last January on WEWS (TV) and WVJW-TV; shortly thereafter, it popped up in Washington, using all four stations there—WTOP-TV, WRC-TV, WMAL-TV and WTTG (TV). Then it tested Chicago on WNBQ (TV) and WBKB (TV), switched to Philadelphia’s WFIL-TV. But not until a fortnight ago did Myomist truly get underway. It signed a 52-week schedule on WRCA-TV New York under that station’s “Double Dividend Plan,” agreeing to spend no less than $325,000 at the outset. It also bought supplementary time on WPIX (TV) and WABC-TV New York. Next week, Myomist should enter Baltimore, using WMAR-TV there.

From all indications, Parry Labs’ buying strategy can best be called erratic; aside from WRCA-TV, it has bought no set schedule in terms of 13 weeks. In some of the above markets, it went “in” and “out.” The reason: Myomist is a pioneer product. While it may be “competing” with other oral hygiene preparations, it has no peer in that it’s a mouthwash that one may easily carry around on one’s person, thus has “no track record” it can follow.

So far, Parry Labs reportedly is spending upwards of $1.3 million in five markets, 85% in tv spot. It is understood to be considering barter but when questioned, a Parry executive said that most of its time purchases will be “for cash.” While its number one market potential is with the businessman who can’t gargle or brush his teeth after a garlic-flavored luncheon session—thus using early morning and late night tv—Parry Labs will make a concerted effort to “reach” the groom-conscious teenager. It is presently considering buying its first network participation in ABC-TV’s American Bandstand.

Quo vadis Myomist? Notes one leading station representative: “With over $1 million being spent in tv in only a handful of cities and apparently meeting with phenomenal consumer reaction, can you imagine what they’ll [Parry Labs] be spending in only a few months’ time? Why, this may be the Lestol story of 1958!”

Broadcasting
Even a few minutes with General Manager Neal Welch will give you an inkling of the major role that the Paul H. Raymer Company has played in the development of WSBT as the dominant overwhelmingly dominant Radio/TV property in South Bend. In national spot, Raymer Representation delivers better than 80% of all the radio business and grabs more than fifty percent of all the TV schedules in this hot 3-station market. No one can tell you better than Neal Welch how intelligent management, programming showmanship and aggressive representation can make a station the buy... the only buy... in a major market.

WSBT has been represented by Raymer for twenty-three years... a unique record in station representation (most representatives haven't even been in business that long). Perhaps it would pay you to talk to Raymer and find out for yourself what it is that makes Raymer Representation tick... and stick. Certainly it would help you decide if your representative is doing for you what Raymer Representation has done for WSBT.
It was a hard fight
Still is. In television the competition never lets up. It keeps going day and night, 52 weeks a year. And each year it gets tougher.

With the final Nielsen Report now in for the October to April season (the period of peak audience competition among networks) it is now clear that all three networks have delivered larger audiences than ever—an average of 14% more at night and 15% more during the day.

It is also clear that during this season the CBS Television Network—again attracted the largest average audiences in broadcasting—816,000 more homes at night and 115,000 more homes during the day than any other network with a full daytime schedule—achieved the season’s largest audience for a single program—the 23 million homes that watched a Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz show—presented more of the most popular programs than any other network—a monthly average of 6 of the top 10—won the largest number of program awards for adding new dimensions to the presentation of entertainment and the promotion of public information and understanding—a total of 60—earned a 16% larger investment from advertisers than the second largest advertising medium.

Whether you consider it in terms of the biggest audiences, the most important awards, or the largest advertising investment, the decision is plain. The winner and still champion in every round, as it has been for the last 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports, is still...

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
PREVIEW

Sailors mutiny for new Chevrolet

Capt. Pat Boone is faced with mutiny in a new Chevrolet commercial when his men refuse to mop the decks although they "truly love to mop" and want to "leave the sea" because they have "fallen in love with something sweet on land."

The musical commercial is one of Chevrolet's new "fun series" entitled "She's All Fun!" The idea is to compare the fun of driving the new Chevy with the fun of outdoor sports.

Although Capt. Boone is skeptical, the sailors get him to inspect the Chevrolet and tell him to "Take a little pleasure trip in this lovely highway ship and you want to take 'er away . . . For she's all fun and all one could ask for. She's the smooth-sailing, new Chevrolet."

After getting Capt. Boone to try the convertible, the sailors succeed in selling him on it. "Throwing away his cap and whiskers, he sings: "If this be mutiny . . . It's mutiny for me . . . Drive a Chevrolet soon . . . You will throw your anchors away."

The spot will be used on the May 29 Pat Boone Chevy Showroom and later on the Dinah Shore Chevy Show. A. J. (Pete) Miranda produced the commercial for Campbell-Ewald (Chevy agency) under the supervision of Phil McHugh, TV vice president, and Hugh Lucas, TV supervisor of the account. The music was written by Gene Forrell, the lyrics by Fred Lounsbury. Van Pragg Productions filmed the commercial in Fox Movietone's New York studios.
He’s Listening to AP News
urging citizens to "come to the aid of their parties." Media will provide promotional impetus and the political parties will conduct nationwide door-to-door solicitation for contributions of $1 or more.

Gen. Sarnoff explained that only 2% of the American people contribute financially to a political party. He said this is "not a healthful condition." The idea is endorsed by both Republican and Democratic National Committees as well as by President Eisenhower.

Volunteer contributions of free time and space will provide the basis of the project. David N. Laux, vice president and account supervisor of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, said his organization as volunteer agency for the campaign will use radio and tv stations and networks, outdoor, newspapers, consumer and house journals, business magazines and other media. Michael P. Ryan, advertising director of Allied Chemical Corp., is volunteer coordinator and advertising manager of the project.

The Advertising Council and the Foundation have cooperated in several register-inform yourself-vote campaigns but have never before asked the public through Council advertising to contribute money to political candidates or parties.

Theodore S. Repple, Council president, said, "It is not too illogical that the Advertising Council, which conducts voluntary fund-raising campaigns for the colleges, the Red Cross and the community chests, should now also endeavor to come to the aid of the parties." John C. Cornelius, Foundation president, described the program as "an investment in clean politics, a movement to free our elected representatives from the necessity of seeking campaign contributions with political strings attached. It will bring the parties closer to the people and reduce the present dangerous dependence on relatively few sources of support, many with axes to grind."

The Council and task agency have produced radio-tv spots of varying length and animated tv spots. These will be distributed to stations and networks.

Timebuyer Scanlan Leaves BBDO

Elenore Scanlan, spot broadcast buyer at BBDO, New York, for the past 22 years, has resigned. Miss Scanlan is one of the first radio timebuyers in the business. During the course of her activity with the agency, she serviced almost every major account handled by BBDO. Her future plans are expected to be announced shortly.

William B. Henri Dies at 71

Funeral services were conducted this past weekend for William B. Henri, 71, retired founder-president of Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago advertising agency. He died in Passavant Hospital Wednesday after a short illness. A pioneer in advertising and merchandising, Mr. Henri founded the agency in 1914 and retired in 1956, leading to a reorganization, with Martin Zite elected president. The agency bills in the $10-$12 million range.

Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. Helen Ladewig, and a son, William H., account executive at H&M.

**TV HAUNTS 20TH-CENTURY MEET**

- Stockholder questions preoccupied with subject
- Skouras regrets cooperation with 'great competitor'

The "spectre" of television hung heavily over the annual stockholders meeting Tuesday afternoon at 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.'s New York home office. Most of the open floor session—questions posed to 20th Century President Spyros P. Skouras—was devoted to "our great competitor" and the professed, best and worst was voiced by Mr. Skouras himself.

Though reporting consolidated 1957 film rental earnings (including tv) of $117,537,070—a gain of $4,756,201 over 1956 film rental revenues—Mr. Skouras "deeply regretted our role" in selling to tv. (For the first quarter of 1958—13 weeks that ended March 29—the studio's film rental income, also including tv, dropped $704,206 from 1956's figure of $30,898,398.)

Though noting that 20th Century-Fox is expanding its tv operations via its wholly-owned tv production subsidiary, TCF Productions Inc. and that it has signed a release "deal" with National Telefilm Assoc. as well as a production contract for two new NTA series, Mr. Skouras left no doubt as to the position of his loyalties and sentiments.

"Tv," he said, "is largely responsible for the decline in motion picture attendance. We ourselves have contributed to our loss by selling to tv. To me, this was a great mistake. We have supplied our great competitor with great films. I only hope we won't repeat our mistake with post-1948 films." The "we," he added, was meant on an industry-wide scale rather than 20th Century individually.

Via TCF, the studio now has on the air NBC-TV's Broken Arrow Tuesday nights on 128 stations for Miles Labs and Ralston-Purina Co.; My Friend Flicka is sustaining on 77 NBC-TV stations Sunday evening. The studio's special-tv 20th Century Fox Hour episodes run as reruns on the NTA Network (financed partly by the studio). Additionally, TCF is producing for NTA How to Marry a Millionaire and Man Without a Gun—two new series of 39 episodes each, NTA also is the sole tv distributor of 20th's pre-1948 film product.

Mr. Skouras explained that the studio went into tv "reluctantly . . . and out of necessity." He blamed competitors for "starting the trend," and "fervently" prayed that his colleagues would continue to resist the pressure of the guilds. Their demands he asserted, "are beyond reason," and would, if met, force 20th Century to increase its earnings by 16% before it could hope to break even on its post-1948 product.

He urged the theatrical exhibitors to "unite into one strong organization" which would appeal to Congress to (a) enact "some sort of protective legislation" or (b) grant "subsidies" to the motion picture industry. "I don't believe," Mr. Skouras said, "that there's any other private enterprise that renders a greater service to the public than motion pictures."

To questions from the floor, Mr. Skouras replied that the studio's 1957 advertising budget (including radio-tv allocations) had shrunk $1.1 million from 1956's $6.6 million for domestic promotion.

He maintained, to another stockholder, that had Hollywood resisted the blandishments of commercial tv by refusing to sell pre-1948 films to tv, "box office attendance would be 25-40% better today than it is."

He admitted that much of the pre-1948 film now seen on tv would have rested in the vaults but that the income from "occasional re-issues" would have been "substantial."

Would 20th Century Fox now stop distributing its film to tv? "No," said Mr. Skouras. "We can't afford to." But he felt that "we sell to tv too cheap," maintaining that "we are practically giving away our films to stations who mean living room on the product by selling it to advertisers. Why not, asked another shareholder, up the price tag on film-tv? "Because," said Mr. Skouras, evoking considerable laughter, "then nobody would buy it."

Another round of laughs followed this exchange between Mr. Skouras and a stockholder. The latter felt it was a "mistake" to "dignify" comparison between theatrical film quality and film seen on tv, saying that "the mechanical reproduction is bad, it's all small screen black-and-white . . . and it's constantly blacked out by advertising."

Mr. Skouras agreed in principle, but asked, "Tell me, if it was so bad, how come you stayed to watch the pictures on tv . . . why did you see the film [a pre-1948 20th Century Fox Film starring Will Rogers] if you didn't like it?"

Mr. Skouras pinpointed the opposition not as tv stations or advertisers but as "60 million people who mean living rooms."

As asked by Broadcasting to break down 20th Century Fox film rental earnings into theatrical and tv film categories, Donald A. Henderson, company treasurer and secretary declined to do so on grounds of "policy."

**ROSE AMONG THE THORNS**

20th Century-Fox President Spyros P. Skouras admits that television may also help the movie making business. In the midst of reciting 20th's tv woes at the annual stockholder meeting, Mr. Skouras noted that the studio had signed production-direction contracts with such tv creators as Martin Manulis (Playhouse 90) and Martin Ritt (Studio One). "We are happy to have taken something from tv, as well," he declared. "It has given us some benefits, too."
Anything you can do on tape you can do better on the new Presto 800

Suddenly problems that have plagued recording engineers for years are gone! Work that usually takes costly hours can be done much more efficiently—at far less cost.

The Presto 800 Professional Tape Recorder is the answer. Its single-action individualized controls mastermind each detail—deliver a higher rate of production at significantly lower operating costs.

For example: Separate switches provide correct playing tape tension even when reel sizes are mixed. Three rewind speeds are push-button selected. Cue switch allows hand-winding and cueing without fighting the brakes. Pop-up playback head shield for right-hand head disappears in STOP and FAST, completely exposing all heads for easy sweep loading and fast, sure editing. Five color-coded illuminated switches provide interlocked relay control of the five basic functions. Spring-loaded playback head can be adjusted for azimuth even with snap-on head cover in place. Safe tape handling with top speed is assured because interlocked relay control prevents accidental use of record circuit.
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Suddenly problems that have plagued recording engineers for years are gone! Work that usually takes costly hours can be done much more efficiently—at far less cost.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT: GET AGE homes comprise the most valuable audience in America today. Because the GET AGE (the years between 16 and 49) includes families when they’re young and growing . . . when their wants and appetites are most prodigious . . . whose buying habits have yet to jell. It includes, too, families at the very peak of their earning power — who are buying more than they ever will again. GET AGE families spend an average of one-third more money, per household, than any other age group.*

*Source: Alfred Polia, “Life Study of Consumer Expansible,” 1951. **Average audience based only on homes with housewife as classified by A. C. Nielsen. ***Average audience and program cost data based on A. C. Nielsen, January-February, 1951 (Sunday through Saturday, 7:30-10:30 P.M., MDT). Cost per thousand homes per commercial minute for housewife homes (16-49 years of age) based on programming costs prorated to include all A. C. Nielsen housewife-classified homes.
COLD FACTS: 72% of ABC Television’s average audience** is made up of GET AGE homes. Corresponding figure for each of the other two networks is 64%. What’s more, cost per thousand for GET AGE householders on ABC-TV is $3.92. The other two: $4.95 and $4.55.***

Household for household, GET AGE families buy far more groceries than anyone else. They buy far more home appliances, far more automobiles, far more of almost everything that’s advertised on television. And remember:

You get them at the GET AGE on abc-tv
UA TV Revenue Up By $2.7 Million

A "healthy continuation of the record of growth" of United Artists Corp. was noted last week by UA Board Chairman Robert S. Benjamin and UA president Arthur B. Krim. One figure cited was the $4.7 million racked up in 1957 on sale to tv of a total of 91 post-1948 feature films [Closed Circuit, May 19].

In UA's first annual report to stockholders issued Tuesday, Messrs. Benjamin and Krim announced 1957 gross revenues of $70,371,170 representing an increase of $5,599,386 over 1956 gross revenues. Tv earnings in 1956 were announced at $2 million; thus UA—which formed a tv subsidiary last fall—upped its television business $2.7 million last year.

Declaring that "it is obvious that there is room for major expansion in this [tv] direction," UA talked about "a large number of television projects [now] under analysis."

One of them was announced last week as being ready for the 1958-59 season: a series of 30-minute films produced by ex-CBS and Mgm producer-director-writer Fletcher Markle titled The Young in Heart. This new program series, packaged under the Aries banner for UA-tv, will feature actress Mercedes McCambridge (Mrs. Markle) and will deal with collegiate life. The first pilot film will arrive in New York today (Monday), UA announced last week.

UA became a public corporation a year ago last month after being taken over by a new management group in 1951. It went into television in 1956 with a packet of 39 post-1948 films and distributes only post-1948 products. Since taking over seven years ago, Messrs. Benjamin, Krim and partners have "insisted wherever possible on a grant of television rights in its distribution agreements with feature film producers."

During the past six years, UA noted, it has acquired such rights for over 850 motion pictures, some of which now are being shown on tv. It is expected that at UA's annual stockholder meeting June 10 there will be considerable stress played on UA's relationship with exhibitors vis-a-vis tv distribution.

NTA Appoints Lester Krugman

The appointment of Lester Krugman as executive director of advertising, promotion and merchandising for National Telefilm Assoc., New York, was announced last week by Oliver A. Unger, NTA president. Mr. Krugman has been publisher of the Cooperative Advertising Newsletter and earlier had served as advertising director of the Bulova Watch Co. and of Decca Records.

In his new post, he will be responsible for the divisions, with Kermit Kahn, director of advertising, and Martin Roberts, director of promotion, reporting directly to him.

SINCERE SELL

The television business that has changed the nature of the film industry in Hollywood also is affecting the role of the California film maker. In an unusual turn about, Sam Marx, executive producer of Mgm-tv, arrived in New York last week and began making the rounds of agencies and advertisers with a pilot of Mgm-tv's Min and Bill tv series.

Mgm-tv reasoned that the man heading production ought to be able to best give Madison Avenue the details on a new series. For Mr. Marx, onetime story editor for MGM, it was a first time change of hats, to that of a salesman. The pilot film was produced sometime ago but Mgm-tv has had it on the shelf since last November (the series was withdrawn from sale at that time).

Four Star Films Plans $28 Million Season

Four Star Films, Hollywood production company owned by three actors, Dick Powell, Charles Boyer and David Niven, expects to produce $28 million worth of tv films during the 1958-59 season.

This figure is the estimated time-and-talent cost of 312 half-hour programs in preparation for six series, with the possibility that three new series will be added.

All of the programs will be filmed at the Western Avenue studio of 20th Century-Fox, Mr. Powell, Four Star President, announced.

He said that Four Star will be the sole occupant of the studio, which holds seven sound stage plus production buildings and offices.

The rental agreement could eventually evolve in Four Star's purchase of the studio, Mr. Powell stated.

In addition, the arrangement makes available to Four Star the 20th Century-Fox 2,000-acre ranch at Malibu, Calif., the western street at the main studio and whatever other main studio space may be needed. Four Star has also purchased the Hertz-Topange Ranch in the San Fernando Valley, for its own use as a location site and for rental to other producers.

Two Four Star series, Dick Powell's Zone Grey Theatre and Trackdown, have been renewed for the coming year by their present sponsors; two new series, Wanted, Dead or Alive and The Rifleman, have been sold and the company anticipates that Richard Diamond, Private Detective, will be renewed. The Anthology series, sponsored last season by Goodyear and Alcoa, will be offered to a new sponsor, and a new Jeanie Carson show and an Alaskan Adventure series, Johnny Risk & Mor-Cready's Woman, starring Jane Russell, are also ready for sale. William Morris Agency is sales representative for all the Four Star programs.

Guild's Cole Reports New Film Sales Policy

In an annual report for stockholders, James J. Cole, president of Guild Films Co., last week announced a new sales policy, summarized the accomplishments of the past two months under his supervision and reported the financial status of the company.

Under the new sales policy the firm will concentrate on the sale of television film for time spots on the stations, under the barter system. The Anthology series, which previously had been eliminated due to contract cancellations earlier this year and that approximately $560,000 in accounts receivable were written off as uncollectible. As a result, the company showed a loss of $46,028.

Among the accomplishments reported by Mr. Cole was the elimination of some $193,500 in cash payments per month. Of this amount $143,000 was eliminated through an agreement with C & C Television Corp. and Reynard International, by which monies owed them for acquisition of film would be paid off in television spot time rather than cash.

The remaining $53,500 a month was eliminated by voiding a stock purchase plan under which prior management had agreed to acquire Robbins International, 173,000 shares of Guild stock held by that company.

In the foreign field, Mr. Cole explained that the total revenue to Guild Films during the past five years was only $350,000. Other companies, he said, report as much as 25% or more of their annual income in this field. He revealed that he was currently in negotiation for a distribution company which he hopes would be a "most beneficial arrangement" for the company.

Mr. Cole also announced that Guild would no longer tie up its cash in the production of an entire series of programs for syndication. "We will concentrate on sales to national sponsors before undertaking production of any series," the company, he added, "presently has in preparation 10 one-half hours for which pilot films will be made."

AAP Releases April-May Figures

Associated Artists Productions, New York, grossed $4 million in two months (April and May), W. Robert Rich, general sales manager, announced May 19. Release of the figures is a sudden departure for AAP, which in the past has been reticent to reveal sales figures, and can be attributed to the company's one of its largest sales just concluded to the Hearst Corp. for its WBAL-TV Baltimore and WISN-TV Milwaukee [Film, May 19].
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**FILM CONTINUED**

Flav-R-Straws Buys Texas Show To Run in New York Via VTR

What claims to be the first use of Ampex videotape recording to syndicate a live program in new markets was to begin over the weekend as WOR-TV New York scheduled Don Mahoney and His Kiddie Troupers in the Saturday noon-12:30 p.m. period under sponsorship of Flav-R-Straws Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. It is a test for Flav-R-Straws, which is re-entering tv following corporate reorganization and may use the program in additional markets via VTR.

The program is recorded at KENS-TV San Antonio where Mr. Mahoney has a live series. The cowboy star flies several thousand miles weekly throughout Texas to present live ranch parties on seven stations. The WOR-TV show is his first via VTR.

Flav-R-Straws dropped out of tv last summer after spending $3 million in tv over a 12-month period and having exhausted its working capital in over-production of product inventory, according to Lee Wagner, an original stockholder who temporarily has been retained by the firm to help its re-entry into tv. Mr. Wagner was the original publisher of *Tv Guide*. Flav-R-Straws now is headed by Victor Kendall, former executive vice president of Diamond Match Co., with Barney O'Brien as national sales manager. Since January Flav-R-Straws has been buying into children's programs on tv and now is using its three stations on the West Coast and three in New England in addition to WOR-TV. Agency for the WOR-TV purchase is WABE Inc., New York, headed by station representative Charles Bernard.

Tv Brings Most Income—Disney

With television credited as the largest source of income, Walt Disney Productions reports a consolidated net profit of $1,633,250, or $1.06 a share of outstanding common stock, for the six-month period ended March 29, after provision for taxes. For the corresponding period the previous year, the net was $1,352,391, or $1.03 per share. Gross income, including that from the Disneyland Amusement Park, shown for the first time, was $22,499,750, compared to $16,457,933 for the six-month period ended March 30, 1957. Television was the largest source of income for the Disney organization, bringing in $7,886,027 in the six months, compared to $7,707,280 for film rentals, $3,876,686 from Disneyland and $3,029,757 from other sources.

Hyman Re-elected AAP Head

Eliot Hyman was re-elected president of Associated Artists Productions Corp. (a major distributor of feature films and cartoons to tv) at a board meeting in Wilmington, Del., last week. The board met after a special stockholders session at which Mr. Hyman, Raymond Stark, David B. Stillman, Louis Stillman and Henry J. Zittau, were re-elected members of AAP’s board. Mr. Zittau was re-elected secretary-treasurer of the corporation.

---

**BROADCASTING**
Ambassador with a clarinet...

His portfolio carries only a sheaf of music—his credentials: more than twenty years as one of the greats of American music. Benny Goodman is his name, and all this week he and his orchestra will be swinging in the American Theatre at the Brussels World's Fair in a series of concerts presented and produced by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company.

Music speaks every man's language. It is a way of communication that overrides many barriers and brings people closer together. Jazz has become one of our country's prime exports in the field of popular culture. When Benny Goodman's clarinet speaks, it sounds out a message of goodwill that has made friends for the United States all over the world. Last year, when Goodman toured the Far East for the State Department, the Saturday Review called it "...a brilliant piece of statesmanship for America."

Communications is WBC's business, too...communicating through sight and sound, with ideas and entertainment on its radio* and television stations. Westinghouse Broadcasting Company is proud to be contributing to building the American Performing Arts Program at the Brussels World's Fair.

*Incidentally, the Goodman concerts from Brussels will be broadcast nightly on the WBC radio stations.

Your future is great in a growing America.
THE 10 TOP FILMS
IN 10 MAJOR MARKETS
AS RATED BY ARB IN MARCH

FROM THE monthly audience surveys of American Research Bureau, Broadcasting each month lists the 10 top-rated syndicated film programs in 10 major markets, selected to represent all parts of the country with various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables, due to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of substituting local titles (such as [advertiser] Theatre) for real program names.

---

### NEW YORK seven-station market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Distr.</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Sta.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Annie Oakley</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Sun. 6:00</td>
<td>WBNQ</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Highway Patrol</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Sun. 6:00</td>
<td>WABC-TV</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Honeymooners</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Mon. 7:00</td>
<td>WRCA-TV</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If You Had a Million</td>
<td>(MCA-TV)</td>
<td>Sat. 7:00</td>
<td>WCBS-TV</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mike Hammer</td>
<td>(MCA-TV)</td>
<td>Tues. 10:30</td>
<td>WOR-TV</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Code 3</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Wed. 10:30</td>
<td>WRCA-TV</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7    | Death Valley Days (Pacific- 
 Patuxent) | (Ziv)  | Wed. 7:00  | WOR-TV | 13.9 |
| 8    | Silent Service   | (NBC Film) | Fri. 7:00  | WNBC-TV | 12.8 |
| 9    | Annie Oakley     | (CBS Film) | Sun. 6:00  | WNBC-TV | 11.7 |
| 10   | Woody Woodpecker (A&P) | Fri. 2:00 | WPIX | 10.1 |

### CHICAGO four-station market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Distr.</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Sta.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Silent Service</td>
<td>(NBC Film)</td>
<td>Tues. 9:30</td>
<td>WBBM</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>State Trooper</td>
<td>(MCA-TV)</td>
<td>Wed. 9:30</td>
<td>WBBM</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sea Hunt</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Wed. 8:30</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bugs Bunny</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Thurs. 9:30</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Annie Oakley</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Fri. 8:00</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bugs Bunny</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Fri. 8:00</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Highway Patrol</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Fri. 6:00</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>John Q. Public</td>
<td>(A&amp;P Film)</td>
<td>Fri. 9:00</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bugs Bunny</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Fri. 6:00</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Flash Gordon</td>
<td>(Guild)</td>
<td>Sun. 10:00</td>
<td>WGN-TV</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL four-station market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Distr.</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Sta.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>State Trooper</td>
<td>(MCA-TV)</td>
<td>Tues. 8:30</td>
<td>KMSP</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2    | Highway Patrol   | (Pacific- 
Patuxent) | Sat. 8:30 | WCCO-TV | 23.0 |
| 3    | Annie Oakley     | (A&P Film) | M-F 6:00  | WCCO-TV | 16.3 |
| 4    | Sky King         | (Paramount) | Sat. 9:00 | WCCO-TV | 15.3 |
| 5    | Highway Patrol   | (MCA-TV) | Thurs. 10:30 | WCCO-TV | 14.7 |
| 6    | Harbor Command   | (Ziv)  | Thurs. 9:30 | WCCO-TV | 14.5 |
| 7    | Studio 67        | (MCA-TV) | Sat. 10:30 | WCCO-TV | 13.1 |
| 8    | Annie Oakley     | (CBS Film) | Sat. 5:30 | WCCO-TV | 12.6 |
| 9    | Waterfront       | (MCA-TV) | Fri. 10:45 | WCCO-TV | 12.5 |
| 10   | Bugs Bunny Time  | (A&P Film) | M-F 4:30 | WCCO-TV | 11.8 |

### CLEVELAND three-station market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Distr.</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Sta.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Popeye</td>
<td>(A&amp;P Film)</td>
<td>M-F 5:30</td>
<td>WEWS</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Doctor Dolittle</td>
<td>(Paramount)</td>
<td>M-F 8:00</td>
<td>WEWS</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Silent Service</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Sat. 10:30</td>
<td>WEWS</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4    | Death Valley Days (Pacific- 
Patuxent) | (Ziv)  | Thurs. 7:00 | WEWS | 23.3 |
| 5    | Annie Oakley     | (CBS Film) | Sat. 6:00 | WEWS | 21.3 |
| 6    | Honeymooners     | (CBS Film) | Tues. 10:25 | WEWS | 20.5 |
| 7    | Cap. Davy Croq   | (A&P Film) | Wed. 7:00 | WEWS | 19.0 |
| 8    | Highway Patrol   | (Ziv)  | Tues. 7:00 | WEWS | 18.5 |
| 9    | RH Carson        | (MCA-TV) | Sun. 4:00 | WEWS | 18.2 |
| 10   | Code 3           | (ABC Film) | Tues. 10:30 | WEWS | 17.8 |

### COLUMBUS three-station market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Distr.</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Sta.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Honeymooners</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Sat. 7:00</td>
<td>WWHO-TV</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2    | Death Valley Days (Pacific- 
Patuxent) | (Ziv)  | Sun. 9:30 | WWHO-TV | 24.3 |
| 3    | Highway Patrol   | (Ziv)  | Sun. 10:30 | WWHO-TV | 22.8 |
| 4    | Bugs Bunny       | (CBS Film) | Sat. 6:00 | WWHO-TV | 21.3 |
| 5    | Professor Knows   | (MCA-TV) | Mon. 7:00 | WWHO-TV | 20.7 |
| 6    | The Deputy       | (MCA-TV) | Mon. 7:00 | WWHO-TV | 20.1 |
| 7    | Bugs Bunny       | (CBS Film) | Thur. 7:00 | WWHO-TV | 19.3 |
| 8    | Sky King         | (Paramount) | Fri. 6:30 | WWHO-TV | 19.1 |
| 9    | Sheriff of Cicaha | (MCA-TV) | Fri. 6:30 | WWHO-TV | 18.3 |
| 10   | Annie Oakley     | (CBS Film) | Mon. 6:00 | WWHO-TV | 19.5 |

### BOSTON three-station market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Distr.</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Sta.</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Whirlbirds</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Tues. 7:00</td>
<td>WBZ</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Silent Service</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Fri. 7:00</td>
<td>WBZ</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State Trooper</td>
<td>(MCA-TV)</td>
<td>Mon. 7:30</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Highway Patrol</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Fri. 7:30</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Honeymooners</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Sat. 10:20</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Arthur Lake</td>
<td>(Ziv)</td>
<td>Fri. 7:30</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Official Detective (NTA)</td>
<td>Mon. 7:00</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Deputy</td>
<td>(Paramount)</td>
<td>Sun. 10:00</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bugs Bunny</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Sat. 7:00</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Annie Oakley</td>
<td>(CBS Film)</td>
<td>Sat. 7:00</td>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**INDICATES A&M.**
There's a striking new face adorning Manhattan's skyline these days. It's the world's first bronze building. Radiating warmth and color, the 38-story office building at 375 Park Avenue brings forth intriguing new concepts in building design. Massive masonry walls have given way to lightweight "curtains" of glass and architectural bronze.

For bronze endures and endures... ages ever so gracefully. But, until recently, architectural bronze extrusions were unknown in the large sizes needed for a building like this. Formerly, bronze extrusions were confined commercially to those whose cross-section would fit in a six-inch circle.

The extrusion problem was studied intensively by Anaconda's American Brass Company. Working closely with the architects and the architectural metals fabricator, Anaconda men found the answer. Then, as principal supplier, The American Brass Company used its specially designed dies and modern extrusion equipment to produce the 26-foot-long I-shaped bronze mullions and many other extrusions that helped transform a pace-setting architectural concept into a functional and beautiful reality.

Creativity with bronze is just one more illustration of how Anaconda uses its technology to serve industry. Ranging from aluminum to uranium, Anaconda's many areas of endeavor lead the way to ever-expanding uses for non-ferrous metals and mill products... and to important attainments in America's pattern of progress.
*Latest NTI: April 6-19, 1958*
It is not particularly surprising that a company whose business is involved with other people's future should be astute about insuring its own.

Convinced that for companies, as well as for people, the present is the best time to protect the future, the Prudential Insurance Company renewed its schedule on the CBS Television Network—a program series which averages 23 million viewers each week.

Each year since 1950 Prudential has placed increasing reliance on the persuasive power of network television. Last year, for example, it devoted more than two-thirds of its entire advertising appropriation to television.

Prudential buys insurance

And apparently with notable success. Prudential reports “Our 22,000 agents throughout the country are proud to be associated with CBS Television in a programming venture with the scope of The Twentieth Century. They consider television a tremendous help in winning the confidence of potential policy holders.”

In the present period of stiffening competition American business employs the most efficient sales tools it can get—which is why more and more advertisers are announcing their renewals on the CBS Television Network each week: Lever Brothers, S. C. Johnson, Liggett & Myers, U. S. Steel, the Nestle Company and Westinghouse.

Like Prudential, they find their best insurance in the network whose vital statistics reveal that for the past 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports* it has provided the largest nationwide audiences in all advertising.

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
HAVE TV NETWORKS GROWN STERILE?
Pat Weaver says they have and gets agreement and dispute at forum

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, former NBC president and board chairman, believes that "a declining television program vitality and a disintegrating motion picture business" can trigger a revolution in entertainment and possibly pave the way for pay tv.

He said so last Tuesday in an address at Emerson College, Boston, on Annual Broadcasting Day. It was one of his rare public appearances since leaving NBC in September 1956 to enter the consulting field and with plans to embark upon a specialized creative programming service to a tailor-made network.

Mr. Weaver disclosed that his own new programming operation is dormant. "The slashing of time rates by the networks, in effect, although disguised as discounts, put this plan on the shelf for now," he said. Mr. Weaver described a plan he had evolved with Henry J. Kaiser and the late Mike Todd designed toward reshaping the entertainment business [Program Services, Nov. 11, 1957]. This involved the building of 25 to 50 Kaiser aluminum domes to cover trading areas where over two-thirds of all retail sales are made. Into these houses would be booked great attractions on films, plus other motion picture spectacles, as well as symphony orchestras and recitals and personal appearances (whether Harry Belafonte or Elvis Presley, Jackie Gleason or Victor Borge, in Mr. Weaver's words).

In discussing the "immense profits" of NBC, Mr. Weaver departed from his prepared address to comment that in the two years he headed NBC, the network passed CBS in total revenue. NBC, he said, made "close to $85,000,000 in two years" which he asserted was more than the total investment.

In relation to NBC, he said: "I had believed and had worked toward making NBC the power that catalyzed this revolution [in communications] since it could have done so, while always increasing its already immense profits. The facilities psychology, however, is not sympathetic to the bold, the imaginative. Indeed the very scope and size of the profit possibilities act as a brake on conventional management, who wrongly believe that safety lies in repeating what they have done before, or in appealing to the sure audiences or markets, rather than opening up new ones. In the past two years I have regretfully come to the conclusion that my plans for this glowing future communications complex cannot be implemented through the network operation."

As to pay television, Mr. Weaver said he believed several years ago that it would come over the wires and that he had been opposed to its invasion of the broadcast frequencies. Then he alluded to the possibility of using frequencies not now usable in commercial broadcasting—the uhfs in cities of multiple vhf stations. He concluded his address this way:

"It is important to have a sound national network service free to the homes, and to have it advertising supported. It is important to have the theatre and the motion picture house. But dwarving these is the absolute indispensability of a full, complete communications service to our people, in their home and out of it.

"We cannot depend on the good will of managements to throw bones to us in television, a few good things on a largely trash base, or in movies an occasionally fine picture on creature-feature and pop foundations. We will have a gross national product of way over four hundred and fifty billion dollars in 1958. We can afford to spend a certain amount of that on the exciting world of adult interests that is just beginning to intrigue and attract most of us and that in 20 years will be more important to us than anything else. Nothing is as obsolete as the present interests in this whole field, and the sights of their managements are not on the targets that their obligation to the public entities the public to demand."

"Something has got to give. In my opinion, it will not be the present interests, but a repetition of the old, old story, and a new enterprise, or many of them, will show the way to this exciting new world, the enriching new service to all of us in all of our moods and all of our persons. This new service starts on the premise that each of us must receive service of value and importance to him or her, and that each of us is many persons in interests, activities, arts and passions."

Forum on Programming

Network programming for the new broadcast year is good, or bad, depending upon where you sit.

Robert Foreman, executive vice president in charge of tv and radio at BBDO, New York, believes that creative programming is "sadly lacking" for the new year.

Producer David Suskind, head of Talent Associates, thinks that "tv, circa 1958, is an ocean of mediocrity and inertia, with few islands of quality."

Alan Courtney, director of night programming NBC-TV New York, says the tempo in programming was changed a bit to help sagging ratings, but that next year's programming is "no intellectual ghetto."

These views and others were expressed at a free-swinging forum on "The Status of Creative Programming" at the Annual Broadcasting Day at Emerson College, Boston, last Tuesday. Moderator was Frank Tooko, general manager of WBZ-TV Boston. Among the auditors was Henry Schachte, advertising vice president of Lever Brothers, and a trustee of Emerson. Mr. Schachte is also chairman of the Broadcasting Advisory Committee of Emerson, which has a major sequence in radio and tv broadcasting, including closed-circuit tv and aural broadcast facilities.

Mr. Foreman lamented the sad programming situation, but said advertising does not pay for programs to uplift, but to sell products, with audience size the major criterion. He said it was practically impossible to evaluate tv and prove whether it sells or not.

"Tv has the worst features of Las Vegas and the Preakness combined," he said. An advertiser gambles $2.5 million on 26 half-hours after looking at one pilot film. "The cost per thousand is still the best yardstick."

But Mr. Foreman hasn't despaired of all programming next year. He felt the greater use of the old spectaculars, or specials—"one-time-shots," he called them—would improve the value of tv in the new year.

Mr. Suskind, exponent of live television, upbraided the networks for "the travesty of bad taste" in next year's schedules. He said the networks were being programmed by "a bunch of salesmen." He yearned for the days of Pat Weaver, who as NBC president until about two years ago, was responsible for much of the creative programming on that network.

Mr. Suskind countered Mr. Courtney's argument that the network gives the public what it wants with the comment that the networks underestimate the public. The public, he said, has an appetite for quality. But "the public has no choice between what they want and what will sell."

Mr. Courtney wrapped it up with the observation that he was glad NBC had such programs as Restless Gun and Wagon Train which enabled his network to afford the creative luxuries espoused by Messrs. Weaver and Suskind.
F.R.P. has INTEGRITY

F.R.P. is many things ... and F.R.P. has integrity...

The willingness and the necessity to meet fully our responsibility as the largest, the most trusted, the most important radio station in Maryland...

A sure knowledge that you demand and must receive more from WBAL than any other station in the entire state...

A firm belief shared by all of us as individuals ... engineers and performers ... salesmen and executives ... that we must perform functions for our listeners that only WBAL can...

A tight control over the quality of products and services offered our listeners ... careful scrutiny of the claims made for them ... advertiser assurance of listener satisfaction in everything we sell...

The rigid control of length of commercial copy, so that a minute announcement is no longer than 60 seconds and a newscast is never over-commercialized.

The certainty that we bring our listeners every event important to their lives ... presidential addresses, political conventions and the like ... regardless of the cost to us...

The right to say with conviction and truth “WBAL is one of America’s great radio stations”.

F.R.P. is integrity and you’ll find F.R.P. only on WBAL-RADIO ... the station that expects you to expect more.

WBAL RADIO
Baltimore, Maryland * 50,000 Watts

"NBC Affiliate—Nationally Represented by THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC."
GOLDENSON REPORTS
AB-PT ‘IMPROVEMENT’

- Outlook good for 2nd quarter
- Credit due ABC-TV, he says

Business date to die in the second quarter of 1958 is paralleling that of the first quarter when volume and earnings were higher than for the comparable period of 1957, Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, reported to stockholders at the company's annual meeting in New York last Tuesday.

Mr. Goldenson said that both broadcasting and theatre business for the second quarter is running ahead of last year and based on these results, he predicted that AB-PT will "show some improvement again for the full second quarter, compared with the same period of 1957."

He credited ABC-TV with having played the dominant role in improved earnings in the first quarter of this year, pointing out that the radio and theatre operations were not up to last year's figures.

Mr. Goldenson cited these accomplishments for ABC-TV during 1957-58: "Higher earnings and expanded program schedule, greater recognition by advertisers of the network's ability to gain audiences, better program ratings and new primary station affiliations in key markets, which have materially boosted the direct 'live' coverage of ABC-TV programs."

He told stockholders that the ABC Radio concept of "live programming" had been abandoned because advertisers and stations did not support this approach. He explained that the radio organization has been streamlined and costs "materially reduced," and that the company is attempting to establish an operation that "will best serve the public, attract advertisers, retain and gain important station affiliates who generally have seen greener fields as independent stations."

In other areas of the company's business, Mr. Goldenson reported, Am-Par records continue to show "fine progress"; Disneyland Park is "doing well," and the electronic companies in which AB-PT has an interest have been expanding their product lines.

"The long range outlook for the nation's economy and for the broadcasting business is upward despite current uncertainty in the economic picture," he asserted.

Mr. Goldenson replied to a stockholder's question on the prospects for ABC-TV's entry into color by saying that the company did not consider the time "ripe" yet for colorcasting but is laying the groundwork now for the future. He said that there is only slight interest in color tv by sponsors because of the paucity of color television sets and he voiced the belief that by the fall of 1960 the time would be "right" for ABC-TV's entry into color.

Mr. Goldenson added that, as reported earlier, the network is prepared to invest $20 million initially and "a substantially larger amount later" to convert to color tv. He stressed, however, that if the breakthrough in color comes earlier than anticipated, ABC-TV will "not be caught short."

He explained that at the company's owned station in Chicago, WBKB (TV), its new studios were so designed and constructed that conversion to color tv would be simple and swift. Similar precautions, he said, are being taken for the company's new studios in Detroit and Los Angeles that will be under construction within the next six months.


Fetter Elected ABC V.P.

Ted Fetter, ABC-TV program director, has been elected vice president of ABC. He will continue as program director, a post he has held since joining ABC-TV in 1956, and will report to Thomas W. Moore, vice president in charge of programming for the network. Before joining ABC-TV he was a producer with CBS-TV from 1953 to 1956, and was with BBDO from 1950 to 1953.

Elmer Davis Memorial Held

Funeral services and a memorial service were held in Washington last week for Elmer Davis, 68, ABC news commentator, writer and head of the World War II Office of War Information, who died May 18 at George Washington U. Hospital, Washington. He had been hospitalized March 17 with a stroke and complications followed. Poor health had forced Mr. Davis to restrict his broadcast activities in recent years. Beginning as a newspaperman and later a free lance writer, Mr. Davis started broadcasting in 1939 for CBS. After wartime service with the OWI, he joined ABC.

PROGRAM SERVICES

Telemovies System Officially Expires

The world's first Telemovies operation will go dead June 6. The Bartlesville, Okla., closed circuit community tv-subscription tv system will close down next month after eight rocky months—and an investment of over $100,000 (Special Report, May 12).

The announcement was made by Robert L. Getter, manager of the Bartlesville theatres for Video Independent Theatres Inc. While the system has continued to gain customers in recent weeks, he said, "its acceptance has been too little and too late."

Mr. Getter said that the reason for the shutdown order was the lack of a metering device.

Equipment will be left in homes, he said, on the assumption that when a proper meter is perfected the system might be resumed.

He said that Telemovies has 800 subscribers at the present time. This occurred, it was pointed out, when the monthly fee was cut from $9.50 to $4.95. At the same time the program was cut from first runs and reruns to a single feature picture on one channel—with a Muzak-type music program on the other channel. The system also was used to provide ctwv service of the three Tulsa stations.

In the last few months, the Bartlesville experiment has been losing as much as $10,000 per month.

The Telemovies operation began with high hopes in September 1957. In December the first crisis appeared, when subscribers dropped from a high of 500 to less than 300. It was then that the fee was cut and the program modified.

Henry Griffing, president of Video Independent Theatres, said that the major problem was lack of meters; people would not pay a flat fee for viewing feature films. He also laid some of the blame at the door of Tulsa tv stations, which have more than doubled their feature film broadcasts.

Video Independent operates 12 community tv systems in the Southwest, mostly in smaller towns and cities. It is also building or planning eight new ones. It has invested about $2 million in these ctwv operations. Video Independent also operates about 150 theatres in the Southwest, and holds a 12.5% interest in KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, and a construction permit for ch. 2 in Santa Fe, N. M. A Video Independent subsidiary, Vumore Co., runs the ctwv systems.

Audio-Radio Sets National Open As First Offering to Stations

Audio-Radio for Modern America has incorporated in Oklahoma and as its first program service is offering hourly reports on the U. S. Golf Assn. National Open Championship to be played June 12-14 at Tulsa. The announcement was made last week by Kenny A. Green, president of Audio.

Audio coverage of the three-day golf event will consist of two-minute and 30-second reports transmitted to stations by conference call-beeper telephone.

After the special-events offering, Audio will pick up its original plan [Program Services, July 22], offering a basic news service 24 hours a day. Plans are to cover national and international news live. Service charges, still to be determined, probably will run to $10 a day plus toll charges, Mr. Green said.

Stations interested in subscribing may address Audio-Radio for Modern America Inc. at P. O. Box 14, Tulsa.
If Railroads did not exist—the U.S. would have to invent them!

From a recent editorial in the Canton (Ohio) REPOSITORY

Suppose that everybody in the United States were to learn for the first time about a marvelous method of transportation called a railroad.

The idea would be sensational.

High-speed tractors running on steel rails laid on privately-owned rights-of-way, with minimum curves and grades, would be capable of pulling long processions of trailers full of merchandise. Imagine!

Trains of trailers would be kept rolling day in and day out until they reached their destinations. They would be shuttled into and out of vast marshaling yards, where the trailers would be grouped in the right combinations. Of all things!

Everything connected with the procedure, moreover, would be subject to taxation. It would be expected to pay for itself. What a switch that would be!

The high-speed tractors on their twin ribbons of steel could even haul human beings, in addition to freight. If necessary, the human beings could be bedded down and hauled from one place to another in special cars with comfortable seats and all the comforts of home.

It would be an absolutely revolutionary idea—railroading. Provided it had just been invented, that is.

All the progressives and the folks who try to lend a helping hand to get new ideas off the ground would be 100 per cent for it.

All the politicians and administrators would be 100 per cent for it.

As for the militarists and hard-headed security planners, they would be 150 per cent for it, because it would represent a mode of transportation more dependable for long-haul movement of heavy cargo than anything ever dreamed of heretofore.

The whole country would welcome the useful stranger with open arms and be alert for opportunities to give it a boost.

Cities and counties would tumble over one another to build things for it and to make free land available for its terminals.

Politicians would get into higher mathematics to subsidize it with financial gimmicks.

Nothing would be too good for the railroads if the idea of transporting things on steel rails were brand new...

All railroads want is a chance to be as good as they know how to be if they are unshackled—set free from regulations that were designed to curb them when they were new and threatening to abuse a monopoly in high-speed, straight-line transportation.

Railroads should be born again.

That is what would have to happen if they went out of existence.

If they did not exist, the United States would have to invent them...

Association of American Railroads
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TRADE ASS'NS.

ATMOSPHERE BULLISH AT EIA MEET

- Total industry figures up despite recession
- Hull succeeds Baker as president; Hoffman honored

The electronics manufacturing industry has reached an all-time peak of $7.5 billion for the 1957-58 fiscal year though tv set production and sales have declined.

Electronic Industries Assn. was told by speakers at its annual convention in Chicago last week that a phenomenal increase in the radio and phonograph markets has offset the tv set production drop from 6.7 million to 6.1 million units. This occurred despite the recession in sale of automobiles which brought a 14% decline (5.6 million to 4.8 million auto radios).

EIA's board elected David R. Hull, defense vice president of Raytheon Mfg. Co., as association president. He succeeds Dr. W. R. G. Baker, who retired last year as vice president of General Electric Co. and this year concluded his second term as EIA president. Dr. Baker was unable to attend the Chicago meeting because of illness.

Mr. Hull is a retired electronics engineering officer and naval captain. He has been an electronics industry executive for a decade and had previously been vice president-director of Federal Telecommunication Labs, IT&T subsidiary, and executive vice president-director of Capehart-Farnsworth Corp.

H. Leslie Hoffman, president of Hoffman Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, was awarded the 1958 EIA Medal of Honor at the Thursday banquet in recognition of his contributions to the advancement of the electronics industry. Mr. Hoffman is a former principal of KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., and is applicant for a new station.

In his acceptance speech, Mr. Hoffman proposed a federal tax credit as an incentive to commercial research and stimulus to the economy. He said the plan would help create a $600 billion gross national product. Corporations would be given a direct credit on their federal taxes amounting to 35% of the amount they spent on approved research and development of commercial products and services, under the Hoffman plan. Expenditures allowable would be limited to 1% of gross sales and the tax credit would be limited to 35% of such expenditures or $500,000 each year, whichever was the lesser.

Mr. Hoffman estimated the total potential tax credit at $900 million, or a third of the $3 billion budget currently allocated by the government for military research. The new research investment would go into projects that would raise the living standard and sustain an expanding economy, he explained.

Tv receiver inventories have been maintained at or below normal levels during the past fiscal year despite the drop in production and sales, according to Robert S. Bell, Packard-Bell Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, chairman of the EIA Consumer Products Div. He said "industry stability has been achieved in the face of reduced consumer buying resulting from the recession."

Mr. Bell said that while radio sales also have suffered, they remain lively and promising for the future. The popularity of the transistor radio has made portables a profitable item, and the resurgence of fm has sharply stopped the sales of fm-am receivers. Remarkable technical improvements have resulted in record sales of phonographs, and new developments, such as stereophonic reproduction of sound, make the outlook for radio-phonographs very encouraging indeed."

The consumer products unit unanimously agreed to continue the drive toward repeal or reduction of the radio-tv-phonograph excise tax; continue to study the problem of increased radio imports; fight municipal bans on the sale of metal tv cabinets; cooperate with all segments of the radio-tv industry in promoting consumer interest in the purchase of new receivers, and continue to make equipment available on favorable terms to the EIA-initiated educational tv project at Hagerstown, Md.

Frank W. Mansfield, Sylvania Electric Products, chairman of EIA's Marketing Data Policy Committee, said total billing of the electronics industry is about $12.5 billion compared to $11 billion in the previous fiscal year. The figure includes distribution, service, installation and broadcast revenue as well as manufacturing.

Dr. Baker said in a statement read for him by James D. Secret, EIA executive vice president, that the electronics industry has expanded 12-fold since World War II. He added, "And we are just on the threshold of the electronic era." Military orders have not taken up the slack in employment and plant capacity but most signs point to an economic upturn later this year, he said, adding, "The electronics industry should be in the forefront of this recovery."

Home entertainment business dropped from 58% to 20% of total electronic sales in five years while military rose from 20% to over 52%, Dr. Baker said. He lauded EIA's sponsorship of the Hagerstown project, where 473 tv receivers and five fully equipped studios are serving 23 schools and 12,000 pupils. He forecast intensive promotion of educational tv by EIA members during the coming year.

Kenneth H. Brown, Westinghouse Electric Corp., chairman of EIA's Service Committee, said the servicing industry has nearly tripled in the last seven years. He described EIA's campaign to improve radio-tv serv-
The weather has closed in. You peer out the window and see nothing — perhaps not even the wingtip.
You are orbiting. "Stacked" over the airport. Waiting your turn to land.

"We will land in 12 minutes."
The Captain's reassuring words come over the intercom.

Now you are being brought down in easy stages — safely — over the Outer Marker Beacon ... the Middle Marker ... the Inner Marker ... then touchdown ... on the runway.

Every 30 seconds, somewhere in the free world, a plane is landed safely by "ILS," the Instrument Landing System developed by IT&T, and installed in every major airport here and abroad.

Air passengers relax — pilots too!
Air passengers everywhere know this feeling of security.

The pilot likes it too. Because he controls the landing at all times. Once he is on the glide-path he needs no further instructions — nothing except the electronic information he sees before him on the instrument panel, and the meaningful "beeps" in his earphones.

Another "first" for IT&T
IT&T has long been a pioneer in radio aids to air navigation. IT&T laboratories developed the first radio compass. The first distance-measuring equipment. For the Navy and the Air Force they developed and perfected TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation), the system that gives military aircraft their pinpoint position in the air—at every instant of flight.

Last year the Civil Aeronautics Administration accepted VORTAC—an application of TACAN for all civil aircraft. The CAA has awarded to IT&T the contract to build 132 VORTAC ground stations throughout the U.S. Thanks to VORTAC the nation's airways will soon be ready for the fastest jet transports.

The next time you are aloft in bad weather ... remember IT&T and relax. Your skilled pilot will bring you to a smooth touchdown ... with "ILS."

TOUCHDOWN...EVERY THIRTY SECONDS
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IT&T has long been a pioneer in radio aids to air navigation. IT&T laboratories developed the first radio compass. The first distance-measuring equipment. For the Navy and the Air Force they developed and perfected TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation), the system that gives military aircraft their pinpoint position in the air—at every instant of flight.

Last year the Civil Aeronautics Administration accepted VORTAC—an application of TACAN for all civil aircraft. The CAA has awarded to IT&T the contract to build 132 VORTAC ground stations throughout the U.S. Thanks to VORTAC the nation's airways will soon be ready for the fastest jet transports.

The next time you are aloft in bad weather ... remember IT&T and relax. Your skilled pilot will bring you to a smooth touchdown ... with "ILS."

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION

... the largest American-owned world-wide electronic and telecommunication enterprise, with 80 research and manufacturing units, 14 operating companies and 130,000 employees.

... the largest American-owned world-wide electronic and telecommunication enterprise, with 80 research and manufacturing units, 14 operating companies and 130,000 employees.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION

67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

FARNSWORTH ELECTRONICS COMPANY • FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABORATORIES • FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND RADIO COMPANY • IT&T COMPONENTS DIVISION • IT&T INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • INTELEX SYSTEMS, INC. • INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE & RADIATION CORPORATION • LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE WORLD COUNTRIES
PROGRAMMING NEEDS CITED AT CBA MEET

- Mickelson stresses news
- Harris urges improvements

A five-point program for overcoming broadcasting's lack of equality as a news medium was advanced by Sig Mickelson, vice president of CBS Inc. and general manager of CBS News, in a speech prepared for delivery Friday to the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn.'s annual convention.

CBA Friday also heard Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) warn of pitfalls that programming irresponsible can cause.

Mr. Mickelson told the group, meeting at Cheshire, Conn., that stations should put more emphasis on:

1. Improved news personnel ("many stations are doing a superb job . . . but I am afraid that there are still too many stations relying on ex-disc jockeys, former saxophone players or inexperienced recent college graduates to provide a quality news service.

2. Original reporting ("A station or network simply cannot depend on rewrites of wire services . . . being on the scene day after day, hammering at the door, is more likely to succeed than a torrent of speeches, complaints or resolutions. And the listener or viewer gains the benefits of first-hand reporting.

3. Quality performance ("If we don't have integrity, if we are not objective, if we don't have some sense of showmanship, at least to the extent of making facts interesting, then our job of purveying information is hopeless. If our staffs don't have these qualities, then we'd better recruit replacements.

4. Sound financial footing ("It is almost impossible [for a network] to operate an international newsgathering agency on a break-even basis [but] stations are generally more favorably situated . . . and indeed the records show many substantial money makers among the better and larger news operations. It stands to reason that the news department of a broadcasting station which can operate on a break-even, or profit, basis is in a better position to serve the community.

5. Greater respect for news operations among station management, and greater unity among broadcasters "when we are under attack." ("It seems to me one of the most damaging elements in our quest for prestige and equality is the low esteem in which broadcast journalists are held by some station operators . . . the press sets up a clamor when it is attacked. We have a tendency to sit back supinely until the storm blows itself out.

Mr. Mickelson noted that NAB's Freedom of Information Committee "has fought vigorously against the American Bar Assn.'s Canon 35 and not without some success." But, he added, "I wish it would broaden its efforts to include a major campaign for equality of access to a far greater diversity of government agencies—national, state and local.

He said the Radio & Television News Directors Assn. "has also been effective on many fronts" but that RTNDA "has its weaknesses, too, stemming largely from the fact that it does not have nearly the support from management it needs and that its membership of some 400 is pitifully low when compared to the total number of broadcasting stations in the U.S." What broadcasting needs is "an organization with the strength and prestige of the American Society of Newspaper Editors," he asserted, "but as of now we don't have it and prospects for the immediate future do not seem very bright.

Rep. Harris, chairman of the House Commerce Committee, described an "awful" dream Friday as he addressed the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. in New Britain.

The dream, which he labeled "Nightmare 1960," stemmed from an editorial he had read in a "widely read" trade weekly, "Nightmare 1958," [EDITORIAL, April 28]. "It gave me pause," Chairman Harris said. "It made me think about the relationship between the Congress and the broadcasting industry, and what the future may hold if some of the trends which I believe can be observed today continue to run their course."

His nightmare, he said, is concerned "with the possibility that by 1960 economics in broadcasting may be seriously affected if—
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Had Mother Nature made the same provisions for our teeth as she did for the shark’s, good dental health would be no problem.

For when a shark loses a tooth, a new one soon grows in its place. Once we lose a tooth, however, it is gone for good.

Yet, our second set of teeth is strong enough to last a lifetime ... if we give them proper care. Unfortunately, too few of us do so.

In fact, the American Dental Association reports that only 40 percent of all Americans get reasonably adequate and regular dental care.

The rest get emergency care or none. Moreover, one out of seven adults has never been to a dentist.

There is more to be gained from regular dental care than simply keeping the teeth clean, bright and healthy. For when decay strikes, a center of infection is established from which germs may enter the blood stream and cause disease in other parts of the body.

Even the smallest break in the enamel can pave the way for infection inside a tooth. The dentist can usually detect such trouble by X-ray and check it before serious damage occurs. Healthy teeth ... for children as well as adults ... depend upon three things.

1. Diet—which should supply all the elements for good teeth, especially calcium and vitamins C and D.

2. Cleanliness—or proper brushing, which should be done after meals and always before retiring.

3. Check-ups—which should be made every six months or as often as your dentist recommends.

If you see your dentist regularly, he will get to know your individual dental requirements and how they can be met to your best advantage. If you cooperate with him, your chances will be far better to keep most of your teeth most of your life.
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and that is a big if—there should be a considerable drop in the number of hours which the average American family spends in viewing television programs.

Look at the auto industry, Chairman Harris suggested. "The year 1958 could very well go down in history as the year in which many people of this country began to tire of being offered by most automobile makers the same long, low, expensive, chrome-trimmed and expensive-to-operate car."

That helped inspire his "Nightmare 1960." His dream went like this: "I am wondering how long it may take before some people realize that just as the car maker, most broadcasters are offering substantially the same fare on their stations."

The chairman indicated he wasn't convinced that ratings are the exact answer to the public's preferences, noting the rising popularity of foreign cars, which he said are "different."

"Do you, the broadcasters, stand ready to offer the public something 'different?'" he asked, adding:

"Most broadcasters appear to be aiming at the maximum number of shows with the highest rating. The result may be that if many don't what they were doing something else and if they are unable to find something else by turning the knob to another station, they may decide to turn the knob of their sets to the 'off' position, and they could decide to leave it in that position for prolonged periods of time."

Chairman Harris then told the broadcasters, "The responsibility for proper programming under the Communications Act is yours."

He reminded that pending legislation before Congress would control price methods in the auto industry but said it could not tell factories how to build the type of attractive, safe and useful vehicle the public will buy.

"It is the same with broadcasting," he explained. "The FCC may adopt regulations and Congress may pass laws designed to eliminate undesirable concentration of control by networks. However, the Commission and the Congress must leave to the individual broadcaster the problem of programming to the public the kind of programs which appeal to the viewer."

He suggested editorializing as a means of making programming more diversified (see editorializing story, page 84).

RAB SCHEDULES

Radio Advertising Bureau last week announced details of seven regional management conferences scheduled by the organization for 1958. The series of two-day sessions for radio station owners and managers will be held throughout September.

The format of the conferences will be similar to the one employed in the past two years, according to Kevin Sweeney, RAB president. The four half-day sessions will cover "management areas that relate to selling more radio advertising," and will include programming, promotion, managing the sales departments and general management. Attendance again will be limited to a maximum of 60 stations per session, Mr. Sweeney said, with a $25 per person registration fee.

RAB lays out its tasks

Expansion of the "money-making bulletin" series, plans for a "promotion bible" of selling ideas and distribution of "advertiser information sheets" covering 12-15 fields has been announced by the Radio Advertising Bureau following the semi-annual meeting of its plans committee in New York. Second-half 1958 plans reported by RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney, Vice President-General Manager John F. Hardesty and Promotion Director Miles David also involve several new projects including "The News Era," presentation on radio news program composition and audience; "Why Weekend Radio?" series, continuing study of weekend radio, and "Your Future Is Sound," presentation unveiled at the NAB convention which uses recorded sound to sell radio-style.

REGIONAL MEETS

The schedule for the conferences follows:


Mr. Sweeney reported that an extra session has been added this year to accommodate additional stations. That six sessions last year had a turnout of more than 98%, with 355 station executives in attendance out of a possible 360.

Income, Membership 'Higher Than Ever': RAB

Radio Advertising Bureau income rate and membership are "higher than ever," Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, told the organization's semi-annual board meeting in New York last week. Present annual income rate, Mr. Sweeney said, is at $913,000 and he estimated target income figures will bring the bureau's income to $915,000 annually, or $950,000 by September and $950,000 by January, 1959.

Mr. Sweeney also announced a new service to member stations which will aid them in putting on formal presentations to local advertisers. "Projection and sound equipment, slides, tapes and tailor-made taped commercials will be made available to stations on a below-retail-cost basis through this service," he explained.

Among the major national and local presentations RAB has planned for the rest of 1958 are quarterly spot and network advertiser reports, started by the bureau at the end of 1958's first quarter; weekend and nighttime television advertising; radio inspections; national advertising; tailor-made taped commercials; and advertiser information sheets.

RAB regional management conferences will be held this year in seven areas, Mr. Sweeney said, adding that last year there were only six such conferences, but increased membership has warranted addition of a seventh. The national radio advertising clinic will be held in mid-November at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York, he announced.


Not present at the meeting were Edward Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa; Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, Ill.; Matthew J. Culligan, NBC Radio, New York; Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazelton, Pa.; Frank P. Fogarty, WOW Omaha; Alex Keese, WAFW Dallas; Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New York, and William E. Rine, Storer Broadcasting, Miami Beach.

Illinois Assn. Covers Wages, ASCAP, Census

The Illinois Broadcasters Assn. last week went on record regarding set data in the 1960 census, ASCAP-industry music license negotiations and small market station extensions from wage-hour law override provisions.

IBA members also heard discussions on national and local station rates, broadcast coverage of a murder trial, recruiting graduates for broadcast careers, Conelrad weather warning system techniques and plans for the 1959 industry-wide Voice of Democracy contest, plus talks on employer-employee relations. The spring meeting was held at the St. Nicholas Hotel in Springfield, May 19-20.

The state broadcasters' group adopted resolutions favoring (1) exemption of small market broadcasters from the overtime provisions of the wage-hour law; (2) exemption of radio station revenues derived from newspapers-special events shows not requiring use of licensed music before determining the basis for license fees payable to ASCAP, and (3) appropriation of funds by Congress to the Census Bureau for incorporating data on number of am and fm radio receivers and vhf and uhf television receivers in households on a county-by-county basis" in its 1960 census. The resolution pointed out that such information is "extremely
New, all-new G-E color camera

IS SMALLER, LIGHTER—AND DEPICTS TRUER COLORS!

You are looking at a "break-through" in broadcast engineering—the first color television camera ever built with printed circuits and transistors replacing bulky wiring and tubes.

Result: a remarkable new camera that's smaller on the outside, yet gives more elbow room on the inside for easier maintenance—that's 75 pounds lighter, yet more ruggedly built—that produces truer colors yet uses a simpler optical system and needs only one small cable to do its work!

We are providing interested parties with complete data, price information, etc. on this new camera and its associated equipment. May we reserve a set for you? Call your Broadcast Equipment Sales Manager, or write General Electric Company, Section 558, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada, Broadcast Equipment Sales, 830 Lansdowne Ave., Toronto.

1 New optical system reduces shading, eliminates astigmatism, spherical aberration, and ghosting. 2 Printed circuits and transistors increase reliability, simplify and miniature video preamps, eliminate this source of microphonics. 3 Maintenance simplified by "lazy susan" mounting of optics and image orthicon. Chassis swings out, assemblies plug in. 4 Fast alignment with controls concentrated on the camera.

SURE, stable registration results from special design of deflection and other circuitry. 7 Competitively priced.
important to the broadcasting and electronic manufacturing industries." "

Monday's opening session was devoted to talks by Lars C. Christensen, Springfield meteorologist, on the Conelrad weather warning system; by Carl Nicholson, chief of state radio division, on monitoring the police radio system for weather forecasts and emergencies, and by a panel on recruiting and training college personnel.

H. V. Cordier, radio-tv chief of the U. of Illinois' College of Journalism and Communications, and Buren C. Robbins, radio-tv department chairman and director of the Southern Illinois U. broadcasting service, urged broadcasters to assist them and other schools offering radio tv courses in recruiting and training individuals for jobs. At the suggestion of Mr. Cordier, Charles R. Cook, WPFP Herria and IBA president, appointed a three-man committee to work with university personnel. It comprises George C. Bigger, WLKB DeKalb; William Holm, WLPO LaSalle and Vernon R. Nunn, WIZZ Streator, III.

Possibilities of employing a paid staff member in IBA were explored and a committee including Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island; Vernon Nolte, WJBC Bloomington, and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur was appointed to study the proposal. Jim Firmin, WMOK Metropolis, reviewed his station's success in airing taped broadcasts of a murder trial, while Duane A. Branagan, director of the U. of Illinois' School of Music, discussed the possibility of IBA member stations carrying the university's taped music programs.

Other speakers Monday were Mr. Nolte, Illinois chairman for the Voice of Democracy contest; R. Karl Baker, WLDS Jacksonville and Thomas S. Land, WFTW Fairfield, on national and local rate structures, and Raymond J. Cheney, WMIX Mount Vernon. Daytime Broadcasters Assn. met Monday evening under DBA Chairman J. Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon.

Charles H. Tower, NAB employer-employee relations manager, said current practices under the Fair Labor Standards Act impose impractical burdens on operators of broadcast stations in small markets. He said legislation (HR 12095) introduced in Congress by Rep. Thomas G. Abernethy (D-Miss.) offers hope for relief. The bill would exempt from overtime provisions of the law any radio or tv employee of a station not located in a standard metropolitan area.

WBA Attendance Record Set At Milwaukee Spring Meet

The Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. held its annual spring meeting in Milwaukee last Tuesday and a record turnout of over 125 members attended the all-day session.

Taps by Merrill Lindsay, executive vice president of WSOY Decatur, Ill., and John Meagher, NAB vice president in charge of radio, were featured. Mr. Lindsay spoke on am radio and cited the strength of independent radio, reviewing some of his station's activities. Mr. Meagher discussed the current ASCAP-BMI music licensing situa-

tion. In addition, Milwaukee Mayor Frank Zeidler was a special guest.

A $500 student scholarship was presented to Wayne E. Vander Putten, 21-year-old junior at St. Norberts College, West Depe, Wis., and a plaque for "meritorious service" to actor Pat O'Brien, a native of Wisconsin, for his "outstanding record" in radio and tv nationally. The presentations were made at a noon luncheon by Hugh K. Boice Jr., WBA president and vice president-general manager of WEMP Milwaukee. These were the first such awards made by WBA and will be an annual event.

Program arrangements were handled by Bruce Wallace, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee; Mig Figi, WAUX Waukeha, WBA treasurer, and Mr. Boice.

RESTORE GLAMOUR TO RADIO—BORDEN

- Atlantic ad chief faces PAB
- Waslewski cites music crisis

Radio is doing an effective job, along with tv, for Atlantic Refining Co., but radio stations could enlarge their influence and attract more advertising if they improved their promotion, according to Richard Borden, advertising manager of the oil company.

Addressing the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters meeting Thursday at Wernersville, Mr. Borden offered a series of promotion tips for radio stations. He contended they would help restore "some of radio's glamour" and "make it wanted by the local merchant."

"I am sure that a great deal of the success we have enjoyed in Pennsylvania can be attributed to the effectiveness of the broadcast media," Mr. Borden said. He added that Atlantic is using 125 radio and 42 tv stations on a regular basis in its sustained advertising effort in the company's 17-state eastern marketing area.

Atlantic's sports include the Phillies and Pirates baseball for the 23rd straight year in Pennsylvania, using the radio and tv; the Red Sox in New England, and the Yankees on radio throughout New York state. Other broadcasts include year-round weather in 33 tv markets and radio newscasts in 30 markets. Short spot campaigns include over 250 radio stations.

Atlantic's agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, and his media men may study a market and find that radio is clearly the most effective for the job, Mr. Borden said, but dealers may not want radio because "they're carried away by the aura of glamour that has grown around tv." He continued, "They think that anything on tv will do a better job for them. Again, I'm not deprecating tv but we know that there are a lot of things on tv that won't do the job that radio will do for many retail outlets, particularly with our customers on wheels."

The retail merchant, according to Mr. Borden, doesn't read the trade press "about the re-birth of radio." He conceded radio stations have done much effective promotion for short-range projects, such as building an audience for a time slot or boosting
a personality, but he argued “little is done for the medium as a whole.”

Radio Advertising Bureau does “a fine national job,” he believes, asking, “Isn’t there a job to be done at the local level?” He said he never sees anything in newspapers or hears anything on the air about “the great comeback radio has made.”

Here, Mr. Borden contended, is “a real opportunity” to sell the value of the medium, to get the interest of local merchants and to re-educate them to “the tremendous power of radio.” Then the advertising buyers “will have the courage to buy it,” he suggested, since “home office people must buy the programs that will get maximum support from our local retail outlets.” He said Atlantic provides radio scripts and plants in its training courses for dealers.

Mr. Borden asked, “Are radio people acting confident and proud?”

“I know of some markets where radio station personnel have done a wonderful sales job on the community to a point where our dealers and sales people are fully convinced that it is the only medium for them,” he said. “This has been accomplished by hard work, but also by the way the people at the station exude enthusiasm. They believe in radio and its contagiousness.

“We need your help on this if we are to allocate to radio the full share of advertising dollars this important medium deserves.”

The PAB was told Thursday by Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations director, that the radio industry faces “most serious negotiations” this autumn in negotiating a new music license contract with ASCAP. Pointing out that the negotiations are the first since 1941 and will be handled by an all-industry committee outside NAB, he said the project deserves the support of the industry if it is to succeed. The committee was organized at an all-industry session during the NAB convention in Los Angeles.

Mr. Wasilewski discussed the problem of broadcaster property rights in connection with community tv antenna systems, predicting a court decision will eventually hold that delivering of copyrighted programs into private homes for a fee, without permission, is a copyright infringement.

The Pennsylvania group, meeting Wednesday-Friday at Wernersville, awarded plaques to three past presidents—Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations; Roy Thompson, former owner of WRTA Altoona, and George Coleman, formerly of WGBI Scranton.

Lawrence Webb, managing director of Station Representatives Assn., urged stations to supply accurate information about their national and regional spot business on a monthly or at least a reliable quarterly basis. He said newspapers and magazines have exact and continuing reports on how they are doing and where they are going whereas “we are flying blind.”

Warren Boorom, member service director of Radio Advertising Bureau, said broadcasters must “sell ideas”—advertising and promotion ideas that have worked for other retailers with sales problems similar to your prospect’s.”

Norman Cash, president of Television

Sitting down in your home town

We travel constantly to meet with station owners by appointment or on a “drop by” chat, and we learn a lot from such visits.

We believe it is our responsibility to get first hand knowledge of a property and the market area. Mail order technique is not good enough.

You will find us heading your way in a hurry when you call us, and we will do our best to be helpful.
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Bureau of Advertising, spoke on "Television, the Hard-Sell Medium." He narrated an outstanding tv success story—the rise of Lestol through video promotion.

Laurence Roslow, associate director of The Pulse Inc., outlined qualitative studies made by the service "to get at the factors that are important in determining the radio audience in general and the specific station audience in particular."

**RADIO-TV PITCH**

**RETAIL MERCHANTS**

- **Cash:** Make use of discounts
- **Sweeney:** RAB offers financing

Both radio and tv, as well as print media, got in their licks at a retailers' meeting in Chicago last week, with store executives on the receiving end.

The occasion was the sales promotion convention of the National Retail Merchants Assn. at the Palmer House Monday through Wednesday. Key speakers included Kevin Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising Bureau, and Norman E. Cash, president of Television Bureau of Advertising.

Department and specialty store retailers were told that:

- They should "emark at least 15% of your media budget for television—as a starter" and that "there is no recession in tv."
- RAB is prepared to help finance any store in a one-year radio campaign (putting up $2 for every dollar allocated by the store, up to $64,000) to prove radio's effectiveness in moving merchandise.
- Retailers should not "pull in their promotional horns" because of recession fears.
- "There is more than enough room in this country for any advertising medium that serves the people."

Mr. Cash, discussing costs, suggested retailers check their local tv stations for discount arrangements covering multiple time usage. Retailers should take a leaf from national advertisers, now spending over $1 billion annually in the visual medium, and get into tv, Mr. Cash urged. A store gets top billing in television, without "distracting influences from competitive advertising," and reaches out into areas "with greater depth than local newspapers," he claimed.

Mr. Cash showed filmed examples of retailers effectively using the medium.

Over and above a minimum 15% outlay for tv, Mr. Cash suggested, department stores should allot more funds to reach a specific audience. He noted retailers have a "larger potential in the co-op field," in which all media allowances run about $2 billion annually, and tv's share is increasing steadily. He suggested stores consider services (filmed commercials, etc.) provided by manufacturers in this field and check TVB's co-op department for assistance.

Mr. Sweeney chided retail department stores for "shortchanging themselves by their concentration on one-media promo-

tion and by their refusal to scientifically analyze advertising media in relation to their problems." He noted that while radio devoted a good deal of time to department stores from 1953 to 1956, "today radio is nowhere near as interested in department store dollars as we were three years ago."

Discussing radio's advantages, Mr. Sweeney stressed that "no combination of the daily newspapers in any city can reach as many as 80% of the families in the city and the retail trading zones" and that stores are not effectively reaching the suburban market.

"Stores are not using even the minimum amount of radio and television that they should, largely because the stores' responsible advertising executive is not doing what he should to push the use of these media," Mr. Sweeney also charged. He suggested stores need at least three fulltime experienced personnel to go into either radio or tv on a basis "which will materially increase your total advertising effectiveness."

Under its new financing project, Mr. Sweeney explained, RAB proposes to invest up to $64,000 in radio advertising time for a store doing $30 million or more in sales over a 52-week period. RAB would select the stations, write the copy, help select the items and have access to advertising results for later publication.

"Radio will not revolutionize your store," Mr. Sweeney said. "But radio is an essential part of department store advertising and we are prepared to prove it by putting our money where our mouth is."

As one problem, Mr. Sweeney observed that few advertising agencies are geared to handle department store radio properly. The only way stores can use the medium successfully, he remarked, is to "have people equipped to do the job or to pay an advertising agency a fee over and above its 15%—if you're lucky enough to find an agency that knows enough about retailing to be able to distinguish between a markdown and a mark-on."

Appearing on a media panel with Messrs. Cash and Sweeney Monday morning, Charles T. Lipscomb Jr., president of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.'s bureau of advertising, told retailers to take a more "positive, aggressive, creative approach to sales promotion," particularly newspaper advertising. Retailers still rely primarily on newspapers as their basic advertising medium, with local advertisers spending over six times as much as in radio and eight times as much as in tv during 1957, he said.

Robert E. Kenyon Jr., president of Magazine Publishers Assn., said that "far from fading as an influence," the magazine industry has enjoyed its greatest growth during tv's rise and radio's comeback over the past 10 years. Circulation has risen, he said, from 135.6 million to 181.4 million and advertising revenue from $440.1 million to $741.4—a 68.5% gain.


---

**In Upstate New York**

**WSYR-TV Delivers Two Separate Markets For the Cost of One!**

By itself, WSYR-TV delivers 70,000 more homes than its major competitor—making it far and away the best buy in a $21/2 billion marketplace.

In addition to that... when you buy WSYR-TV, you also get its power-packed satellite, WSYE-TV, delivering big plus coverage of the Elmira-Corning area. You get a complete additional market at no additional cost!

... and, incidentally, if ratings fascinate you, read the current ARB report for Syracuse, showing WSYR-TV's clear margin of superiority from sign-on to sign-off.
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SRA NETWORK ADJACENCIES PLAN SUBMITTED AT BARROW HEARING

- Provides for non-network programs next to option time
- Divorce of CBS, NBC from spot representation discussed

A brand-new plan to give non-network sales and program people access to network program adjacencies in prime evening television time while retaining intact the networks' option time practices was the feature of testimony last week before the FCC on the Barrow Report.

The plan, presented by Station Representatives Assn., came as the FCC wound up broadcast industry testimony with hearings all day Monday and Tuesday and on Thursday morning. Tentative plans for the next phase, before the FCC takes up consideration of the controversial document, are to bring back its author, U. of Cincinnati Law School Dean Roscoe L. Barrow, and perhaps Dr. Jesse Markham, Princeton U. economics professor who was a member of the Barrow staff, for testimony sometime next month.

Testimony last week was principally on the Barrow Report's recommendation that CBS and NBC should be divorced from national spot sales representation of affiliates not owned by the networks. Considerable testimony was given on network option time practices by six independent national spot representatives in tv—five testifying in the aegis of SRA and one, Edward Petry & Co., on its own viewpoints.

Defending network representation of affiliates in national spot sales were Jay W. Wright, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, and Glenn Marshall Jr., WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., who are represented by CBS Spot Sales, and Nathan Lord, WAVE-TV Louisville, by NBC Spot Sales.

SRA member witnesses who opposed network spot sales representation were Lloyd Griffin, Peters, Griffin, Woodward; Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knödell; Frank Headley, H-R Television; Eugene Katz, The Katz Agency, and John Blair, Blair TV and Blair TV Assoc. Mr. Katz offered SRA's new "Station Reserved Time" plan, which would earmark for non-network use an hour of time adjacent to network programs in option time during each of the four segments of the tv broadcast day. This time would be effective in markets of three or more tv outlets where the stations have the normal three-hour option time contracts. The reserved hour would be reduced in the case of fewer option hours or fewer stations in a market. The plan was a modification of one proposed by 10 SRA members two years ago in replies to a Barrow staff query.

Edward E. Voynow, Edward Petry & Co., testified in behalf of that representative firm, defending network option time but opposing national spot representation by the networks.

John W. English, WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa., and WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C. (both uhf), and chairman of the Committee for Competitive TV, representing a group of uhf stations, called for FCC authorization of a five-year network affiliation period, and William L. Putnam, WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass., and WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass. (both uhf), also representing CTV, urged the FCC to do something about allocations to make tv stations competitive in each market.

Five tv outlets—WCHS-TV Portland, Me., WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla., KVAR (TV) Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz., WLAC-TV Nashville, and KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex.—defended network option time and must-huys and opposed the Barrow recommendation for reinstatement of the former FCC "Avco Plan" on station transfers.

Presiding was FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, with Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T. A. M. Craven and Frederick W. Ford. Questioning were Robert Rawson, chief of the Broadcast Bureau's hearing division, and Herbert Schultkind, assistant chief of the rules and standards division.

Stations supporting the network spot sales arms saw benefits in the small number of outlets each network represents and in the general similarity in their network program structure for spot sales purposes. While SRA witnesses took the view that there is "no magic number" for optimum representation by one firm and that station program situations vary in desirability in different markets because of different ratings and other factors.

All the SRA members castigated the practice of film bartering, saying that it not only is a "reprehensible" practice akin to time brokerage, but that it affects a licensee's public interest responsibilities by requiring him to accept commercials he may not want and depriving him of dollar income to improve his programming. Mr. Headley called attention to his remarks against film bartering in a debate with Erwin H. Ezees of C & C T.V. Corp. last January [ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES, Jan. 27].

Last week's testimony:

Mr. Wright charged the Barrow Report's conclusion that networks should be prohibited from spot sales representation is based on "inferences and presumptions" rather than facts. The eight tv affiliates represented by CBS Spot Sales and the seven represented by NBC Spot Sales account for only 3% of total tv stations and only 4.1% and 3.6% of the affiliates of the respective networks, he said.

The eight CBS affiliates represent only 5% of the nation's national spot revenue, Mr. Wright said. They are not concentrated in the largest markets and seven are in markets of at least two tv stations.

He said CBS TV Spot Sales activities do not place independent representatives at a disadvantage, as claimed in the Barrow Report, because independent reps represent 95.9% of all the network's affiliates and because CBS has a policy of not expanding its station list.

The eight stations, he said, think CBS Spot Sales does a better sales job than any other rep because of its separation of radio and tv spot sales, its high type personnel, the small number of stations represented compared to many independent reps, excellent liaison between station and rep, leadership in research, effective sales promotion, sales development and sales service.

Mr. Wright didn't feel any of the affiliates' relationships with CBS TV Spot Sales had affected their stability of affiliation with the network and he did not believe the network had ever attempted to influ-
ence the choice of a national rep by any of the eight.

Mr. Wright held strongly to his opinion that CBS Spot Sales and CBS-TV Network are entirely different organizations competitively, though commonly owned, and at one point caused the usually mild-mannered Mr. Schulkind to snap back, "Let's not quibble over semantics!"

Mr. Marshall disputed the Barrow Report's conclusion that representation of CBS-TV affiliates by CBS Spot Sales restrains competition between national spot business and the network business.

Answering the report's charges that CBS Spot Sales and CBS-TV Network exchanged information on rates and that CBS waged a "campaign to equalize national spot and network rates," Mr. Wright said the CBS policy is that the two entities shall not co-operate and that the network shall not discuss with the affiliate the latter's spot rate. He submitted tables to show that the spot rates for the eight affiliates are higher in 75% of the time periods weekly and are identical in only 5% of the periods. Another table showed a "greater similarity" between the two rates of affiliates represented by independent reps.

Mr. Marshall said the Barrow Report's finding that CBS Spot Sales and the CBS Network compete at the "operating or working level" is enough to disprove its "presumption" that competition is modified at the "policy" level.

Mr. Lord said WAVE-AM-TV once were represented by Free & Peters (now Peters, Griffin, Woodward), but became concerned as the rep kept adding more station clients, feeling WAVE-AM-TV were not getting "their share" of the national spot business and that the Louisville stations "were lost in the large number of stations represented by this company."

After conducting its own investigation, Mr. Lord said, his company quit PGW and negotiated a contract with NBC Spot Sales on its own initiative (at this time, in 1953, PGW represented 10 tv stations and NBC Spot Sales 11, including owned stations). He said his company believes it would suffer financial reverses if compelled to disassociate from NBC Spot Sales.

Mr. Lord felt NBC Spot Sales offers a "homogeneous NBC service rather than varied services"—that the salesman is under no compulsion to state that NBC is better in Market A, CBS in Market B, ABC in Market C, etc., based on ratings or other information. The Louisville stations also prefer NBC Spot Sales because the stations it represents all are in major markets and because it employs more people per station "than any other representative organization that we studied."

The Louisville stations executive told commissioners flatly that "we'll quit" if NBC Spot Sales adds stations to its list which are not NBC-TV affiliates, and that he would like to see NBC Spot Sales add three or four more stations in the top 50 markets, but if it goes beyond that, "we'll quit."

He said he once tried to persuade a group of NBC-TV affiliates and regional NBC Radio affiliates in top southern and mid-western markets to form their own national representation organization, but he "couldn't get it off the ground." "I'd still like to," he added.

Mr. Griffin led off the SRA presentation by describing the role of the national representative in tv broadcasting. Denying that the SRA testimony is "anti-network," he described the rep's association's position as "pro-national spot advertising."

He described the evolution of national apparatus of national representation, its functions, advantages of spot broadcasting and spot advertising's importance to station programming.

During questioning, he said the ideal is for a station's national spot rate to be slightly less than the network rate for that station. He knew of no present scarcity of good film and thought some of the present supply is comparable to network program quality. He felt a rep firm prefers a network affiliated station as a client because network programs attract larger audiences.

Mr. Avery summed up the position of the networks in television in preparation for Mr. Katz' later testimony on SRA-supported recommendations on network option time.

Networks in 1956, through their owned stations, through sale of network time and sales for 15 owned tv stations and 16 tv affiliates represented that year and through incidental broadcast revenues, were responsible for 62% of all tv revenue, according to FCC records, Mr. Avery said.

They controlled 18 tv station licenses (soon 19), with CBS owned stations able to reach 30.3% of the 41.4 million tv homes, NBC 30.2% and ABC 29.1%. He said, CBS, with its owned stations and the eight affiliate stations represented by CBS Spot Sales, can reach 37.5% of tv homes for a national spot campaign. NBC, with owned stations and seven represented affiliates, can reach 37.4%. Network programs on 299 stations in over 100 markets (including a "small proportion" of ABC programs) occupy 78.2% of evening option time and 35.5% of evening (6-11 p.m.) non-option time, Mr. Avery continued, with option time reaching 96.4% of prime time in the top five markets and 96% in the top 50.

Mr. Headley said SRA feels national spot representation by a network is not in the public interest. He said it is "difficult" to see why CBS and NBC, which "so thoroughly dominate" network tv gross billings, should be allowed to participate in national spot—"the only facet of the business which is competitive with network television."

A conflict of interest is involved in the formulation of network rates and spot rates if a station is represented by CBS or NBC Spot Sales, he said, and "the dominant interest of CBS and NBC is network revenue."

He felt the Barrow Report's description of a "campaign" by a network to equalize spot and network rates was "no more than an inference," but that "clearly indicates the conflict which SRA feels should make separation of networks from national spot sales mandatory."

Mr. Headley estimated 65% to 75% of a station's income comes to it if it is both affiliated with and represented by the network and that this cannot fail to influence the affiliate to subordinate other considerations to its network relationship.

Mr. Katz presented SRA's "Station Reserved Time" plan to provide a period or periods of station time, exclusively for non-network programs, adjacent to programs in network option time.

This proposal (SRA would retain the FCC's division of the tv broadcast day into four segments: 8 a.m.-1 p.m., 1-6 p.m., 6-11 p.m. and 11 p.m.-8 a.m.) would operate as follows:

In markets of three tv stations or more, in each segment of the broadcast day, one hour on each station would be designated as "station reserved time" to follow the regular three-hour network option time period. During this one-hour reserved period no program of any network could be broadcast. If placement of network option hours in the time segment forced all the one-hour stations to have their option period over into another segment, then the reserved time period would precede the option time period in the same segment. The station reserved time period would be split to fall both before and after option time if the network option time period left, for instance, only a half-hour following the option time period, for a particular broadcast segment; for example, if network option time occupied the 7:30-10:30

TESTIMONY in behalf of Station Representatives Assn. at FCC's hearings last week on the Barrow Report were (1 to r) John Blair, Blair Tv and Blair Tv Assoc.; Lloyd Griffin, Peters, Griffin, Woodward; Eugene Katz, The Katz Agency; Frank Headley, H-R Television, and Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Kindel.
Success Stories

One of a series of salutes to successful TV stations across the nation... and to the Northwest School graduates who have contributed to their success.

KEPR
Radio and TV
Pasco, Washington

KEPR was the first satellite TV station authorized by the FCC and the first in operation in the country—"orbiting" on December 28, 1954. Within a year, KEPR had its own studios and its own satellites, KLEW in Lewiston, Idaho—another nationwide "first". In 1957 still another satellite, KBAS in Ephrata, Washington, was added. Now broadcasting on 153 kilowatts, KEPR operates with a staff of 25 and two full camera chains plus two additional cameras for remote facilities, covering the rich Southern "Inland Empire" market.

Dick Gassaway was one of the first Northwest graduates hired by KEPR, joining the station a year and a half ago as an announcing assistant. He is now Sales Manager for the city of Kennewick.

Rudy Vsetecka is KEPR's Floor Manager for Studio Operations. Just 15 months ago this Northwest grad joined the station as production assistant.

Dale Hall is KEPR's newest Northwest employee. Hired 4 months ago as studio assistant, Dale is now in charge of the Prop Department and on KEPR's announcing staff.

Here is what Monte Strohl says about his experience with Northwest School graduates:

"We are certainly more than pleased with the Northwest graduates that have been in our employ, and have found them all to have a sound understanding of our business. I would not hesitate to recommend your students or to hire more graduates."

For further information on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST SCHOOLS
1221 N. W. 21ST AVENUE, PORTLAND 9, OREGON
Phone Capital 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago  •  1440 N. Highland, Hollywood
p.m. period, then station reserved time would be 7-7:30 and 10:30-11 p.m.

If the network option time were only two hours, station reserved time would be re-
duced to 45 minutes, and if less than two hours, such reserved time would be only 30 minutes.

In two-station markets the one-hour periods of station reserved time would be re-
duced to 45 minutes, the 45-minute period to 30 minutes and the 30-minute period to
15 minutes. In one-station markets there would be no provision for station reserved time.

Station reserved time would apply to only six days of the week and operation of such requirements could not prevent com-
pletion of a special event, or special sports spectacle, etc., which might run into 'sta-
tion reserved time'.

Mr. Katz said the SRA proposal represents a modification of the position taken by
13 SRA members who, answering a questionnaire in 1956, charged that option time is
-held to them as non-network selling time, and the position of 10 of the 13 that
network option time should be kept at three hours for each segment of the broad-
day broadcast, but that consecutive network programming should be limited to 1½
hours per segment and that one half-hour of each two hours of network option time
should be set aside for non-network pro-
gramming.

The Katz Agency head said SRA now op-
poses elimination of option time because it has had time to study the problems in-
volved over the two years since the 1956
Barrow staff questionnaire. SRA "agrees" that networks "need" option time and feels that
healthy networks with stronger pro-
gramming increase the value of the time
representatives sell.

SRA believes, Mr. Katz said, that its
plan would remove the threat of network
exemption from a significant number of
time periods and thus allow local elements to develop programs without fear their in-
estment would "will be wiped out" by exercise
of a network option.

He said SRA "perceives" a "tacit argu-
ment" by networks that nothing should be
done about option time because a present
softness in network tv has left plenty of
time available. But it is such periods of
recession which the present effect of option
time brings the most adverse results, he
said, for although a network may be unable
to supply enough commercial programming to the station, option time prevents other organizations from "stepping into the breach."

He acknowledged that the SRA station
reservation plan can undoubtedly be im-
proved" by constructive criticism and com-
ments and asked the FCC to invite such
comments from within the broadcast in-
dustry.

During questioning by Mr. Rawson, Mr.
Katz said stations accept many network pro-
grams in non-option time because they feel
they should cooperate with the network and thus may move non-network programs "re-
luctantly." He said he "knows," but could
cite no instances, that networks sometimes
return optioned periods to the station in ex-
change for non-option time.

He did not question the fact station rep-
resentatives' business has expanded the
past few years despite option time, but
said the reps would have sold even more
time had they had "free access" to station
time.

Questioned on whether the SRA station
reserved time plan might not, in effect, be
a form of option time itself by restricting
the reserved time periods from use by
all other sources except the one to whom
such a period is under contract, including
all the networks, Mr. Katz said that in a
three-station market the plan would pro-
vide a total of 36 half-hours weekly in each
broadcast segment for the various non-net-
work program sources. He felt this is a
substantial amount and would furnish time
periods to many programs sources, while
leaving plenty of time for networks.

Mr. Katz warned against complete elimi-
nation of option time by any result of such
an action, he said might be more network
programming than ever on many affiliate
stations because the burden of bargaining
for every program would fall on the affiliate
and many affiliates would not be able to
counter the network bargaining position
effectively.

Mr. Blair presented SRA's catch-all views
on all Barrow Report recommendations ex-
cet those on option time and network spot
sales representation. SRA opposed most of
the recommendations, but felt that if Secs.
3.658 (a) and (b) of FCC Rules and Regu-
lations have been violated, as intimated in
Recommendations 5 and 13, then appropri-
ate action is recommended.

On Recommendation 7 to retain the two-
year affiliation period, SRA felt a longer
period would be desirable but thought the
present rule has worked out well in prac-
tice. SRA supported Recommendation 10
which would retain the right of affiliates
for first call on network programs.

On Recommendation 19 involving rates,
SRA felt networks can be restrained from
influencing both network and spot rates
through enforcement of present rules
rather than adoption of a requirement for
publication of rate-making procedures.

Mr. Blair said SRA's viewpoint on must-
buy is that while this practice is advanta-
geous to the network, the minimum buy
rule contemplated should prove no obstacle
to successful networking. He said SRA is
in favor of any step to make line facilities
available to stations on as reasonable a basis
as possible (Recommendations 25-26).

SRA opposed all other recommendations.

Mr. Vovnow presented the Petry firm's
endorsement of network option time and
its opposition to network spot sales repre-
sentation of non-network owned stations.

The Petry executive vice president, ap-
ppearing for Mr. Petry who is recovering
from surgery and was unable to testify,
said, "To cripple the networks and the sta-
tions through a further restriction of network
option time would do a disservice to every
person in the country not enjoying the
wonders of television."

Option time, he said, provides order and
supplies efficiency to a station's schedule.

Mr. Vovnow supported earlier network
 testimony that abolishment of option time
would result in "gradual erosion" of the
network schedule through "checkerboard-
ning" of clearances all over the country.

He felt that if a network were to lose a
time period it could never be recaptured
through option time because the network
spot sales contracts filling such a period
terminate on different dates, on different
stations and in different cities.

Mr. Vovnow indicated he didn't believe
networks have influenced their spot sales
organizations in setting national spot rates
and operations but felt they have cooperated
in other ways.

His explanation of this was not entirely
clear, but his point seemed to be that a net-
work's ownership of stations in the larger
markets makes this group attractive to an
affiliate station which would like to be in-
cluded in such an elite list for spot sales
representation. He agreed that a network
might be able to gain an advantage over an
independent representative in a "four-station" market by using its power to
affiliate or disaffiliate with a station.

The Petry official didn't feel the small
number of stations represented by CBS and
Nbc should be considered in gauging the
extent of their national networks. He
estimates showing that combined hourly
rates and percentage of U. S. tv homes cov-
ered by the CBS and NBC owned and rep-
resented list of stations each exceeded
Petry's, although they included less than
half as many stations as Petry's list of 30.

Mr. Vovnow thought there is now and
will be a sizable supply of "good" syndi-
cated film next fall. He acknowledged that
network "straddle" programs have the "ef-
fec"t of extending option hours. He didn't
feel Petry is "hindered" by having a large
number of station clients and felt the vari-
ance of ratings from one market to another
are a consideration in spot sales.

He was quite critical of statements by Messrs. Wright and Lord on the respective
sizes of the CBS and NBC spot sales staffs.
He felt the two firms concentrate most of
their salesmen on sale of the major market
stations to the detriment of stations which
they represent in smaller-sized cities.

Referring to the difference between the
spot rates of CBS-represented stations
(96.4% of network rate) and those of NBC
(84.7% of network rates), Mr. Vovnow
told the FCC that either "CBS told the sta-
tions their true worth or NBC was not too
generous."

The Petry executive said the company
had informed its network-affiliated clients of
its position on option time and they en-
dorsed this stand.

He said it is up to the FCC to "protect" independent reps from network spot sales
competition because "you gave them [net-
works] stations in superior markets."

Mr. English asked the FCC to authorize
extension of affiliation contracts from the
present two years to five, saying the present
two-year limitation has wasted the in
most instances to benefit of networks only.

He said uncertainty of continued network
affiliation has "certainly been a factor aggravating the uhf problem"; that a five-year contract would not solve that problem, but would be helpful in many instances in enabling stations to establish themselves and "to face and plan the expenditure of large sums of money necessary in any sort of a mixed market to establish a uhf facility."

Mr. English said he sent questionnaires to 50 uhf stations which have gone off the air and received 13 replies, which he thought a good average for such inactive firms. Of the 13 which replied, 7 said network affiliation problems contributed to their demise. WNAO-TV (ch. 28) recently went off the air.

Mr. Putnam indicted the present allocations system and the lack of three competitive tv stations in each market for uhf troubles. He thought the Barrow Report's conclusions are sound but they are not the answer to "more or better television service."

Mr. Putnam said the FCC's allocations have not been as effective in practice as they "looked on paper" and that an improvement in this area will render moot the "whole matter of network relations."

The problem of making changes in network operations is small compared with the far greater problem of allocations, which, Mr. Putnam said, "this Commission knowingly perpetuates day after day."

Mr. Putnam revealed that WWLP, WRLP and the company's translator stations in Claremont, N. H., and White River, Vt., have a combined rate of $700 and that the company is making a profit and employs 76 people.

The joint statement by WCSH-TV, WFLA-TV, KVAR (TV), WLAC-TV and KFDM-TV defended network option time and must-buys and opposed Barrow recommendations on publication of affiliation contracts and on re-instatement of the Avco Rule governing station sales.

The statement said option time is lawful and essential to networking and its abolishment would have a serious impact on live programming. It added that the Barrow Report suggests no substitute to assure live programming.

It favored the must-buy practice and said the practice is to be preferred to a "minimum-buy" practice because the latter would give each advertiser the power to determine the composition of the network for his show.

The statement said rate and compensation negotiations with networks are legitimate secrets and should not be disclosed by the FCC to competitors.

The stations said FCC experience with the Avco Rule has demonstrated it is a "thoroughly mischievous doctrine leading only to delays and confusion" and opposed the Barrow recommendation to reinstate it.

FCC Accuses Crosley Of Intimidating NBC

The FCC last week told multiple-owner Crosley Broadcasting Corp. it believes the Crosley tv stations in Ohio have violated Sec. 3.658 (b) of Commission Rules & Regulations in an "understanding" with NBC-
TV, but is taking no action on the matter "at the present time."

But, added the FCC in a letter to Crosley, "the correspondence and material concerning said violation are being associated with the Commission's files for the Crosley stations for such further consideration as your future action warrants."

Sec. 3.658 (b) prohibits a tv licensee from making an agreement with a network which would prevent another station in the same or a different community from carrying a program of the network. (The section does not prohibit affiliates from using their "first call rights," however.)

Crosley tv stations are WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus, all Ohio; WLWA (TV) Atlanta and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis.

The alleged Crosley violation was cited in the Barrow Report but the principals were not identified.

The FCC noted last week that it wrote Crosley April 23 charging Crosley threatened NBC with canceling a number of NBC TV programs on its stations if NBC placed programs on other stations. The FCC did not identify the Crosley station nor the other stations involved.

This, the FCC charged, "deterred NBC from placing its programs on other stations and therefore resulted in an understanding between Crosley and NBC which prevented or hindered the presentations of NBC's programs not taken by Crosley stations."

The FCC cited Crosley's reply May 6 to the Commission in which the multiple owner said that "...in our opinion we have at all times complied with the provisions of the Commission's Network Rules."

Crosley noted it had made a statement of policy to the FCC Feb. 25, but that it was adding its "formal assurance" that it would not engage in violation of Sec. 3.658 (b) and that the firm further assured the FCC it would "see to it that personnel charged with the handling of such matters are so informed."

The FCC noted that the Crosley letter was signed by John T. Murphy, Crosley vice president for television, "who was the individual mentioned in the Commission's letters concerning this matter."

**FCC Grants Texas Tech. Ch. 5, Chooses Onondaga Tv Applicant**

The FCC last week finalized a supplemental initial decision granting Texas Technological College tv ch. 5 at Lubbock, Tex.

At the same time a majority of the Commission directed preparation of a document looking toward granting applications by Television Corp. of Michigan Inc. and the State Board of Agriculture for new tv stations to operate ch. 10 on a shared time basis in Onondaga, Mich. This grant would be subject to the condition that the State Board of Agriculture would surrender its permit for ch. 60 WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich., and the denial of competing applications of Triad Television Corp., Booth Broadcasting Co. and Paul Hester Broadcasting & Television Corp., seeking the same channel in Parma, Mich. An initial decision in the spring of last year had looked toward this action.

**SPRINGFIELD TV GRANT PROBED**

- Harris subcommittee hears charges on vhf grant
- Top GOP names mentioned as exerting influence


day revealed the first of several cases in which his Legislative Oversight Subcommittee charged the FCC made comparative tv grants on the basis of exparte contacts rather than established criteria [LEAD STORY, May 19].

The case in question was the June 1956 grant of ch. 2 Springfield, Ill. to WMAY.

Top Republican names were high on the list of those charged with working behind the scenes on behalf of WMAY, which was competing for the channel with Sangamon Valley Tv Corp. (40% owned by WTAX Springfield). Among the charges:

- Comr. Robert E. Lee changed his vote on the day instructions were given to the staff after learning that he had voted for "a bunch of New Dealers."

- Orville Hodge, former Illinois auditor now serving a prison term for embezzling state funds, was responsible for swinging the grant to WMAY.

- Leonard Hall, then chairman of the National Republican Committee, at the urging of Mr. Hodge, was active in working for WMAY.

- Reps. Leslie C. Arends and Sid Simpson, both Republicans of Illinois, also were brought into the case on behalf of WMAY by Mr. Hodge.

Mr. Angland barely had time Thursday to begin his report, which follows several weeks of research on the ch. 2 grant and the St. Louis tv situation. Other facets to be covered: (1) the subsequent move of ch. 2 to St. Louis and Terre Haute, Ind., and its grant to KTVI (TV) St. Louis; (2) the Sangamon Valley application and the network's later purchase of ch. 4 KKW-TV St. Louis; (3) assignment of ch. 11 to 220 Tv Inc., a competing applicant of CBS's for the facility; and (4) the St. Louis Globe Democrat purchase of an interest in KTVI after its stock in KKW-TV to CBS.

Rep. Harris said the St. Louis actions all are intwined with ch. 2 Springfield grant and will show an FCC pattern of grants based on illegal contacts. Subcommittee Chief Counsel Robert Lishman said that he was deliberately reserving several questions on the entire matter. "It would appear," he stated, "that the ex parte pressures were more responsible for the decision than the announced standards themselves. . . . The so-called standards and reasons for decisions apparently have no substance in reality." Mr. Lishman said he was prepared to prove the charges "beyond a reasonable doubt."

Comr. Lee's name came into the case via a letter from Loring C. Merwin, publisher of the Bloomington (Ill.) Pantagraph, to Rep. Arends. In it, Mr. Merwin quoted Orville Hodge, president of Sangamon, as saying an unnamed FCC employee stated Rep. Arends had taken an active part on behalf of the WMAY application. The let-

---
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for ch. 2. Mr. Keller also stated that Sen. Dirksen told him one named commissioner had committed his vote to Mr. Hall.

Mr. Keller said the only political activity engaged in by Sangamon was to try to counteract the "New Dealer" tag. The record on this respect shows that all Sangamon principals are active Republicans except Mrs. Ernest Ives (sister of two-time Democratic presidential nominee Adlai Stevenson), whose family owns less than 5%.

Mr. Keller said that his Washington counsel, on Thanksgiving Eve 1955, told him that a preliminary vote had gone against Sangamon but advised him it would be improper to try to approach the commissioners. Entered into the record was a telegram from Mr. Hall to C. H. Lanphier, a Sangamon stockholder, in which the Republican chairman denied taking any role in the ch. 2 Springfield case.

Replying from Chicago, where he was addressing an EIA meeting, Comr. Lee stated: "I don't know anything about it. To my knowledge, I have never met any of the parties to this case nor did I ever discuss the merits with anyone."

[Comr. Lee's office said Friday that a thorough check of FCC records in the ch. 2 cases disprove the charge that Comr. Lee ever switched his vote from Sangamon to WMAY.]

Rep. Arends admitted that Mr. Hodge asked him to intercede with the Commission and that he in turn asked Comr. Lee to give WMAY "a fair shake." He said that the commissioner replied the case would be judged on its merits. A short time later, Rep. Arends said, Sangamon contacted him and he immediately called the FCC to "get completely neutral." He added that he did lunch with Comr. Lee but had no knowledge of the politics involved and did not call anybody "a bunch of New Dealers."

Rep. Simpson said that he was a good friend of Mr. Hodge, who frequently visited his office when in Washington. He said he did not remember if ch. 2 was ever discussed and he had "no recollection in any shape or form" of ever contacting FCC.

Although he did not vote on the decision, former Comr. Richard A. Mack also was involved in Mr. Angland's presentation of the Springfield case. Two letters from Florida attorney J. Kenneth Ballinger were read into the record. They consisted of a character recommendation for Lee Ruwitch, executive vice-president-general manager of WTVJ (TV) Miami. Mr. Ruwitch also is a vice president of WMY-TV (which is not on the air on its presently assigned ch. 36) and was to become the new station's general manager. Mr. Ballinger said that "from time to time" industry friends asked him to contact another friend—Comr. Mack.

Also made a part of the record were several telephone calls between then Comr. Mack and Tampa, Fla., attorney Sam Bucklew, plus a memorandum on the Springfield contest prepared for Mr. Mack for relay to Mr. Bucklew. The Tampa attorney loaned the resigned commissioner money in the past, according to committee records.

Mr. Angland testified that Mr. Bucklew stated he was merely getting information for a friend on the ch. 2 case. He refused to identify the friend but stated he has given a sworn statement to the Justice Dept.

Mr. Angland will be back on the House Caucus Room stand today (Monday) to con-
Government continued

continue his testimony on the Springfield and St. Louis TV cases. Mr. Lishman stated that there are instances of numerous other ex-
parte contacts with the FCC on these and many other cases, all to be made part of a pattern of "improper" Commission grants.

Staffer Robert McMahon returned to the witness stand Tuesday and Wednesday of last week to complete his testimony on six station sales [LEAD STORY, May 19], plus shift of ch. 2 from Springfield to St. Louis. Cases discussed last week: CBS grant of ch. 11 St. Louis and subsequent purchase of ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis; Storer Broadcast-
ing Co. purchase of WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., and WIDB-AM-FM Philadelphia; United TV Inc. purchase of KMGM-AM-TV Minneapolis; the sale of Universal Broad-
casting Co. properties (WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis and WANE-AM-TV Ft. Wayne, Ind.) to the J. H. Whitney & Co.'s Indiana Broadcasting Co., and the Providence, R. I., ch. 12 merger agreement.

Mr. McMahon cited the Providence case in charging that the FCC permits huge "windfall profits" and "pay-off" that benefit "shrewd operators and not the public." He said two Providence men, Robert T. Engles and C. George Taylor, dropped their application for an "apparent profit" of $200,000 on no investments.

He charged this case "stands out as one of the more striking examples of so-called 'pay-offs' and 'quickie grants' in recent years." Mr. Lishman added that this was possible through FCC rules which are "conducive to quick profit and no risk." He said there are many cases where an application is filed "apparently solely for the purpose of making a quick profit and getting out."

Mr. Lishman said the Communications Act forbids broadcast licenses to be treated as private property. Rep. Harris stressed a channel allocation is private property. "The question for Congress is should the FCC permit trafficking of these awards as anyone sees fit," he said.

Rep. John Moss asked that the subcommittee staff begin an investigation of the Commission action granting KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., permission to move its transmitter to a site where it could place a Grade A signal into Sacramento. This action, he said, caused ch. 40 KCCC-TV to lose its ABC affiliation with the result the station went dark.

Rep. Peter Mack asked for an investiga-
tion of all FCC deintermixture decisions, with special emphasis on ch. 2 Springfield. He called the shift of ch. 2 to St. Louis a "breach of contract." Mr. Lishman said that a staff study on deintermixture already had been instituted.

Rep. Harris ordered the staff to sum-
mizarize its conclusions on the transfer and comparative cases it has studied and submit them to the FCC for comment.

KLIF Gets Boost to 50 kw

The FCC last week granted KLIF Dallas, Tex., an increase in daytime power from 5 kw to 50 kw with directional antenna, engineering conditions. The station will continue to operate on 1170 kc, with 1 kw night. KLIF is licensed to the McLendon Investment Corp.
THE DECADE OF THE TRANSISTOR

IRE commemorates the tenth anniversary of a major breakthrough in solid state electronics by devoting the entire June issue of PROCEEDINGS OF THE IRE to an up-to-date summary of progress and advances in transistors. So small that many can be held in the palm of one hand, these tiny components have ended our 50 year dependence on vacuum tubes. Without transistors, our intricate guidance and communication systems for missiles would be incredibly big and heavy. With them, whole new technologies are being developed, not only for defense but for industry and commerce as well.

June Issue of Proceedings of the IRE is the New Standard Reference

Work on Transistors

Only once before has PROCEEDINGS devoted an entire issue to transistors. That was in November, 1952. Despite a substantial overprinting, every copy was sold within 3 months. This classic issue, coming at a time when there were no books and few papers on the subject, is still considered one of the basic references on the subject—a suitable companion to the definitive Solid-State Electronic Issue of December, 1955 and the Ferrites issue of October, 1956.

Now, to mark the tenth anniversary of the transistor, PROCEEDINGS presents the latest advances in theory and application in the June, 1958 issue. Here you will find introductory articles by its inventors—Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain—specially invited papers reviewing progress in all facets of the subject, contributed papers reporting the latest and more important advances in the field. Be sure to order your copy, today!

Partial Contents:

"The Status of Transistor Research in Compound Semiconductors," by D. A. Jenny, RCA.
"Recombination in Semiconductors," by G. Bemski, Bell Labs.
"Noise in Junction Transistors," by A. van der Ziel, University of Minnesota.
"Germanium and Silicon Rectifiers," by H. Henkels, Westinghouse.
"The Potential of Semiconductor Diodes in High-Frequency Communications," by A. Uhler, Bell Labs.
"Application of Transistors in Communication Equipment," by D. D. Holmes, RCA.
"Characteristics Data on Silicon and Germanium," by E. Conwell, Sylvania.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.

Send this special issue of Proceedings of the IRE to:

[Blank lines for address details]

Enclosed is $3.00

Enclosed is company purchase order for the June 1958 issue on Transistors.

All IRE members will receive this June issue as usual.

Extra copies to members, $1.25 each (only one to a member).
BMI SUPPORTERS WIND UP DEFENSE

Six witnesses testified last Wednesday against a bill to divorce broadcasters from ownership in BMI and/or recording companies before a subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee, winding up pro and con testimony that began over two months ago [GOVERNMENT, March 17].

The latest dissenters—from CBS, NBC and their owned recording companies and the movie industry—again hit proponents' charges that broadcasters are discriminating against ASCAP songs in favor of BMI tunes, or that any monopoly exists in the music business.

Subject of the lengthy hearings has been S 2834, introduced last summer by Sen. George Smathers (D-Fla.). Several score of witnesses, including famous personalities, composers, educators, station owners and one disinterested spectator [GOVERNMENT, May 12] have testified during the course of the hearings.

Still to be heard, probably sometime in July, is rebuttal and sur-rebuttal testimony. Also expected to give their views on the proposed legislation at that time are the FCC and Justice Dept.

Testifying for CBS, Vice President Richard S. Salant strongly defended the network and its Columbia Records affiliate against discrimination charges. He likewise refuted point by point the testimony of many proponents for the bill.

The network is testifying “for the right to continue its stock ownership in BMI [9%] for precisely the reason that CBS went into it in the first place: to assure, to the extent that is proper, the maintenance of continued competition in the music licensing field,” Mr. Salant stated.

“We do not care, we could not afford to care, whether the music is BMI or ASCAP. Indeed, management does not get into the choice of particular pieces of music at all.” Since 1954, he said, music performed on both the CBS radio and television networks has been from 74-80% ASCAP annually, while BMI performances have never been more than 19% for any given year.

In answer to charges of discrimination against ASCAP, he pointed out that since 1952 CBS-TV has broadcast six programs devoted to saluting ASCAP. “We will not jeopardize our most valuable assets—our licenses and our audiences—for the sake of the possibility of a few extra dollars on the recording side through free plugs,” Mr. Salant said. “We must cater—not pander—to the public taste.”

Goddard Lieberson, President of Columbia Records, told the subcommittee how ownership by CBS has permitted the recording arm to make financial commitments to artists, if not profitable, recording programs which otherwise would have been impossible. Also, he said, Columbia's development of long-play records in 1948 was made possible through cooperation with CBS laboratories.

Charges of discrimination against ASCAP are “patently false . . . a self defeating business practice,” he said, and pointed out that Columbia has no direct dealing with ASCAP, BMI or any licensor of performance rights. Mr. Lieberson cited the following figures to show the “incredibility” of the charges:

In 1957, CBS recorded 60.2% ASCAP music and 39.3% BMI. Since 1940, 72.6% of Columbia's popular recordings have been ASCAP songs, 15.7% BMI.

Joseph A. McDonald, NBC assistant general attorney, said that existing laws are adequate to make financial commitments by ASCAP to artists a possibility. He cited the “outstanding” record of RCA Victor and cited the performance of ASCAP songs played on radio and TV.

Mr. McDonald said that if broadcasters are attempting to favor BMI, “their is a fantastically inept performance.”

He said proponents' charges of discrimination are refuted by “common sense and the economic facts of life in the broadcasting industry.” Pointing out the high percentage of ASCAP songs played on radio and TV, Mr. McDonald said that if broadcasters are attempting to favor BMI, “they is a fantastically inept performance.”

George R. Marek, vice president and general manager of the RCA Victor Record Div., used several charts to illustrate points in opposing S 2834. "We are asked to believe the argument that the public sit in front of their radios or phonographs or TV sets, hungering for music which we, the all-powerful record companies, deliberately suppress—and that all the public gets from us is an inferior type of music which we foist upon them for one reason only—that we get some kind of economic advantage from this inferior type of music,” Mr. Marek said of proponents' charges.

"... We have no incentive whatsoever to do anything of the kind. Even if we had, it would have to be supposed that we are powerful enough to ram down the throats of the public music that they don't want, and to do this through association with a network.”

NBC could not show favoritism toward RCA Victor recordings even if it wanted to, Mr. Marek testified. He said two things pointed out the fallacy of a proponent's charge RCA entered the phonograph business to record music controlled by NBC, through BMI, and exploit those recording on NBC stations:

(1) RCA acquired Victor Talking Machine Co. in 1929, 10 years before BMI was formed; (2) NBC did not permit the use of phonograph records on network broadcasts until 1949 and was one of the last holdouts against records on its owned stations.

Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assn. of America, told the subcommittee that “restrictions on business expansion and diversification are unwise where no legal wrong exists.” He said this is the age of diversification in American business and asked: “Does it make sense to prohibit diversification in such allied and closely related fields as music, broadcasting and film making?”

He cited the “outstanding” record of movie and theatre chains which also own broadcasting properties, recording and publishing companies. “Instead of using a rifle to bring down their targets, the proponents are firing a 12-gauge shotgun blast which, in its scattering, would wound many, including hapless bystanders.”

MPA opposes the Smathers bill for three principal reasons, he said. These include: (1) "It would establish a new philosophy running directly contra to our basic economic system . . . ." (2) It would prescribe a certain class of persons from being licensees “in a manner heretofore rejected by this very committee [be cited newspaper ownership of radio-tv stations, expressly approved by the Senate].” (3) "The remedy proposed would do a greater harm than the wrong complained of—in fact there is no such wrong. The bill would create a tighter and more grievous
Court Says FCC Erred In WJMR-TV Grant

The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week, in a two to one decision, ruled that the FCC "erred" in granting the applications of WJMR-TV New Orleans to broadcast simultaneously on ch. 20 and (experimentally) on ch. 12 in that city. The court remanded the case to the Commission for a hearing on the allegations of ch. 12 WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., that WJMR-TV was "not proposing a bona fide experiment" with its dual operations in New Orleans.

Early last year [GOVERNMENT, March 4, 1957] the Commission decided, with no objections at the time being raised, that ch. 12 should be added to New Orleans. Both Supreme Broadcasting Co., licensee of ch. 20 WJMR-TV, and Oklahoma Television Corp., licensee of ch. 9 KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, among others, applied for regular commercial operation on ch. 12. WJMR-TV also made what proved to be a successful move by requesting Commission permission to construct an experimental station on ch. 12, to transmit simultaneously its entire ch. 20 program schedule, in order to test directional antenna limitation of radiation and the providing of a basis for comparative coverage studies of picture quality. WJMR-TV began its simultaneous operation of vhf-uhf last autumn [GOVERNMENT, Oct. 7, 1957].

Although the order allocating ch. 12 to New Orleans specified that any transmitter on that channel must be the minimum of 190 miles from the ch. 12 transmitter at Jackson, the WJMR-TV experimental application showed its transmitter as falling twenty eight miles short of the minimum (later modified by a lower tower and less power). The Commission granted WJMR-TV a modification of its experimental construction permit without a hearing, although both KWTV and WJTV asked for one.

The Court unanimously held that KWTV, one of three applicants for ch. 2 New Orleans, "lacks standing" in this case. Other applicant for ch. 12, besides WJMR-TV's request for authorization to be changed from ch. 20 to ch. 12, is Coastal Television Co.
DAYTIME COMMENTS FORECAST HASSLE

- Close to 300 filed with FCC
- Opposing forces in majority

The battle lines were drawn at the FCC last week when more than 250 comments were filed on the proposal that daytime AM stations should be permitted to extend their hours of operation.

These were in addition to the 30-odd comments filed before the deadline last Monday [Government, AT DEADLINE, May 19]. Opposing forces—clear channel stations, regional owners, networks and group owners—had about a 1¼ to 1 lead over those favoring—

all daytime stations.

The gist of the arguments of those favoring was that local listeners need local station broadcasts for local news, weather, farm and special events and civic defense. Proponents of the FCC's proposal—which was issued late last year following a petition by Daytime Broadcasters Assn.—included in almost every instance letters of support from local government and civic leaders.

Opponents maintained that the extension of daytime operating hours would defeat the allocation principles, would cause interference to listeners to clear channel and regional stations at night hours, and would not be as good for daytimers as they believe because they too would receive interference from other stations on the same frequencies.

The daytime broadcasters asked that the FCC permit them to operate at 7 a.m. or sunrise to 7 p.m. or sunset whichever is longer. Daytime stations are now limited to local sunrise-sunset operation.

Representative comments filed last week follow:

The Daytime Broadcasters Assn. filing was an attempt to buttress the principle of clear channels. Fifty-one clear channels—only 2% of the U.S. stations—occupy 42% of the entire AM band, the organization said.

There are, DBA said, 1,475 daytime stations forced to operate on "severely restricted schedules" only because of the artificial and unnatural scarcity created by the clear channel philosophy.

The situation is due to an "outmoded and obsolescent" radio philosophy that is 35 years old, DBA said.

Skywave service is no longer reliable, the organization points out, and it adds, "Daytime stations are no longer necessary, since there are other and more stable signals now available.

Clear channel stations do not serve the rural public, DBA averred, because they are all located in metropolitan cities and have no interest in bringing agricultural, weather and local news to farmers and rural dwellers. And, it adds, "Daytime stations, 1,475 of them, do have such programs, DBA stated, cannot give varying communities the local news and advice they need.

The fluctuating hours of operation by the daytimers, DBA said, causes difficulties in management, staffing, weather service, civil defense and so forth.

Extended hours of operation for daytime stations would cause a minimum of interference to clear channel stations, DBA stated. And, this interference would occur for only a few months of the year (winter months), it said.

DBA also suggested that if the Commission approves the extended hour proposal, regional owners now required to switch to directional operation at sunset be given permission to continue non-directional operation for the same hours as daytimers operate.

WLBH Mattoon, Ill., owned by Ray Livesay, chairman of the DBA organization, enumerated the fluctuating hours of operation it is subject to because of its sunrise-sunset operation.

WLBH recited its experience when it began operating pre-sunrise in 1952 and continued for four years without complaint. In 1956 the FCC ordered the station to cease pre-sunrise operation because of complaints of interference from Class I-B 1170 kc stations KVVO Tulsa, Okla., and WWVA Wheeling, W. Va. When these stations were asked to approve pre-sunrise operation by WLBH they refused. FCC rules permit a daytime station to operate pre-sunrise if there is no interference to the dominant stations.

WLBH quoted a 1956 Nielsen survey indicating that 65% of the people in Coles County, Illinois, listened to the local Mattoon station, but that at night a much smaller number listened to Chicago full-time stations, 180 miles away. Percentages of night listening amounted to as low as 2% to one Chicago station and as high as 14% to another.

KMMJ Grand Island, Neb., made its approach on the sentiment that "people should take precedence over outmoded engineering rules."

The dominant station on its 750 kc is WBAT Atlanta, the Grand Island station said, and for years WBAT's listener coverage has declined. In 1951, WBAT had a large night time audience extending to within 480 miles of Grand Island. In 1952, WBAT coverage had shrunk so its listenership was 650 miles from Grand Island. In 1956 this distance had increased to 740 miles from Grand Island.

ABC said that the impact on the vast numbers of people receiving skywave service would be heavier than those who would gain a primary service. Daytimers have failed to understand, ABC said, that they too will receive interference from clear channel and regional stations during the night hours. If the proposal complicates the clear channel case, the daytime skywave case and is contrary to NARBA and the U. S.-Mexico agreement, the network stated and would have an adverse effect on FM. It also presented studies showing what the move would mean to WABC New York and WXYZ Detroit.

CBS said that the petition motion cannot be granted within the framework of present allocation principles which insure maximum service to the maximum number of people. CBS alluded to daytimers' pleadings as a "plethora of claims and a minimum of facts." In an engineering study, CBS deduced that daytime stations would definitely not be serving the same number of people at night as in the day.

NBC said that it opposed the DBA proposal because it would cause more loss than would be gained. Through an engineering study of 660 kc, NBC showed that WRCA New York would lose more than 6 million people and more than 49,000 square miles in its groundwave coverage if daytimers extended hours of operation in December, while the three daytime stations on the same frequency (WESC Greenville, S. C.; KSKY Dallas, Tex., and KOWH Omaha, Neb.) would gain altogether a little over 1 million people and 4,300 square miles. WRCA-TV would lose skywave service affecting 321,300 people in an area of 6,340 square miles.

The Clear Channel Broadcasting Service comments, consisting of 120 pages of text and 147 exhibits, cited interference to 25 stations plus two share-time radio outlets. The CCBS comments [AT DEADLINE, May 19] said engineering studies show "conclusively" that the revision would destroy all clear channel service in the winter and radio in the summer and fall, reducing 25 million people of service. CCBS also cited loss of groundwave and said interference would be substantial to all Class I-B, unlimited Class II and II stations and that additional potential damage would be caused with the grant of future daytime stations on Class I channels.

WISH Indianapolis, Ind., a Class III-B station on 1310 kc, using 5 kw daytime and 1 kw night, opposed the daytime proposal because of destructive mutual interference among daytimers which this move would cause. It also emphasized that the daytime broadcasters knew they were unequivocally limited to sunrise-sunset operation when they applied. WISH also said extended hours would violate international agreements (NARBA and U. S.-Mexico agreement)

Meredith Publishing Co. said the proposed revision would cause interference to its KPFO Phoenix by KBIM Roswell, N. Mex., reducing its nighttime interference-free area 62% from the present 2,170 square miles coverage and that 11% of its 31,160 population coverage would lose primary service; that interference to its KRMG Tulsa by WBAM Montgomery, Ala., would reduce its 1,373-square-mile coverage 63% and 92,448 population 30%. Interference to its WOW Omaha by WRAG Carrollton, Ark., and KBHS Hot Springs, Ark., would result in loss, to its 1.4 mw/m contour, of 91.6% of its 40,665-square-mile coverage and 72% of its 1,160,559 population coverage, Meredith said.

Storer Broadcasting Co. said a revision would reduce clear channel and regional stations to the status of local outlets and that the FCC station classification theory to insure nationwide radio service would be "largely abandoned." Storer said interference to its WSPD Toledo is typical of the effect on more than 700 unlimited regional stations. The 19 daytimers on 5-kw WSPD's 1370 kc frequency within 600 miles would push the station's 11.0 mw/m contour back, shrinking service from 3,094 to 556 square miles and coverage from 647,682 people to 367,121 for six hours daily in the winter.
"Ad Age has been required reading for me since 1937"

says FRANK B. SAWDON
Vice-President
Robert Hall Clothes

"I depend on Advertising Age to keep me informed and up-to-date on all that's going on in the advertising business. Since Robert Hall uses newspapers, radio, television and national magazines, I feel I can't afford to miss even one issue of Ad Age. It has been required reading for me since 1937."

You'll find that most of the executives of importance to you — those who influence as well as those who activate today's broadcast decisions — consider Advertising Age "required reading." For here they find not only the news of their fast-changing fields, but trends, developments and sharp analyses which help them select markets and media.

Take Robert Hall Clothes, for example. The nation's largest family-clothing chain (260 stores), the Robert Hall concern also ranks as the major user of broadcast media in the retailing field — with spots placed in about 150 markets. (During 1957, this firm earmarked more than $4,900,000 for spot television alone.) Every week, advertising planners at Robert Hall, along with decision-makers at their agency — Frank B. Sawdon, Inc., depend on Ad Age to keep abreast of marketing developments affecting them.

Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation currently reaching over 12,000 agency people alone, its intense readership by top executives in national advertising companies — and you'll recognize in Advertising Age a most influential medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.

FRANK B. SAWDON

Mr. Sawdon has been associated with Robert Hall Clothes since it was founded in 1941. As the only vice-president, he handles diversified responsibilities in both advertising and sales, and also chooses new-store sites for this coast-to-coast organization. Before joining Robert Hall, he operated his own advertising agency — Frank B. Sawdon, Inc., which is still a "going concern," numbering among its accounts the Robert Hall chain. Mr. Sawdon continues to hold the title of president at the agency and, in addition, is a member of Burke-Stuart Co., Inc., station representatives. Outside the business world, he is active in several charities and pursues his favorite recreation — golf.

* N. C. Runalough Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising.
months and to a lesser degree toward summer. Other disruption would be caused to 13 other fulltime stations on 1370 kc and the same thing would happen to stations on the 40 other regular frequencies, Storer said. All 160 unlimited stations on clear channels would be reduced in service and clear channel service would be reduced to a "shambles" in the winter, Storer added, the whole effect being to "scuttle" daylight rural service and "prejudge" the clear channel and daytime skywave matters before the FCC.

A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas consulting engineer, stated that if daytime stations were allowed to begin operating before sunrise and continue after sunset, the public would suffer since the ability to listen to the FCC.

All 160 unlimited stations on clear channels would be reduced in service and clear channel service would be reduced to a "shambles" in the winter, Storer added, the whole effect being to "scuttle" daylight rural service and "prejudge" the clear channel and daytime skywave matters before the FCC.

If the FCC should decide to permit daytime stations to extend their hours of operation, Class I stations should be required to cease skywave radiation at 6 a.m. and be permitted to resume at 7 p.m. This would protect daytime stations from disastrous interference from clear channel stations during the transition period from nighttime to day. This proposal was made by Lee Hollingsworth of Hollingsworth Co. Enterprises Inc. (electronics), West Hempstead, N. Y.

FCC ASKS FOR CATV COMMENTS

The FCC last week asked for guidance on the community tv system problem. It asked for comments on a host of questions by June 27.

After it reviews the comments, the Commission said, it will be able to make up its mind as to what to do, if anything, on the situation.

The Commission action came less than a week before it is scheduled to appear before the Senate Commerce Committee for a resumption of hearings on tv allocations. Community tv operations are on the committee's agenda. The FCC is due to appear before the Senate committee tomorrow (Tuesday).

The impact of catv systems on small town tv became a vital subject of discussion last month at the NAB convention in Los Angeles, which resulted in the establishment of a special committee. It was fed in more recent weeks by a group of northwest broadcasters who asked the FCC to reconsider an April 3 decision holding that catv operations are not common carriers, and by FCC charges that a Kalispell tv station had to close down because of competition from the local catv system, that a Helena, Mont., station might close down if the FCC permits a local catv system to bring Spokane, Wash., signals to that city via microwave relay; that a $600,000 station purchase collapsed at the threat of the establishment of a catv system in Great Falls, Mont. [SPECIAL REPORT, May 12].

The catv problem, the Commission said, raises two types of questions: jurisdictional and policy. The central problem, the Commission said, was the evaluation of the economic impact exerted by small town television facilities of the various kinds on the construction and successful operation of regular tv stations. There are about 550 catv systems serving 500,000 homes.

The alternatives facing the Commission, the notice said was this:

If the catv system or other small town program distribution facility is obliged to discontinue, the local residents would be deprived of two, three, four or five services which these facilities can provide them. They would thus be reduced to a single source of programs—the local station—which in many cases cannot provide even the amount of network programs which the catv or other local system brings in over a single channel. As against this the continued operation of catv "scuttle" translators and translators is charged by some as threatening and in some cases causing the demise of local stations. This not only removes a local outlet for the broadcast of local events, but also deprives service to persons who may be within the reach of the regular tv station but are not served by the catv system or other types of local service facilities.

The questions the FCC wants answered are these:

1. In which communities, and to how many persons are 1, 2, 3 or more tv programs provided by (a) catv systems; (b) boosters and unauthorized translators; (c) authorized translators, and (d) satellite tv stations?

2. In which of the communities under (1) are there (a) tv stations authorized but not yet operating; (b) tv stations in operation; (c) tv stations built but not off the air, and (d) foreseeable opportunities for the operation of one or more tv stations?

3. How many persons receive their only satisfactory tv service from regular tv stations located in or near communities in which catv systems, boosters or translators are operating?

4. How many of the communities under (1) had no local tv station but receive satisfactory direct reception from a tv station in a nearby city or town?

5. In what ways and to what extent do the operations of catv systems, boosters, translators and satellites affect the ability of existing and potential tv stations to obtain revenues and programs? What significant light has been cast on this question by experience to date in the operation of regular tv stations in communities where catv systems, boosters and translators have been in operation?

6. What areas and populations receive no tv service of any kind and what steps would it be desirable for the Commission to take to encourage and foster the provision...
of service to such areas and populations?

7. In what circumstances, if any, would public interest considerations justify prohibiting or limiting the operation of catv systems, boosters, translators or satellites?

8. Could the Commission justifiably distinguish between communities which have or do not have regular local tv stations, in determining whether the public interest would be served by the provision of one or more program services by local catv systems, boosters or translators?

9. If the choice had to be made, would it be more in the public interest to maintain the only service provided to people living in rural areas by a tv station, or to permit the provision of multiple program services to a smaller number of persons residing in a town served by a catv system, boosters or translators at the cost of or at serious risk to the continuation of service to other persons wholly dependent on the local tv station?

10. What specific kinds of limitations and restrictions might be in the public interest to impose on catv systems, boosters or translators, and what standards or criteria should govern the imposition of such limitations or restrictions?

11. What basis, if any, is there for the assumption by the FCC, under present law, of licensing and regulatory powers over catv systems?

12. Would it constitute a legally valid exercise of FCC's regulatory jurisdiction over common carriers to deny authorization for common carrier microwave, wire or cable transmission of tv programs to catv systems on the ground of adverse competitive impact on the construction or successful operation of local or nearby tv stations?

13. Can economic injury to a tv station be a valid public interest justification for denial of authorization to local program distribution services which compete with a local regular tv station?

14. What legislative recommendations might it be appropriate to submit to Congress in respect to FCC jurisdiction over catv systems?

HANDS-OFF ORDERED ON IN-STORE PLANS

- Practice discriminatory
- Seven firms, networks named

Broadcasters no longer can offer sponsors chain-store-only display premiums without subjecting the sponsor to a federal offense.

This is the effect of a Federal Trade Commission ruling made last week—not against stations—but against seven large grocery suppliers which used store merchandising benefits offered by network-owned stations in New York, Boston and Chicago.

The FTC has ordered the manufacturers “to stop granting illegal promotional allowances to favored customers through the major radio-tv networks.” Using broadcast in-store promotion-aids involving “favored grocery chains” violates anti-discrimination provisions of the Robinson-Patman Act, the trade commissioners have ruled.


The FTC's oblique attack on chain-store merchandising by stations began nearly two years ago [Lead Story, July 30, 1956].

Named in the decision are ABC, CBS and NBC. Contracts for time-plus bonus promotional displays with network-owned stations were illegal the FTC held, because smaller merchants were given no chance to participate in the time-for-display space swap. The FTC said that the manufacturers by buying time on the stations offering the in-store premium were in effect financing free air time for favored stores.

Typical amounts paid in a year by the seven manufacturers ranged from about $122,000 to $210,000, the FTC said. Contracts cited in the action went back to 1951. In 1955 it was estimated by one surveyor that about 34% of television stations in the country offered some sort of display merchandising. It is likely that as many or more radio stations at that time had store promotion plans.

First in Fresno

The February '58 ARB reports —
From Sign-on to Sign-off
Sunday through Saturday
KMJ-TV leads with 213 quarter-hour firsts
while Station A has 158, and
Station B has 98

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McClATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY • The Katz Agency, National Representative
Celler Asks New Teeth In Conflict of Interest

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) is out to make is rough on government employees who might use their official knowledge to promote private business careers. In a stringent proposal to amend the conflict of interest laws, he moved:

- To prohibit former government officials from ever representing before their former agencies any case in which they had a hand while in federal employ. (The existing limitation is for two years.) Penalty for violation: Not more than $10,000 fine, not more than one year in jail, or both.
- To prohibit former government officials for two years from prosecuting any case before their former agency. (There is no such prohibition at all now.) Penalty for violation: Not more than $10,000 fine, not more than one year in jail, or both.

Rep. Celler's amendment also would change the bribery statutes. Among other things, it would empower the President to declare void any "contract, license, grant, subsidy or other benefit" gained through a bribe and, in addition, would give back to the U. S. whatever had been awarded. In the case of a radio or tv assignment this apparently would mean the channel would revert to its status before hearing.

In introducing the bill (HR 12547), Rep. Celler said that present laws are "confused and inadequate," adding that they contain "loopholes for the agile and unscrupulous and pitfalls for the honest but unwary."

The measure was referred to the House Judiciary Committee of which Rep. Celler is chairman.

Holland Gets Census To Reconsider Radio

The Census Bureau, under prodding by Sen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.), has agreed to re-evaluate its decision not to include a radio ownership survey in the 1960 census [GOVERNMENT, May 12]. Bureau Director Robert W. Burgess agreed to reconsider the decision to omit a radio set ownership count while appearing before a Senate appropriations subcommittee in an effort to have restored a House $1.3 million cut from a recommended $8.93 million budget.

Sen. Holland, chairman, asked why the radio question had been cut and was told it no longer was considered necessary since homes had reached a 96% saturation in 1950. When informed a tv survey would be taken, Sen. Holland replied: "It seems to me that the committee would be very loath to have Census complete this very important compilation of facts for the television industry and leave the radio industry without similar information."

He said several other senators also were concerned because no radio ownership survey was contemplated and that the 96% figure in 1950 "might not be at all accurate as to the present situation."

Loomis Succeeds Button As Director of VOA

The Voice of America got a new chief last week when Henry Loomis was named to succeed Robert E. Button as director of VOA. Mr. Button has been assigned as public affairs adviser to U. S. Ambassador W. Randolph Burgess, U. S. representative to the North Atlantic Council. The announcements were made by George V. Allen, director of U. S. Information Agency.

Mr. Loomis returns to USIA from the White House where he was staff director to Dr. James R. Killian Jr., scientific adviser to the President. Mr. Loomis was with USIA in 1953 as director of research and intelligence.

Mr. Button, who will assume his new duties in Paris July 1, became director of VOA in 1956 after serving as deputy assistant for radio and Soviet orbit operations for one year.

Court Orders New FCC Hearing On WSPA-TV Transmitter Move

The FCC last week was told to hold another hearing—its second—on the contentious Spartanburg, S. C., ch, 7 transmitter change.

The U. S. Court of Appeals by a two to one vote remanded the four-year-old case on the ground that the FCC's July 1957 decision failed to justify the service curtailment resulting from WSPA-TV's transmitter move from Hogback Mt. to Paris Mt., and the "excusability" of the misrepresentation issue. It declined to order WSPA-TV off the air pending the outcome of a new hearing.

The FCC last July affirmed its 1954 grant permitting WSPA-TV to move its transmitter to Paris Mt. The case began in 1954 when WSPA-TV secured Commission approval to move its transmitter from Hogback Mt., outside of Spartanburg to Paris Mt., which is nearer Greenville, S. C. This move was protested by WGVL (TV) Greenville and WAIM-TV Anderson, both South Carolina. The FCC refused to entertain the protest and the two protesting WBF stations appealed. In March 1955 the court remanded the case to the FCC with instructions that a hearing be held. The decision last July resulted from its hearing.

In its July 1957 decision the FCC said that the loss of service to Spartanburg due to the move was compensated by the increased service available to other areas. The misrepresentation, the Commission said, was not willful, and therefore not disqualifying. The misrepresentation issue, the protestants alleged, was that WSPA-TV failed to inform the FCC that the move to Paris Mt. was necessary in order for it to gain a CBS-TV affiliation.

Last week's decision was written by Circuit Judge David P. Bazelon for himself and Chief Judge Henry W. Edgerton.

Judge Charles Fahy dissented on the ground that the FCC had found the misrepresentation was not a deliberate desire to commit wrong and therefore not a disqualifying factor.
Eisenhower does the honors for WRC

A $4 million NBC broadcasting plant was dedicated in Washington Thursday afternoon by President Eisenhower. Impressed by the complexity of the facilities and the service potentiality of the medium, he said:

"I think all of us realize that in these fast moving times it is highly important that our nation's capital should be attached to every single citizen in this country by the very fastest kind of communications."

As Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman and his son, Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC president, participated in the ceremony, broadcast coast-to-coast on NBC radio-tv networks, the President added:

"Decisions of a nation and of a government that at one time could tolerate three or four weeks of study now demand almost instantaneous reaction. So it is again apparent that unless our citizenry can be informed of the things that happen in the world and are reflected through the eyes of legislative and executive leaders in such a way that they may understand exactly what these things mean, then the United States cannot react as it should."

The President said the maze of equipment reminded him somewhat of the radar room in a battleship or some other complex thing entirely beyond his comprehension. He had tinkered with the tv controls in a pre-ceremony tour of the plant, located several miles northwest of downtown Washington near the intersection of Massachusetts and Nebraska avenues.

Gen. Sarnoff addressed the studio audience, including many figures in high government places, recalling he had served under the President in both war and peace. Noting the President's close attention to the color monitors in the studio, Gen. Sarnoff referred to "some persons in the world who may not be very keen about being seen in their true and natural colors. Happily this is not so in America. Here we fear no revelations. We have nothing to hide. On the contrary, we want everyone in the world to see America in its true and natural colors."

Robert Sarnoff observed that presidents have contributed many chapter headings to broadcast history. He recalled President Wilson was the first to try radio; President Harding the first to speak over a network (three stations); President Coolidge the first to broadcast from the White House; President Roosevelt the first to use the fireside chat and President Eisenhower the first to appear in live color from the capital city.

He said the color program was being taped on two recorders in Burbank. One copy will go to the President, the other to the Library of Congress. A plaque commemorating the dedication was mounted on a wall.

The new plant, housing NBC, WRC-AM-FM and WRC-TV offices, was described as the most modern color facility ever installed in a tv station. The main color studio is 100x60 feet.

The building is located on a seven-acre tract on one of the highest spots in the District of Columbia. Contemporary in style, the exterior consists of gray modular brick, limestone and colored porcelain enamel. The antenna reaches 849 feet, highest in the area. Parking space is provided for 150 cars. Three radio studios can be operated simultaneously from three interchangeable control rooms.

A second tv studio is 60x40 feet, with control rooms separating it from the larger studio. A community room will be available to civic and social organizations.

Carleton D. Smith, NBC Washington vice-president and general manager of the stations, opened the ceremonies with greetings to guests.
HEctic Week for Editorializing

Broadcast editorials were damned, praised, probed and supported last week.

• In Berlin, New Hampshire, a station was sued for libel and had its assets attached after an editorial criticizing a local theatre.

• In Washington, D. C., a station was praised for stirring judicial action against a wave of child molesting cases.

• In Providence, R. I., the state legislature started an investigation of a station editorial saying there was drinking in legislative committee rooms.

• And in New Britain, Conn., a U. S. congressman advised broadcasters to shoulder the editorial burden and its accompanying responsibility.

The details follow.

BERLIN, N.H.

WKCB Berlin, N. H., found itself without enough money to pay its employees last week. It had been sued for libel resulting from an editorial blast at a local movie house.

Richard B. McKee, owner of the 250 w Berlin independent, said that a writ of attachment on all assets had been secured by John Voudoukis, owner of the Princess Theatre in Berlin. The attachment included the station’s bank account. The writ of attachment is the first step in a damage suit in New Hampshire, and indicated that the station was to be sued for $150,000 damages.

The attachments and the forthcoming suit resulted from a series of editorials on juvenile delinquency which ran on the station during the past few months. The station carries a 10-minute editorial daily at 12:10 p.m., sponsored by the local community TV system. This has been a regular feature of WKCB since November 1957 when Mr. McKee bought the station from John W. Guider for $165,000. This also included Mr. Guider’s WBNC Conway, N. H.

The specific editorial involving the alleged libel was broadcast two weeks ago and mentioned a theatre (the Princess is one of two there) as the hangout for a gang of young hoodlums. The editorial stated that the theatre permitted young rowdies to play pinball machines and jukeboxes and to engage in fornication on the premises.

The juvenile delinquency series has brought threats of bodily harm and of death to Mr. McKee and other station personnel, Mr. McKee said. He added that on one occasion the station was invaded by a gang of hoodlums.

Mr. McKee said that local merchants have begun paying their bills in cash in order to help him meet his payroll—even though payment is not due until the first of the month.

According to his lawyers, Mr. McKee said, he will not have an opportunity to have the writ set aside until July. There is some possibility that the court will accept a bond in order to dissolve the attachment writ, he said.

Notwithstanding his present plight, Mr. McKee has nothing but good to say of editorializing by radio stations. "It has made us a force in the community," He pointed out that Berlin has no local daily newspaper and no other local radio service. Although he has only been in the area since last November, the station’s forceful editorials have won him a place in the community. He is president of the Whitefield, N. H., Chamber of Commerce and a director of the Berlin Community Club. The station has even dared to criticize the Brown Co. (paper products), the major manufacturing company in the city, Mr. McKee stated, and has won the respect of the company officials. In fact, he added, the Brown Co. asked him to mediate a strike several weeks ago, but this fell through when the union insisted on a federal mediator.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

A sustained editorial campaign by WWDC Washington was credited with adoption of a “get-tough policy” in the District of Columbia toward persons charged with sexual molestation of children.

Last week Assistant U. S. Attorney Edward O’Connell asked $25,000 bond in the case of an offender accused of an indecent act with a 10-year-old girl. Judge John Lewis Smith Jr. of Municipal Court agreed, ordering the accused held for grand jury action.

Starting last March WWDC broadcast a series of one-minute editorials calling attention to the lax handling of these cases by public officials and the hazards of releasing offenders on low bail for a trial many months in the future.

WWDC supported its editorials, carried as often as 10 times a day, with a direct mail campaign. Copies of air editorials dealing with child molesters were mailed to court and law officers, officers of community associations and others.

This particular campaign began when a mother phoned WWDC to report her 6-year-old daughter had been molested. Police had released the accused on $2,000 bail and he was back in the neighborhood the next day.

The mother was afraid to let her three school-age children leave the house.

Joe Phipps, WWDC news director, started looking into the subject. He contacted police, the district attorney’s office and others. An air comment brought a call from Don Feldman, assistant counsel for the Senate District of Columbia Committee. That led to contacts with psychiatrists and others familiar with the subject as well as police.

After three weeks of research, Mr. Phipps felt the station was ready to undertake the campaign. Public reaction was prompt. Last week’s increase of D. C. bond to $25,000 resulted. This figure is accepted as “no bond,” since few bondsmen will risk that...
sum. Large numbers of approval letters have been received from civic groups.

WWDC recently extended its am editorial schedule to its fm affiliate, which programs separately with a background music format. The editorials on fm are concentrated in evening hours.

Ben Strouse, WWDC president, presents the editorials on the air after this introduction, “For the Record—Here is WWDC’s president with a 60-second editorial of opinion.” A somewhat similar signoff is used.

Final decision on editorials is made by Mr. Strouse after consulting Norman Reed, program vice president, Mr. Phipps and other staff members. All staffers are encouraged to suggest editorial ideas.

By running editorials 10 times a day, rotated and staggered, WWDC figures it reaches the “habit audience” as well as “dial-grazers.” The frequency is equivalent to a saturation commercial campaign.

Editorial subjects have included support for the President’s Pentagon reorganization plan, with time granted opponents; support of a candidate for school superintendent; Potomac River drownings and opposition to building a highway along the Potomac bank.

“Editorializing requires a dedication to principle,” Mr. Phipps said. He added, on the basis of results, that it’s “commercially good,” stirring up interest in the station even among listeners who disagree. Library and research facilities are needed in documenting and preparing editorials. “An image of the station as someone the troubled person can turn to is created,” he said. “We intend to keep it up.”

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WICE Providence, R. I., an Elliot station, was editorializing normally last week, unremarked by a legislative storm that followed an editorial carried May 15. The controversial broadcast had referred to a “shocking” legislative situation—presence of liquor in committee rooms while official business was being conducted by the legislature.

A special five-man bipartisan legislative committee held a May 17 hearing on the editorial. John F. Crohan, WICE vice president and general manager, appeared voluntarily before the committee. He explained the editorial position was taken in the hope the General Assembly would act to prevent continuation of the practice.

Mr. Crohan refused to back down from the editorial position or to tell who was responsible for the editorial. He explained it was not a blanket indictment.

The special committee took no action last week. Rumored suggestions that the legislature censure the station did not lead to action.

WICE has been editorializing thrice-weekly for a year, as has its sister station, WCUE Akron, Ohio. An editorial board directs the WICE editorializing. Last Tuesday a follow-up editorial was broadcast, explaining the drinking in the Capitol is known to many and expressing hope the legislature leaders insist on a set of ground rules to stop the practice.

General reaction to the drinking editorials
WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y., will move into these new quarters at 1030 James St. June 22, it was announced last week by E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president and general manager. New building, estimated to cost in excess of $1 million, will house complete broadcast operations including studios, executive and sales offices and engineering personnel. Up to now, the stations have been at two separate sites.

The week following the opening will be devoted to a series of special guest events for various civic and industrial and business groups, as well as the press, clients and staffers' families. Families living immediately adjacent to the new broadcast center will also be hosted. Open houses for the public will be held June 28-29.

has been good, according to Mr. Crohan. A number of comments have been carried on the Speak Up Neighbor program and many advertisers have lauded the station for its stand, he said.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Broadcasters should editorialize freely, observing "the rules of fairness imposed by the Communications Act," Chairman Oren Harris of the House Commerce Committee said Friday in an address to the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. in New Britain.

Chairman Harris predicted editorializing will have an important side effect as broadcasters shoulder responsibility for such programs, thus relying less on ratings and to a greater extent on their own proper sense of values. "Such increasing self-reliance," he said, "will, I hope, give you the courage to offer to different segments of your listeners and viewers the kind of programs which they may learn to like."

He suggested this increasing diversification of programming "may help to avoid the debacle now experienced by most automobile manufacturers who insisted on offering to too many too much of the same."

Bagwell Named Station Manager For WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City

Norman P. Bagwell, business manager of WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., has been appointed station manager of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City and a director of the WKY Television System Inc. (WKY-AM-TV, WTVT and WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.)

The appointment of Mr. Bagwell, former administrative assistant at WKY, fills a vacancy created by the resignation of Raymond W. Welpott, WKY Television System vice president and manager of WKY-AM-TV, who is joining the NBC Owned Stations and Spot Sales Div. in a general executive capacity [At Deadline, May 19].

Other personnel changes announced by E. K. Gaylord, president of Oklahoma Publishing Co., parent firm of the WKY Television System:

Jim Terrell, WKY-TV commercial manager, to assistant station manager; John Moler, director of radio operations, to assistant station manager of WKY; John M. Haberlan, WTFT commercial manager to assistant station manager (announced by Eugene B. Dodson, vice president-station manager of WTFT), and Carter Hardwick, manager of WSFA-TV, named a director of the WKY Television System.

Plough Radio Stations Sales Increase 11% in First Quarter

Sales of the four radio stations in the Plough Inc. group are running 11% ahead of last year's record level. Plough executives were told at a Wednesday-Thursday conference held at the Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore.

Harold R. Kreisstein, president of the Plough stations (WCAA Baltimore, WMPS Memphis, WCOP Boston), said the sales increase was based on the first 20 weeks of 1958. They also were told WCOP now has highest ratings in its history. The executives discussed plans to improve local radio selling and to explore new business sources in their communities.

Officials considered methods of promoting appreciation of the nighttime radio audience; ways to integrate the Plough stations into community affairs; program plans, and the strengthening of news programming.

KMBC-TV's Davis Cops Top Award In 'Lone Ranger' Promotion

Donald D. Davis, general manager, commercial manager and promotion manager of KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo., has won the top award for the best local campaign conducted by any U. S. TV station in connection with the 25th anniversary of The Lone Ranger and the forthcoming United Artists theatrical release, "The Lone Ranger
and the Lost City of Gold." Mr. Davis will receive a cash award of $2,500 for his winning campaign, one of 22 prizes totaling $10,000 to be distributed this week to TV station promotion managers by the Jack Wrather Organization, owner of the veteran radio-TV series.

General Mills and American Bakeries, who sponsor The Lone Ranger on ABC-TV and CBS-TV, and United Artists Corp. are participating with the Wrather firm in the awards.

Second of the promotion manager awards, for $2,000, was won by Burt Toppan, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla. Roy Pedersen, WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D. will receive the third prize of $1,500 and Gene Godt of WCCO-TV Minneapolis, Minn., the $1,000 fourth award.

Two awards of $500 each will go to D. M. Kelly Jr., WJB-F-TV Augusta, Ga., and Chuck Olson, WREX-TV Rockford, Ill.


Four $100 awards will be given to Hughes Drumm, WW1-TV New Orleans; Walter Paschall, WSB-TV Atlanta; Gwen Bird, KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif., and Harvey Tepfer, KMET-TV Sacramento, Calif.

Additional awards for $50 each will go to Henry Clark, WREC-TV Memphis; George Lord, WTCN-TV Minneapolis; David Mosier, WNTC-TV Greenville, N. C.; Tony Picha, WMAR-TV Baltimore; Mel Richardson, KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho; Whidford Smith, WBTW-TV Florence, S. C., and David H. Witherspoon, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C.

**Miller, Joyce Named Katz V.P.'s; Gunst Retires as Chicago Head**

Roy Miller, who joined The Katz Agency, station representative, in 1942 as Chicago radio sales manager, succeeds Gerald H. Gunst as vice president in charge of Katz' Chicago office. Mr. Gunst’s retirement effective June 1 was announced last week.

Also announced was the election of William Joyce to a vice presidency. Mr. Joyce is Chicago tv sales manager; he has been with the representation firm since 1945.

Mr. Gunst joined The Katz Agency in 1919, opened the firm’s Atlanta office in 1920 and then returned to the New York office. He took charge of the Chicago office in 1940. Mr. Miller continues as Chicago radio sales manager in addition to his new duties.

---

**Portable Versatile Reliable CECO* Vidicon**

**SUPPORT EQUIPMENT**

*CECO Vidicon Head designed for use with a variety of Vidicon cameras, weighing from 45 pounds up. Vertical and horizontal movement of tilt head controlled by independent friction locking devices. Super-smooth action.

Tripod folds quickly and compactly. Offers a height range from 36 to over 53 inches. Double leg locks.

Pro Senior Collapsible Dolly is lightweight and compact. Rubber-tired wheels may be locked or set in a straight line position.

**Specifications:**

Professional Jr. Spring Head
Ideal for Viewfinder Vidicon Cameras weighing up to 35 lbs. Internal balancing spring Built-in spirit level Fits standard Pro Jr. Tripod, Baby and Hi-Hat (low mount).

**Mr. Miller**
**Mr. Gunst**
**Mr. Joyce**

---
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WCKR-AM-FM Brings $800,000 In Sale to Sun Ray WPEN-AM-FM

WCKR-AM-FM Miami was sold last week for $800,000 (see Changing Hands, below) to the Sun Ray Drug Co., owner of WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia. Ch. 7 WCKT (TV) Miami, the WCKR sister station, stays under the ownership of Biscayne TV Corp., Niles Trammell president. The sale is, of course, subject to FCC approval.

In the announcement of sale, by Sun Ray Drug-WPEN executives Harry S. and William H. Sylk, it was noted that the sale agreement includes all facilities of WCKR and use of its present building, housing the offices, studios and transmission equipment. Sun Ray is leasing the radio portion of the Biscayne plant under a 10-year arrangement at $18,000 a year as part of the overall transaction. Of the $800,000 paid for the Miami stations, $700,000 was borrowed on a bank note.

The new licensee of WCKR will be the Dade Broadcasting Corp., with Harry S. Sylk as board chairman, William H. Sylk as president and William B. Caskey as executive vice president. Mr. Caskey, former president of the Philadelphia Radio and Television Broadcasters Assn., has been executive vice president of WPEN.

Eastman, Former ABC Radio Head, Opens Own Representation Firm

Robert E. Eastman & Co., new station representation firm, opened New York offices last week at 527 Madison Ave., telephone Plaza 9-7760, and plans to open June 2 in the Russ Building in San Francisco and at 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. The company, which already has signed a nucleus group of client stations [CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 12], is headed by Robert E. Eastman, former president of ABC Radio and before that executive vice president of John Blair & Co., station representative. Mr. Eastman said Dick Arbuckle, former Chicago manager of NBC Spot Sales, would be midwest manager for the new firm and that Dick Schutte, former sales manager of KCBS San Francisco, would be western manager.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS

SAG: LET MEANY

The Screen Actors Guild has proposed that its dispute with the American Federation of Television-Radio Artists over jurisdiction in video tape commercials be arbitrated by George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO.

The SAG proposal was made in a letter to be air mailed last night from the SAG board to the AFTRA board in New York and to AFTRA Chicago and Los Angeles sections.

SAG stipulated that both unions agree in advance to be bound by Mr. Meany's decision.

The SAG letter stated in part: "At this moment we two actors' unions are faced with a division of opinion as to how to divide our negotiating activities in the video tape television commercial field. SAG has proposed that AFTRA cover all such work done at television stations and networks and that SAG cover all such work done outside television stations and networks.

"You disagree. However, the area of our disagreement, as we see it, is not great. In fact, you would have written the agreement in advance so that we could both agree to have the dispute resolved.

"Therefore, we offer the proposal to be submitted to the Los Angeles Superior Court, Judge Bayard Rhone issued a preliminary injunction ordering the local not to interfere with the employment opportunities of these men until they had been given the opportunity of appealing their suspension within the AFM itself [PERSONNEL RELATIONS, May 12]. Mr. Daniel subsequently filed an appeal to Judge Rhone's injunction which in effect stays its provisions until a hearing has been held, according to a spokesman for Local 47.

"The AFM's pension committee has announced that the seven members of Local 47 to be represented by Los Angeles attorney George E. Bodle, appointed by the national union as referee in this matter.

"Essentially, MGA's President Cecil Read and his supporters are rebels against policies they attribute to Mr. Pedrollo personally. Now that he has announced his intention to retire at the June convention, there may be a new AFM president, new AFM policies. A reconciliation between the opposing forces is possible, with a modification of trust fund policies to give musicians employed in films and recording a larger share of the moneys expended by companies in these fields for the employment of their services, with reinstatement of the rebels into the national AFM and Local 47, and MGA dissolution.

"Tonight (Monday) Local 47's members will vote on an administration motion that the local's delegates to the national convention be instructed to fight for four changes in national policy: removal of the 5% charge on new tv film [a trust fund payment required if AFM members are employed]; resumption of payment of $25 for the re-use of theatrical motion pictures on tv to individual rebroadcasters of the trust fund; that the 21% increase in scale on phonograph records be paid to the individual musicians instead of to the trust fund and that "no contracts be entered into without the ratification of the individuals affected thereby."

RULE ON VTR

recent informal discussions between us you have recognized that the guild should cover all video tape television commercials produced by motion picture studios as we have recognized that AFTRA cover all such commercials produced by television network and station broadcasting studios.

"We propose that this division be mutually confirmed. This leaves as the only area in dispute between us the following: taped commercials produced by studios devoted to this purpose and not engaged in production in either of the above excluded areas.

"We therefore wish to propose that in lieu of a long, expensive and possibly bitter fight before the NLRB, the question of whether AFTRA or the Guild should have jurisdiction over work done in the disputed area above described be determined by arbitration, and we hereby offer to arbitrate the matter and propose that the president of the AFL-CIO, Mr. George Meany, be the sole arbitrator, both sides agreeing to abide by his decision."

SHOWDOWN DELAYED IN UNION WRANGLE

- Hollywood dispute hangs fire
- Action delayed for AFM meet

Showdown between the administration and anti-administration forces within Local 47, Hollywood, of the American Federation of Musicians has been postponed until after the AFM national convention, starting June 2 in Philadelphia. Following the announcement of AFM President James C. Pettrillo that he would not be a candidate for the office he has held since 1940 [PERSONNEL RELATIONS, May 12], the AFM put off its investigation of the local's suspension of seven members on charges of dual unionism, which was to have begun May 15, until sometime in June.

Also put off until the union's delegates have had a chance to elect a new national leader is the National Labor Relations Board hearing of the application of the Musicians Guild of America, newly formed rival to AFM [PERSONNEL RELATIONS, March 31], for the right to challenge AFM's representation of the musicians normally employed by the major motion picture studios, but out on strike [PERSONNEL RELATIONS, Feb. 24].

The hearing, set to begin last Tuesday in Los Angeles, was rescheduled until June 12.

June 12 also is the date now set for a new election of directors of the Musicians Club, originally scheduled for June 5 but, like the other actions, delayed until after the AFM convention. Six of the seven suspended members of Local 47 were elected directors of the Musicians Club, which controls the real estate and bank deposits of the union. Before they were seated, however, they lost their membership in the local, a requirement for membership in the Musicians Club, on charges that they had supported the cause of MGA and so were guilty of dual unionism.

When the suspended musicians protested to the Los Angeles Superior Court, Judge Bayard Rhone issued a preliminary injunction ordering the local not to interfere with the employment opportunities of these men until they had been given the opportunity of appealing their suspension within the AFM itself [PERSONNEL RELATIONS, May 12]. Mr. Daniel subsequently filed an appeal to Judge Rhone's injunction which in effect stays its provisions until a hearing has been held, according to a spokesman for Local 47.

The AFM's investigation of the suspension of the seven members of Local 47 will be conducted by Los Angeles attorney George E. Bodle, appointed by the national union as referee in this matter.

Essentially, MGA's President Cecil Read and his supporters are rebels against policies they attribute to Mr. Pettrillo personally. Now that he has announced his intention to retire at the June convention, there may be a new AFM president, new AFM policies. A reconciliation between the opposing forces is possible, with a modification of trust fund policies to give musicians employed in films and recording a larger share of the moneys expended by companies in these fields for the employment of their services, with reinstatement of the rebels into the national AFM and Local 47, and MGA dissolution.

T policemen that the local's delegates to the national convention be instructed to fight for four changes in national policy: removal of the 5% charge on new tv film [a trust fund payment required if AFM members are employed]; resumption of payment of $25 for the re-use of theatrical motion pictures on tv to individual rebroadcasters of the trust fund; that the 21% increase in scale on phonograph records be paid to the individual musicians instead of to the trust fund and that "no contracts be entered into without the ratification of the individuals affected thereby."

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
To Television Stations Only

"CHALLENGE IN ASIA"

Narrated by Lowell Thomas

- A 13% minute film short on today's challenge in Asia. Will the Philippine people and their President, with their English-speaking, Christian heritage on an Oriental background provide a fresh means of Peace in Asia and understanding with the West? In this film President Garcia gives his answer.

Here is an inside look at President Garcia at work in Malacanang Palace, the Philippine White House. The film includes a special sequence on his role as host to the SEATO conference, which helped firm up the anti-Communist alliance in Asia. There are live sound statements by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and Philippine President Garcia, also intimate glimpses into the workday and the private home life of President Garcia . . . including Cabinet Meetings, as host at a state dinner for SEATO foreign ministers . . . receiving a newly appointed ambassador . . . talking with a delegation of American boys . . . welcoming world-renowned personalities, Marian Anderson and others . . . relaxing with his family . . . playing chess . . . with a final interview of broad impact on tomorrow in Asia!

- A remarkably different public service film for the TV program director seeking to give his viewers a fresh insight into Asia and President Garcia's objectives for the betterment of Philippine-American understanding.

- Produced by Alfred Wagg Pictures, narrated by Lowell Thomas, directed by Alfred Wagg, written by Joe DiMona, photographed in 35mm black and white, and 16mm prints are available, with synchronized sound and music.

For additional information, please write or wire:

ALFRED WAGG PICTURES
7801 Woodmont Avenue
Washington 14, D. C.
Telephone: Oliver 6-3161
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N.Y. ETV HINDERED—NO MONEY

The situation was nip-and-tuck late last week in New York educational tv circles following an announcement Wednesday by the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. that it would be forced “with profound regrets” to suspend active production operations as of June 1. META president Dr. Alan Willard Brown said his action was irrevocable “unless emergency funds could be raised within the next 10 days.” The suspension was deemed temporary.

Though prospects for a sudden windfall to meet outstanding bills and salaries seemed “highly remote”—prompting META to pinkslip its entire working staff of 45 effective May 30—the financial S.O.S. was answered 24 hours later. META confirmed reports that a number of aroused viewers had responded with gifts; one New Yorker sent in a check for $2,000, another a personal pledge for $5,000, and several high school students in Englewood, N. J., pooled their allowances and sent in $18. With $6,000 already in the coffers as a result of an intensive 6-week fund raising drive, META detected “a glimmer of hope on the horizon” but confessed that these funds represented “only a drop in the bucket.”

Dr. Brown, head of New York’s embryonic non-profit etv production center, blamed lack of financial and civic support for META’s suspension. He also scored New York state legislators for their “general disinterest” in educational tv. Dr. Brown admitted that the current recession also had “something to do with our situation,” explaining that people on whom META had depended for financial aid now were taking a “long, hard look at the tax-deductible dollar.” He put META’s needs for the next six months at $200,000. Its annual budget has been $400,000 (supplied wholly by grants).

Supporting foundations have been the Avalon Foundation, Rockefeller Bros. Fund, Old Dominion Foundation, Fund for Adult Education, New York Foundation and Carnegie Foundation for the Endowment of Peace, which together had initially supplied META with $650,000.

Three of these groups jointly have pledged $100,000 but the pledge will remain unfilled until calendar year 1959. META began operations last Sept. 25 after building from scratch a $100,000 telecenter (with feed lines to various New York stations) and spending $250,000 on equipment. The telecenter will black out June 1. META thus is left with only $300,000 to meet expenses running $400,000.

A few months ago, the Board of Regents of the State of New York (under whose charter META exists) was granted $600,000 by the state legislature, these monies to be used for etv in greater New York. The regents earlier had sought to purchase ch. 13 (WATV [TV] Newark), now WNTA-TV, but terminated negotiations shortly before the take over by National Telefilm Assoc., present owners. The regents then approached WOR-TV (ch. 9) as a possible etv outlet, requesting that the station turn over the daytime hours which are generally low on commercial sponsorship. WOR-TV in exchange was to have received the $600,000 for time and programming this fall, but META was reported to have slated $365,000 of this allocation to pay for production and programming. The balance was to be WOR-TV’s. Station Vice President-General Manager Gordon Gray acquiesced, agreed to turn over the Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m. hours after rejecting the initial regents request for 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

But with the fate of META in doubt, Mr. Gray said Thursday, it “would seem, I suppose, that nothing will come of this” unless META were suddenly to get a transfusion.

The programs now seen on WPIX (TV) and those planned for WCBS-TV will black out June 1. The filmed and/or kinescoped etv shows aired on WABC-TV and WNTA-TV will end with the current cycle.

NAEB, Government Convening First Media Meeting in 8 Years

The future course of television and other media in relation to education will be explored starting today (Monday) at a conference co-sponsored by the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters and the U. S. Office of Education in Washington, D. C.

Nearly 100 specialists from education and educational radio-tv are expected to attend the three-day sessions at the Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare. They will exchange views on etv’s current status and trends. Speakers will represent the NAEB, Joint Council on Educational Television, Educational Television & Radio Center, and tv committees of the American Council on Education.

The conference will be the first such meeting in nearly eight years.
ALLARD RETAINED AS HEAD OF CARTB

- Group's name reverts to CABB
- Need to form networks stressed

Jim Allard remains for the present as executive vice-president of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, with the incoming board of directors left the job of finding a paid president to take his place. Although corridor gossip at the CARTB convention at Montreal, May 11-14, hinted that Mr. Allard would not be reappointed, it was left for the Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters to word a resolution, consistent with the best interests of the community" as soon as possible and on "a basis of equality with existing stations as to regulation and obligations in order to encourage full development of the television medium in the best interests of the Canadian public, and so as to best serve those areas of Canada within the reach of competitive U.S. broadcasting."

At the convention, Vern Dallin, CFQC-AM-TV Saskatoon, Sask., was re-elected president, with Phil Lalonde, CKAC Montreal, Que., as vice-president for radio, and Geoff Stirling, CJON-TV St. John's, Nfld., as vice-president for television. Regional directors elected were, from the Atlantic region, J. A. Manning, CKCL Truro, N. S.; D. M. Neill, CFNB Fredericton, N. B., and Mr. Stirling; for the French-language group, D. A. Gourd, CKRN Rouyn, Que.; Roland Couture, CKSB St. Boniface, Man.; Mr. Lalonde, and Tom Burham, CKRS-TV Jonquiere, Que.; for Ontario and English-speaking Quebec stations, J. A. Dupont, CIAD Montreal, Que.; W. H. Stovin, CJIBQ Belleville, Ont.; W. N. Hawkins, CFOS Owen Sound, Ont.; Murray Brown, CFPL London, Ont., and R. T. Snellgrove, CKVDR-TV Barrie, Ont.; for the three prairie provinces, R. J. Buss, CHAT Medicine Hat, Alta.; D. Dawson, CKCK Regina, Sask.; J. O. Blick, CJOB Winnipeg, Man., and Norman Botterill, CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta.; for British Columbia, J. A. Sayers, CFUN Vancouver, B. C.; A. B. Seabrook, CJJB Vernon, B. C., and D. M. Armstrong, CHEK-TV Victoria, B. C.

State Dept. Asks Proposals For Russian Radio-Tv Exchange

The State Dept., implementing the East-West exchange agreement signed with the U.S.S.R. [Government, Feb. 3], has asked interested parties to notify the department what programs they wish the Soviet government for sale or exchange.

Broadcast subjects covered by the agreement are science, technology, industry, agriculture, education, public health, sports, music, dramatic and literary shows. Programs on international political problems must be discussed in advance and may be rejected by either government, the agreement specifies.

Program lists submitted to the State Dept. will be transmitted to the Soviet government and similar lists from the Soviet Union subsequently will be made available to interested companies in this country.

The department has asked that lists contain a brief description of contents and broadcast time for each program. Proposals should reach the State Dept. Office of East-West Contacts not later than June 1.

State Budget Estimate for CBC

Up $20 Million for 1958-59

Budget estimates of the Canadian government for the 1958-59 fiscal year included $61,538,135 for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., as compared with $42,294,222 in the fiscal year which ended March 31, 1958.

Included in the sum requested is more than $39,000,000 towards anticipated operating deficits of the CBC for both radio and television, more than twice the figure granted last fiscal year. CBC receives the 15% excise tax on manufacturers' sales of radio and tv sets and parts, which this year is expected to yield $12,000,000, a drop of $4,000,000 due to a drop in sales of receivers. CBC also will receive in its grant from the federal treasury $8,414,000 for capital expenditures, up from last year's $6,572,490.

INTERNATIONAL SHORTS

ABC-TV's comedy-panel show Make Me Laugh (Thurs. 10:10-10:30 p.m.) will be presented on British commercial television next fall, it has been announced by Mort Green and George Foster, creators of program, and Jack Hylton, president of Jack Hylton TV Productions, London. Program, purchased by Associated Rediffusion, will feature English comedians.

JACKSONVILLE'S FAVORITE COWBOYS . . .

These "Six Gun Saturday" ranch hands are riding right into the hearts of Jacksonville viewers and claiming top brand results and ratings.

Take a bead on these wild and wooly ratings—

Sunrise Ranch with Gene Autry—average rating for the hour from 7:30-8:30 AM was a high riding 17.3*. 

Cartoon Corral—rating for this 8:30-8:45 AM show was a blistering 19.8*. 

Prairie Playhouse with Roy Rogers—the average rating for the hour from 9:00-9:00 AM was hotter than a blazing six gun at 22.5*.

So Pardner, you'd better saddle-up and flip the old sales lariat around one minute availability on these low cost per thousand shows.

Call Ralph Nimmons in Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3881 or contact your nearest P.G.W. "Colonel". They'll be happy to put your brand on these top one minute availabilities.

* March 1958 AAB Ratings

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. NBO—ABC

WFGA-TV Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S FAVORITE STATION
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GOOD RESPONSE TO RADIO MONTH

National Radio Month, successor celebration to the annual week-long event, entered its fifth week with the array of promotional efforts ranging from community events to the nationwide campaigns of NAB, Electronic Industries Assn., Radio Advertising Bureau and related organizations.

The cumulative impact of the month-long drive was generally described as much greater than the effect of the Radio Week of the past. In practically every community radio stations individually and in concert staged promotions that ranged from special programming to spectacular stunts.

Congressional leaders joined in paying tribute to radio. Speeches were made in both the House and Senate. Legislators included radio references in their broadcasts back home and in reports mailed to constituents. President Eisenhower and Vice President Richard M. Nixon led government officials in recognizing the industry's achievements.

Radio today "may be said to be the very breath of life in the first amendment to the Constitution of the U. S.," Rep. John McCormack (D-Mass.) told his colleagues from the House floor in a speech honoring National Radio Month.

"When the Constitution enjoins the Congress from making any law abridging the freedom of speech it extends the infinite blessings of the prohibition by the very nature of things to the electronic miracles of communication," Rep. McCormack said.

"Without electronic communication, as a live today, it is almost impossible to think either of the democratic process or modern civilization in the free world. It is for these reasons that I attach such great importance to National Radio Month during May."

"Radio stands out as a phenomenon unparalleled in its time, unless it is by tv, in the acceleration of modern industrial progress. Radiophones people can never live without in the future say that inadequate communication was responsible for any of its ills."

The House majority leader congratulated the radio industry proper and the NAB for a commendable job and pointed out that "this durable, tireless, relatively inexpensive device . . ." reaches 97% of all American homes. Personal research on radio, Rep. McCormack stated, "reflects a wealth of further data that is, on the whole, illustrative of superior management by private industry . . . with enlightened regulation by government.

NAB President Harold E. Fellows and staff executives of the association carried the radio message to many audiences. In addition NAB supplied elaborate kits that included speech material for use by member and non-member stations. RAB, too, sent promotional kits to stations. Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, led that organization's staff in addressing Radio Month meetings.

President Fellows described radio's circulation and impact in his Washington, D. C., talk to the New York Club, including a statement that 27.1 million people now live in homes with fm receiving equipment. He observed that radio and other media "can help to convey to Americans everywhere a true understanding of the world in which we live." He added that understanding brings positive action in all the aspects of human relationships.

Mr. Fellows added, "Those in both advertising and communications can help keep this country's economy strong by salesmanship which will keep the flow of goods and services moving through the market place." Other broadcasters joined Mr. Fellows in explaining the industry's part in the nation's welfare.

Varied station promotions sparked the observance. KMOX St. Louis reported success with its listener contest. The station gave away four Zenith radios a day all through May for the best postcards explaining why listeners like the station. WWJ Detroit had a tieup with high school students aiming at radio careers and gave them disc jockey experience. The station also gave away radios at its two remote locations at shopping centers.

Programming included such events as a WPEO Peoria, Ill., forum with three executives of major national advertising agencies. A sample promotion was "The Big Surprise" of KCNO Kansas City, with 81 radios given away each week for two weeks to listeners. In Washington, D. C., stations donated 36 transistorized radios at an Ad Club luncheon—two from each station in the area. Another agency gave away four Zenith radios and, giving prizes, including a sailboat, to agency executives.

The Flint (Mich.) Radio Broadcasters Assn. is running a contest with a two-week vacation at a Lake Huron cottage as the prize. The winner and family will have free use of a boat, free food, free meals out and many other types of service and products. The Michigan Chamber of Commerce is cooperating with WAMM, WBBC, WDFD, WKMP, WMRP and WTAC in the promotion. Over 50,000 entry blanks were distributed around Flint stores. The blanks have provision for information on family size, home and car radios and listening habits.

WDON Wheaton, Ill., staged two contests, sending out Earl Robbin, disc jockey, to prepare pancake breakfasts as one attraction. American U. radio students ran the station for a day. KBKX Kansas City loaned staffer Chuck Goodman to a high school or college girl for an evening as a contest award.

KGFJ Los Angeles carried salutes from a dozen major movie-radio-tv stars. KRJZ Phoenix, Ariz., held a daily KRJZ Quiz based on radio's history, with retail stores participating. Radios were given as prizes. KVOO Tulsa sent scores of regular advertisers bouquets of May flowers via high school girls graduates.

The Southern Baptist Radio & Television Commission presented personalized public service awards to 460 stations which carry its Baptist Hour each week. Vocal presentation was made on the program by Paul M. Stevens, who is the commission director.

Each Tuesday during May the three stations in Tallahassee, Fla.—WTAL, WMBN and WTNT—broadcast a three-station musical program with a d.j. from each station as host. The public was advised to place three radios around a room to obtain a stereophonic effect. Cooperative announcements have been carried in newspapers and on the air.

A combined luncheon of the Pittsburgh Ad Club and Radio & Television Club was addressed by RAB President Sweeney.

Art Holbrook, managing director of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., has addressed numerous organizations in the region, starting with a May 5 talk to the Santa Barbara Advertising & Merchandising Club. WJAM Marion, Ala., cooperated in a Dream-Come-True promotion of local businessmen, with a seven-day trip to Miami Beach for four as the prize.

WGN Chicago's observance included a spot campaign in cooperation with the Electric Assn. to combat dangerous and faulty electric wiring in homes. Personalities from the four Fort Wayne, Ind., stations—WANE, WGN, WNOO and WKJG—paraded in a 31-car caravan. Civic officials and leaders participated. Radio personalities were dressed in fashions of the 1920s.

At Vero Beach, Fla., WTTB staffers are wearing sport shirt-short outfits with call letters on the back, plus labeled pith helmets. They are known as the Knobby Knees Club. Special feature programs have been broadcast to avoid the arrest of two staffers for indecent exposure.

WXYZ Detroit offered space age news maps, drawing a quick response.

ABA Offers Booklet on Canon 35

A transcript of the special Canon 35 hearing during the American Bar Assn.'s House of Delegates meet in Atlanta, Feb. 24, is being offered by ABA to "interested editors, publishers, broadcasters or others in press, radio and television industries." A complete verbatim transcript of the hearing has been published in booklet form, including full statements by proponents and opponents of the bill, which prohibits radio-tv photography coverage of courtroom proceedings.

The booklet also contains a reprint of American Bar Foundation committee's report recommending a re-phrasing of Canon 30 as the House of Delegates deferred action on a proposed new version until ABA's annual meeting in Los Angeles, Aug. 25-29. Report is being made available as a public service to media representatives and bar members.

Views on Every Newscast on WKMH

Editorials on state and local affairs are presented on every newscast over WKMH Dearborn, Mich. Two editorials are prepared daily and Bob Runyon, news director, presents them alternately on the station's hourly newscasts. He reads both editorials on the 7:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. editions.
WTIC, WOOD in Old Car Drives

WTIC-AM-TV Hartford, Conn., and WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., find classic automobiles excellent vehicles on which to hang attention-getting promotions.

The WTIC stations May 8 joined the Hartford Automobile Dealers Assn.’s Parade of Progress in connection with the 10-day “Drive into Summer—First Class” sales campaign. The stations’ staffers rode in such cars as a 1903 Stanley Steamer and a 1910 Thomas Flyer that were interspersed between the 1958 models. The parade was telecast by WTIC-TV and a commentary given over WTIC.

WOOD-AM-TV and the Grand Rapids chapter of the Horseless Carriage Club of America staged their fourth Antique Auto Tour over the weekend. This is a 115-mile excursion in which more than 100 ancient cars tour WOOD’s coverage area. The parade’s start and finish were carried on the stations, as were remotes from the inn where the entourage stayed overnight Saturday night.

KOA Staffer Tends ‘1891 Store’

Members of early Colorado surrounded KOA Denver personality Pete Smythe when he broadcasts from an “1891 Country Store.” The store was resurrected at the downtown office of the Industrial Federal Savings Co., in connection with its 67th anniversary celebration. Mr. Smythe minded the store during the noon hour for a week at the beginning of the month. Authentic merchandise and decor were culled from old stores in the Colorado mountains and such goods as hoarhound candy and licorice whips (three cents a quarter-pound) were on sale at 1891 prices.

KFXM Airs Building, Steel News

Newscasts of interest to people in the construction and steel industries are aired on KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., in Construction News (Mon.-Fri. 7:05 a.m.) and Steel News and Views (Mon.-Fri. 4:55-5 p.m.). Construction is sponsored by Tri-City Transit Mix Concrete Co., San Bernardino and narrated by Jimmie Williams, manager, Allied Construction Industries Inc. Steel is sponsored by Fontana Steel Co., Fontana, Calif., with Dale Ware, public relations man for the company, as newscaster.

WTTW (TV) Seeks New Tv Writers

A national competition for tv scripts is being jointly sponsored by WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial station, and Video-Stage ’58, radio-tv unit of a newly-formed dramatic organization. The contest is open to amateur and professional writers. Winners will be able to see and hear their scripts in complete professional production on WTTW’s six-program series starting next December. Scripts may be original tv plays, original stage plays adapted for tv or adaptations of other literary forms. The contest is designed to give writers “on camera” experience in tv writing and help develop new writers for television.

Deadline for scripts is Oct. 31, 1958. Information may be obtained from WTTW, 1761 East Museum Drive, Chicago 37, or Video-Stage ’58, 161 E. Erie St., Chicago 11. Network tv officials will be selected later to serve as judges.
Radio-Tv 'Bulletin' To Cover American Medical Assn. Meeting

A series of 10 special radio and tv broadcasts will be offered at the American Medical Assn.'s annual meeting in San Francisco June 23-27 as a means of keeping physicians and the public informed on convention activities.

Produced by the California Academy of Sciences in cooperation with Merck, Sharp & Dohme, pharmaceutical firm, the programs are titled AMA Daily Bulletin of the Air and will be tied in with a newspaper to be distributed daily at the convention. Half of the bulletins will be aired on KQED (TV) San Francisco, educational station, and the balance on KROW that city. The series is described by AMA as a "new type of radio-television journalism." The opening program will be an hour-long telecast June 22. AMA plans to edit kinescopes of the telecasts into a film on convention highlights for distribution to state and county medical societies.

Procedures Set for Royal Visit

Accreditation procedures for the forthcoming visit of Princess Margaret to Canada in July and August have been announced at Ottawa. News reporters, cameramen, photographers, sound engineers and others covering the tour must apply through an executive of their station or publication to Mr. G. E. McElroy, Accreditation's Office, Royal Visit 1958, Government Hospitality Committee, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada. Photographers and cameramen are required to accompany the application with passport-type photos. Accreditations must be picked up in person and applications should state where it will be picked up. For those covering only the British Columbia section, where the Princess will go first in connection with the centennial celebrations of the province, accreditations can be applied for through Mr. A. H. Williamson, 475 Howe St., Vancouver 1, B. C.

WNEW Plays Good Humor Game

WNEW New York, in association with the Good Humor Corp. Brooklyn, last week began a promotional give-away contest called "Lucky Listener Card Game." Good Humor dealers distribute cards with numbers and pictures of WNEW personalities. The winning cards will be drawn each day at the station for cash prizes.

WMTW (TV) Hosts Food Dealers

A party of food distributors from Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire was hosted by WMTW (TV) Poland Spring, Me., Saturday. The station plans a series of promotions aimed at wholesalers and distributors in all fields. Guests golfed during the day and met the station staff at dinner in the evening.

Film Buyer Wins Trip From Comet

Dick Woollen, film buyer, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, threw the lucky dart in the Comet Distributing Corp., Hollywood, Space Patrol contest at the NAB convention. CDC asked conventionees to write their names on a dart and throw it at a map of the world. The film syndication company announced that the person whose dart came closest to a pre-selected, but undisclosed, locality would be given airline tickets for two to that place. The locality was eventually disclosed as Mauritius Island (in the Indian Ocean) and, as Mr. Woollen's dart was closest to it on the map, he wins the trip.

KTRK (TV) Looking for Tv Star

Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., Tv Div., Burbank, Calif., has asked KTRK (TV) Houston to aid in a search for "The Texan," a western tv star. Men aged 23-33 who are 6 ft. or over may send the station their photos before May 23. Those entering are eligible for screening by local judges and an interview. WB will send a representative to select, from the men chosen by the judges, the ones who will receive an expense-paid trip to Warner's studios for a screen test.

CBS Issues Essays in Brochure

CBS Radio is issuing a 54-page illustrated brochure titled "Listening to Radio," that is designed as a guide to classroom and community radio listening. The brochure, which contains an introduction by Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, consists of essays by prominent figures in the fields of information, drama, public affairs, music, news, sports, the community and schools.

Students Operate KVOO For a Day

Activities of the students from the five Tulsa, Okla., high schools who—since 1936—have been annually invited to operate KVOO there for a day, will be greatly expanded this year. Students will not only do on-air work but more than 74 students will participate in the sales, engineering, continuity, programming, traffic, promotion and news gathering departments. KVOO is giving the schools five half-hour segments to sell to sponsors (three one-minute spots at $15 each); the money will go into the schools' activity funds. The 9:05-9:30 segment will feature a drama written, produced and performed by students.

KTTV (TV) to Run 'Gable Week'

A new method of presenting old movies on tv will be launched by KTTV (TV) Los Angeles June 2, when "Clark Gable Week" starts on KTTV's First Show feature movie series (Mon.-Fri. 10:40 p.m.) On Monday, KTTV will broadcast "The Secret Six," with Mr. Gable supporting Jean Harlow and Wallace Beery; followed on successive evenings by "Men in White," "Love on the Run," "Too Hot to Handle" and "Homecoming." Each picture features Mr. Gable and will be repeated one night later on KTTV's Second Show (12:05 a.m.). During the week of June 9, KTTV will broadcast the five "Thin Man" movies with William Powell and Myrna Loy and a movie history of Jean Harlow who will occupy KTTV's late evening time the week of June 16.

On The Square

WABC New York is programming its weekday d.j. program, the Ed Jordan Show, from a storefront on Times Square for the two weeks ending Friday. Origination point is the Regal Shoe Store window at 44th St. and Broadway. Record albums and pictures of the station's disc jockeys are displayed in the window studio.

TV TOLL: $80 TILL

Fred Redford was late one night relieving his wife at their Miami, Fla., neighborhood store because he just couldn't tear away from White Hunter on WPST-TV Miami. Leaving after the show, he arrived at the store to find his wife had had an adventure of her own. A robber had made off with $80 from the till.

It was the latest blow in a season of sickness, operations (Mr. Redford's leg still was in a cast) and another earlier robbery. But the sponsors of White Hunter, reading in the paper of Mr. Redford's devotion to their show, were unwilling to let him suffer for it. The Ejax Oil Co. and the Johnnie and Mack Paint and Body Shop, co-sponsors, pre-empted their time on the next White Hunter show to make a tv presentation of $80 to the Redfords.
Tiger's 10th Birthday on WEWS (TV)

The success of a group of Cleveland stores known as Giant Tiger can be directly attributed to the firm’s sponsorship of an amateur talent show on WEWS (TV) there. The two have run parallel. When Lou Weisberg, in 1948, hired entertainment veteran Gene Carroll (pictured above making his entrance on a show) to emcee a weekly variety program, Mr. Weisberg had one small store. Now, 520 shows and a decade later, with 50% of the company's ad budget allotted to the show, there are 10 Giant Tiger stores, with more of them planned for the future.

About 5,000 performers have appeared on WEWS Giant Tiger Amateur Show (Sun., noon-1 p.m.) during its run. The sponsor finds that, as the stores are open on Sundays, there is a definite in-

KLIN Joins Wedding Party

To prove further that radio is everywhere, KLIN Lincoln, Nebr., has offered the following:

When a young couple wanted to be the first married in the new chapel of the Vine Congregational Church, but learned that an organ had not yet been installed, they contacted KLIN for help, asking the station to play the wedding march.

As a result, the station interrupted its programming to play the music at the exact time the couple walked down the aisle and it was picked up on a small radio in the church. The station reports it received a great deal of favorable comment from its listeners.

WHCT (TV) to Air Golf Tourney

For the fourth consecutive year WHCT (TV) Hartford will carry the $28,000 Insurance City open golf tournament. The match, which attracts some of the nation's top golfers, is being sponsored, as it has previously, by the Connecticut Bank & Trust Co.

Boston Pops to Air WCRB Themes

WCRB-AM-FM Boston good music outlet, is broadcasting a total 15 hours of symphonic music a week as part of its 10th anniversary celebrations. The stations play host to advertiser and agency contacts June 1 when it takes over Symphony Hall for the Boston "Pops" Symphony. That afternoon the Symphony will present a program based principally on WCRB program themes. The station is selling any remaining tickets to its audience.

ABC Furthers News Competition

ABC Radio last Friday announced it would begin competing with CBS Radio and NBC Radio on a world-wide news roundup scale by adding remote pickups from abroad to its News Around the World shows, Mon.-Sat., 8-8:15 a.m. The network has hired veteran CBS newsman Bill Shadel, who will act as anchor man to reporters Robert Sturdevant (Paris), Yale Newman (London), Mel Davis (Rome), Ray Falk (Tokyo), Charles Arnot (Cairo), Omer Anderson (Bonn) and George Bailey (Vienna).
 Calling all marketing and advertising professionals:

People

A WEEKLY REPORT OF FATES AND FORTUNES

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

ROBERT T. ENGLISH, former president of Intercity Broadcasting Co., and presently with Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co., elected to board of directors of Creamer-Trowbridge Co. and will maintain executive offices in Providence, R. I.


W. M. STARKEY, account supervisor on Ralston Drug account, BBDO, L. A., has been elected v.p. of agency. He joined firm in 1946.

MAYNARD H. PATTISON, general manager of international division, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul; ROBERT W. MUELLER, general manager of industrial trades tape division, and LYLE H. FISHER, director of industrial and personnel relations, elected v.p.'s. HAROLD F. LAJON, general office manager, elected assistant treasurer.

ROBERT R. ROY, formerly supervisor of merchandising and sales training on Chrysler Div. account, Ross Roy Inc., Detroit, elected v.p. and member of executive board.

KENNETH FLEMING JR., member of account service group, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, joins McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as account executive.

JAMES P. DOUGHERTY, Shering Ethical Pharmaceutical Corp., joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., as account executive and will work on drug products and allied items.

EDWARD J. GOMING, marketing executive, National Screen & Ayer Co., joins SSS&B as account executive and will be on cigarettes and tobacco accounts.

DONALD J. MOORE, Snow Crop marketers, will be account executive on grocery and foods products.

RICHARD M. DONELLO, promoted from assistant account executive to account executive, Gardner Adv., St. Louis.

ROBERT B. JARVIS, manager of Prestige Inc., and ALAN BERGER, director of radio and tv, Stiller, House, Bergren & Hurl, join Dreyfus Co. as account executive and radio-tv director, respectively.

JACK M. BEAVEN, formerly director and copywriter, KTPZ-TF, Fort Worth, Tex., joins Real & Connolly Adv., South Orange, N. J., as assistant account executive.

EDWARD KOGAN, executive tv producer and N. Y. office manager, Edward H. Weiss & Co., to Joseph Katz Co., N. Y., as radio-tv director, succeeding BOB PETRINO, who recently was appointed vice-president. Mr. Kogan will announce his future plans shortly. Mr. Kogan's post at Weiss has been filled by PEGGY SCHILLING, promoted from tv commercial producer.

A. J. BRENNER promoted from v.p. and copy director to creative director at Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

HOWARD C. SCHILLER, formerly assistant radio-tv director with Buffalo (N. Y.) agency, joins Comstock & Co., Buffalo, as creative director. Other appointments: DAUNE PALMER, with Comstock & Co. for several years, named creative writer in special accounts group; MICHAEL DANIELLY, formerly copywriter with BBDO, Cleveland; STUART J. LEVY, tv producer for WEWS-TV and WJW-TF, both Cleveland; and JOSEPH PETRINO, art director with another Buffalo agency, join Comstock radio-tv department.

GEORGE DRAKE, creative v.p. at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, appointed copy director.

CALVIN HOLMES, formerly senior writer at Erwin Wasey & Co. (now Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan), to M. M. Fisher Assoc., Chicago, as copy chief.

GEORGE STANTON, formerly assistant media director at Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago, to Leo Burnett Co. as media group supervisor.

AUGUST TONNE, formerly associate production manager, Earle Ludington & Co., Chicago, to Keyes-Madden-Jones, Inc., Chicago, as production manager.

JOHN H. BAXTER, creative vice president of Ludington agency, also resigns.

ALBRECHT M. JONES, formerly with Harold W. Mitchell Inc. and Vick Chemical Co., to BBDO, N. Y., as European coordinator in international department.

DONALD A. PIERMEN, member of advertising department of Swett & Co., Chicago, to research, pricing and sales training of Richard Crabb Assoc., agricultural advertising agency, Chicago.

AUSTIN E. TREWOGY joins Brooke, Smith, French & Durance creative staff.

GERALD B. SZOBNO, formerly director of sales for apparatus and optical division of Eastman Kodak Co.; THOMAS J. PENNER, director of sales administration, and W. R. POTTER, director of advertising, appointed v.p.'s.

ARTHUR SPIRE, Television Programs of America, elected v.p. for central division. He will continue to report to MICHAELEFENSTEIN, executive v.p., TPA, N. Y. TPA's central division headquarters are in Chicago.

BERNARD WEITZMAN, with Desilu Productions, Hollywood, for past four years, named v.p. in charge of business affairs.

REED SINGER promoted to executive v.p., at Bill Burrud Productions. JAY HENRY, former sales manager, appointed in his place.

AI MARKIM, former CBS producer-director, to Telestudios Inc. as executive assistant to president. Mr. Markim will work closely with Telestudios' expanding VTR operations [Special Report, May 18].

PETER DEL NEGRO, previously midwestern sales representative, UPA Pictures Inc. to MGM-TV's commercial division as sales representative for company's tv film commercials in Midwest.

HARRY BUDINGER, turntable operator at NBC Chico, and member of NBC's original Farm & Home Hour orchestra, died May 10.

STATIONS

HERBERT EDELMEIER, formerly with KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., has been named owner-manager of KSEP, Fresno, Calif.

RICHARD JOSEPH BUTTERFIELD, station manager of KJLH-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, joins KFBS-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul as v.p. in charge of sales.

P. HOWARD EICHER, assistant local sales manager, WSJF Cincinnati, to WPRT, Portland, Ore., as v.p. and general manager. He also will retain his duties as account executive and prior to that spent seven years as frequency announcer and ac-

WILLIAM J. MUELLER, formerly sales manager of WPOR Portl-

ian, has become assistant national sales manager of Hildreth Network (WPOR, WARL-AM-BTV Bangor and WAGM-AM-Presque Isle, all Maine).

ROBERT E. EVANS, manager of WLOO Tupelo, Miss., has been named manager of Mid-South Radio Network, succeeding BOB McRAEDY, Mr. McRaedy resided to head Southern Electronics Co., which holds interests in WROB West Point, WAMY Amory, both Mississippi.

RICHARD P. KEPPLER, veteran of 19 years in broadcasting, joins WZMX-TV New Orлеans as station manager.

CARL ZIMMERMAN, manager of WISE Milwaukee, has ac-

received appointment as manager of WFOX Milwaukee, date to be announced.

DICK GIFFORD, sales manager of Dallas office. Mr. Gifford, formerly sales manager, was appointed sales manager, named national sales manager, succeeding JOE EVANS, who joined WVUE-TW-Wilmingt, Del., as v.p. in charge of sales.

EARL W. WEIDLE, administrative assistant to tv sales manager, WSJN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.,

BROADCASTING
ABOVE are the top echelon of the newly-created advertising agency, Kastor, Hilton, Chesley & Clifford Inc. (Advertisers & Agencies, May 19). They include H. Kastor Kahn, chairman of KHC&C; Peter Hilton, president; Charles E. J. Clifford, vice chairman; and W. S. Chesley Jr., chairman of the executive committee and treasurer. The agency was formed when Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford merged with Hilton & Riggio.

promoted to tv sales manager, succeeding BARNEY KOS- 
RIS, who resigned to form his own advertising agency.

CLAUDE WHEELER, sales staff, WCHS Charleston, W. Va., 
named general sales manager for WCHS-TV. He has been 
with WCHS sales staff since 1951.

SEYMOUR WHITELAW, CBS Radio Sales account executive, 
appointed sales manager of KCBS San Francisco, suc-
cceeding RICHARD H. SCH mah, who has joined Robert E. 
Eastman Co., radio representative, as west coast manager.

KAY C. SMUCKER, veteran in show business and broad-
casting, joins KXAL and KVSH (TV) Mesa, Ariz., as 
Sales manager. Mr. Smucker was formerly was manager of 
KYKU Yuma, Ariz., and will continue to have charge of 
overall operations of that station in addition to his new 
post.

BILL EKLINE, tv sales head of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, 
St. P. E., joins KIRO-TV Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., as 
sales manager.

MEO KINGRAT, radio personality, WCDO Minneapolis-St. 
Paul, joins WPBC Minneapolis-St. Paul as manager of 
station's Southdale branch office.

LEE COFFE, announcing staff, WBIV Belleville, Ill., named promotion manager.

EDWARD W. PARO, WEIR Pensacola, to WILZ St. 
Petersburg Beach, both Florida, as commercial manager.

ALAN EATON, formerly on publicity staff of ILLI- 
NOIS GOVT. WILLIAM STRATON, appointed manager 
of radio press information at WBIM Chicago.

BILL MASLOWE, Chicago newspaperman, to WBBM- 
TV Chicago in similar press information ca-
pacity.

JAMES E. BLOYD, engineer and 
engineering supervisor with 
WEES (TV) Cleveland, pro-
moted to chief engineer. Post is newly-created because 
JOSEPH K. EPPERSON, engineer-
ning v.p. of Scripps-Howard 
Radio Inc., had served as 
electrician of all S-I-
radio-tv stations.

JOHN STRUCKEL, formerly v.p. 
of WFTO Atlantic City and 
man of WOND Pleasant-
ville and WWZV Vineland, all New Jersey, joins 
WKDN Camden. Mr. Struckel served as program director. 
He succeeds DAVID A. MOSS, who has been ap-
pointed commercial manager of WKDN.

SIDNEY GARY, formerly assistant program direc-
tor at WKNY New York, to WGR Buffalo as program director.
of director, exhibits. RCA. Named to assist Mr. Dollar were RICHARD H. HOOPER, as manager, special exhibits; RICHARD F. NORDHOFF, as manager, RCA Chicago showroom; HARRY P. O'BRIEN as manager, RCA Exhibition Hall, N. Y.; and JOHN H. SCHAFF as manager, RCA Camden showroom.

MARBACH A. WILLIAMS, formerly with Philco Corp., appointed director of marketing for Farmworth Electronics Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

GEORGE O. CROSSLAND, formerly manager of distributor development and trade relations at General Electric's Owensboro, Ky., plant appointed central regional equipment sales manager in Chicago for GE's receiving tubes.

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

MARY ELIZABETH MITCHELL, 56, membership secretary of Chicago chapter of American Television & Radio Artists, died following heart attack May 8. She had entered Henrotin Hospital, Chicago, for physical checkup three days earlier.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

WALTER L. WEST, formerly with RCA government service department, joins Page Communications Engineers, Washington, as head of its new Land and Structures Dept.

PROGRAM SERVICES

WILLIAM P. GALLAGHER, national sales director of Consumer Records, named director of sales for company, succeeding MAL COOK, who joins Warner Bros. Records, Burbank, Calif., as v.p. and director of sales. Other personnel changes announced involved WALTER L. DEAN of company's legal department, appointed director of business affairs: ROBERT EARL, St. Louis branch manager, promoted to merchandise manager; and DAVE FYTON, salesman in St. Louis, named branch manager there.

DON BLOCKER, formerly with Mart Distributors, joins Liberty Records as national promotion director.

FOR a "decade of dedication," Mark Evans, WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington personality, was given a scroll and testimonial dinner on this tenth anniversary as director of WTOP Washington Area Housewives' Protective League. At the presentation (l to r): Lloyd Dennis, WTOP vice president; Ed Wood, general manager of the Housewives' Protective League, New York; George Marshall, owner, Washington Redskins football club; Mr. Evans; Jules Dumde, vice president, CBS Radio, and Gordon Hayes, general manager, CBS Radio Spot Sales. A group of business, civic and government leaders saluted Mr. Evans as "broadcaster, businessman, church member, citizen, club man, director of the HPL program, family man, foods man, lecturer, reporter, salesman and traveler... [and] friend."

TRADE ASSNS.

CONTRIBUTED

LOUIS BENITO, Tampa (Fla.) advertising agency president, elected to governor of fourth district Advertising Federation of America.

ROBERT GAGE, art director, Doyle Dane Bernbach, elected second v.p. of Art Directors Club, N. Y., WILLIAM DUFFY, tv art director, McCann-Erickson named ADC secretary and LOUIS DORFMAN, art director, CBS Radio, appointed member of executive committee.

ARNO LD KATINSKY, promotion writer at Radio Advertising Bureau since February 1956, named assistant to member service director. Mr. Kittinsky will be responsible for processing requests for information, research and other data for RAB's membership.

INTERNATIONAL

WILLIAM JEYNES, chief engineer of CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont., won Col. Keith S. Rogers Memorial Award for "his contribution to the technical advancement of television, for the development of an excellent and inexpensive special effects generator for tv picture mixing." Presentation was made at annual dinner of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at Montreal on May 12 by Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto.

DON SMITH, All-Canada Radio & Television Ltd., Toronto, elected treasurer of Advertisers Guild of Toronto for 1958.

CLAY HAWKINS, 38, sales manager of CCKW New Westminster, B.C., and formerly of CKY Winnipeg, Man., died April 17 of pneumonia.

J. ALAN SAVAGE, radio-tv director of Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto advertising agency, elected director, along with ROSS W. BOOTH and HARRY C. CLARKE, account group managers at Toronto office, and R. H. COOPER and J. McBRIEDE, account service managers.

JOHN G. BUTLER, formerly with MacLaren Adc., Ltd., Toronto, to advertising manager of Philco Corp. of Canada Ltd., Toronto.

ARTHUR C. HARRISON to manager of Toronto office of Joe A. Hardy & Co. Ltd., station representative, and GUY DAVIAULT to manager of Montreal office.

JOSEPH G. MORGAN, formerly with Columbia Pictures Inc., distribution organization in Britain, appointed sales representative of Fremantle of Canada Ltd., distributor of tv film programming in Britain.

UPCOMING

MAY


May 28-29: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Beach Hotel, Louisville.

June

June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.

June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Assn., Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

June 7-11: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Bandanna Hotel, Salt Lake City.


June 7-8: Broadcasters Assn. of Texas, Town House Hotel, San Angelo.

June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America, national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel, Dallas.

June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.


June 21-23: Maryland-D. C. Radio & TV Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean City, Md.

June 21-23: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, Colonial Inn, St. Petersburg Beach.

June 22-26: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual convention, Vancouver, B. C.

July

July 11: Conference on Tv for Women in Home Economics, Business and Education, UCLA, Los Angeles.


August


Aug. 4-7: Summer Tv Workshop, College of Communication Arts and WRAR-TV Michigan State University, East Lansing.
Station Authorizations, Applications

As Compiled by BROADCASTING

May 15 through May 21

includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.

Abbreviations:
DA—directional antenna, cp—construction permit, EBP—effective radiated power, uhf—ultra high frequency, xif—extended infrared frequency, ant.—antenna, s-if—special visual infrared frequencies, kw—kilowatts, w-watt, mw—megawatts, b-day—business day, n—night, ls—local market, med.—modification transfer, ant.—transmitter, u-nil—unlimited horizon, kw—kilowatt, st—station, vhs—visual infrared frequencies, sta—special temporary authorization, esc—educational.

New TV Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC


APPLICATION


Existing TV Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC

KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn.—Granted waiver of Sec. 3.652 to permit KSTP-TV to identify itself as Minneapolis as well as St. Paul. Announced May 15.

KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.—Granted waiver of Sec. 3.652 to permit KHQA-TV to identify itself as Quincy, Ill., as well as Hannibal, Mo. Announced May 15.

Translators

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED

K72AP, K72AK and K82AM Window Rock, Ariz.—Navajo Tribal Council.
K74AN and K35AM Chalodey and Big Sandy Valley-Hualapai Mt. Park, Ariz.—Mohave County Board of Supervisors.
K75AI, Canby, Calif.—Canby TV Club.
K77AI, North Warren, Pa.—Conemaugh Valley TV Inc.

New Am Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC

Winter Haven, Fla.—Winter Haven Bcstg. Co.—-Granted 1390 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 5th St. S.W. Winter Haven. Estimated construction cost $10,682, first year operating cost $51,000, revenue $45,000. Angelo Pazzari, sole owner is in tv service. Announced May 12.

Belcourt, N. C.—Roy E. and Edith Hook, d/b/a Humphreys County Bcstg. Co.—-Granted 1600 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Mr. H. B. Alicewell, Ala. Estimated construction cost $11,142, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Mr. Hook and wife are equal partners. Mr. Hook owns 60% WRAG Carrollton, Ala., 40% WMAG Florence, Ala., 75% WRUS Russellville, Ky., and 20% WDDB Aliceville. Mrs. Hook owns 39% WDQB. Announced May 21.

Becky Mount, N. C.—M. R. Robbins—-Granted 1890 kc, 250 w untl. P. O. address Box 317, Tabor City, N. C. Estimated construction cost $24,981, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue $75,000. Solo owner Robbins is in insurance, banking, etc. Announced May 15.

Loris, S. C.—Loris Bcstg. Co.—-Granted 1570 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 317, Tabor City, N. C. Estimated construction cost $12,325, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000. Ownership: Terrell Botter, appliance and insurance man (40%), publisher M. H. Carter (30%), and Wimber Vaught, attorney (30%). Announced May 15.


APPLICATIONS

Wilcox, Ariz.—Paul McCauley, d/b/a, 250 w untl. P. O. address 105 Yuma Dr., Suffolk, Ariz. Estimated construction cost $10,682, first year operating cost $15,000, revenue $18,000. Equal partners: Paul McCauley, sole owner, has 17% interest in KGLU Scottsdale, Ariz., KQER TV Winslow, and KMC-TV Clifton, all Ariz. Announced May 15.

NATION-WIDE NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

RADIO • TELEVISION • NEWS

EASTERN

NEW ENGLAND INDEPENDENT

$115,000


CENTRAL

MICHIGAN FULLTIMER

$100,000


MIDWEST

FULLTIME REGIONAL

$650,000

#1 station in metropolitan market. $100,000 in cash and account receivables to go along with deal.

SOUTH

REGIONAL DAYTIMER

$100,000

Excellent facility showing good profits. In growing secondary market with diversified income and above-average retail sales.

SOUTHWEST

MAJOR INDEPENDENT

$175,000

Daytime 1 kw station well in the black. Fair real estate and some net profit. 29.1% down. 7 years on balance.

WEST

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

$230,000

Kilowatt fulltime in excellent diversified agricultural and industrial market.

HAMILTON, CULBERTSON, TWYNING & ASSOCIATES

Washington, D. C.
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Chicago
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Atlanta
1515 Halsey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

Dallas
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
RI 1-1175

San Francisco
111 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671
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Clearwater, Fla.—Radio Clearwater, Inc., 860 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Box 1578, Clearwater. Estimated construction cost $48,996, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue $75,000. Charter Adams and Gene Robinson, both of WTAN Clearwater, at present owners. Announced May 21.

Kaston, Md.—Easton Bestco, Co., 1460 kc. 500 w D. P. O. address 3855 N. 39th St., Arlington, Va. Estimated construction cost $31,000, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue $60,000. Owners are Mary and Richard Cobb (50% each). Mother and son are in frozen foods. Announced May 15.

Caro, Mich.—Tuscola Bestco, Co., 1360 kc. 500 w D. P. O. address 2169 1st St. Bay City, Mich. Estimated construction cost $22,988, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $52,000. Robert, Benkelman (50% owner) is operations manager and announcer. WWBC Bay City. Announced May 15.

East Grand Forks, Minn.—Norlin Obe, 1590 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 715 5th St. W., Wadena. Estimated construction cost $11,940, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue $52,000. Sole owner Obe is one-third of KNWD Wadena. Announced May 21.

Existing Am Stations

RCA CORPORATION of AMERICA

RCA can help you with equipment and planning. For example, three basic floor plans, for three different size stations illustrate how the very latest equipment can be arranged to perform efficiently with a minimum of capital and personnel.

Complete brochure, including floor plans, equipment requirements and discussion of current trends now available. For your free copy, write to RCA, Dept. FD-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.

FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED


WCLA Claxton, Ga.—Ryvan County Bestco, Co., WCRM Clare, Mich. to the North Bestco, Corp. 1450 kc.

KFRH Redmond, Ore.—Radio Station KPRB, 1240 kc. Changed from KJUN.

KORB Met Springs, S. D.—Fall River Bestco, Corp., 580 kc.

New FM Stations

ATLANTA

NEGOATIATIONS—FINANCING—APPRAISALS

WASHINGTON, D. C.

James W. Blackburn

Jack V. Harvey

Washington Building

Sterling 3-4341

South

$500,000.00

This is a combination offering of two southern properties, both in major markets. Both are top-rated stations, with excellent earnings. Terms to responsible buyers.

West

$400,000.00

A top facility in one of the west’s major markets. Excellent assets and potential. Now showing some profit. Reasonable terms can be arranged.

Exclusive with

Blackburn & Company

James W. Blackburn

Clifford B. Marshall

Sterling 3-4341

W. H. Cassill

Cost

Financial 6-6450

H. S. Cassill

will consider $1,000,000. Announced May 15.

Jack V. Harvey

Stanley Whitaker

Healey Building

JACKSON 5-1576

William B. Ryan

Jim Ryan

333 N. Michigan Avenue

333 N. Michigan Avenue
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COMMERICAL STATION BOXSCORE
As Reported by FCC through April 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,196</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,321</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Partially Deleted</td>
<td>For new stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Partially Deleted</td>
<td>For new stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Partially Deleted</td>
<td>For new stations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Partially Deleted</td>
<td>For new stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Partially Deleted</td>
<td>For new stations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hearing Cases

INITIAL DECISIONS

Hearing Examiner Herbert S. Sharram issued an initial decision which concluded that Dec. 9, 1954, grant of application of Sacramento Telecasters, Inc., for new Class C TV station on channel 58, in California, was denied for the reasons that the applicant failed to comply with the requirements of the Commission.

OTHER ACTIONS

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied application of WRBW-TV Inc., for clarification of FCC memorandum opinion and order which permitted company to change transmitter site and power, and that it made other necessary engineering and financial changes, as its application for new TV station to operate on channel 7 in Dallas, Texas, was denied. Other actions included, among others, granting application of Aliquot Bcstg. Co., for new AM station to operate on 600 kc, 250 w in Aliquot, Ore.

Continues on page 106
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.

**DEADLINE:** Undisplayed—Monday preceding publication date. Display—Tuesday preceding publication date.

**SITUATIONS WANTED** 20¢ per word; $2.00 minimum • **HELP WANTED** 25¢ per word; $2.00 minimum.

All other classifications 30¢ per word; DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.

No charge for blind box number. Send tape, resume and照片 to Box 279E, BROADCASTING, 1735 Delaware, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

Announcements

**WANTED**

Commercial manager for leading network station in medium size midwest city. Substantial weekly salary. Large television and radio market. Great position. Send experience resumes and photostats to Box 279E, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager wanted with solid experience and push—unlimited future with 8 kw in Florida. $5000 plus over—ride. Box 202E, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—Experienced salesman for radio station in rich midwest market. All applications confidence will receive full and fair consideration. Box 202E, BROADCASTING.

**ANNOUNCER**

Opportunity for married staff announcer. Send ABC Network, Texas, Box 345E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with sales experience, 20 hour announcer may qualify for upper Midwest guarantee $115.00 per week, commission, established station. Personal furnishes, references and record of experience. Box 448E, BROADCASTING.

Brand new station in greater Pittsburgh market needs experienced announcers with executive potential. Require minimum one year commercial experience. Must be good—great working conditions, finest equipment. Personal interview, resume and photo requested. Reply immediately. Box 450E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced sportscaster wanted for high school and junior college football, basketball and staff announcing. Send resume, tape and references. Frank O. Myers, Manager, KMCC, Fort Worth, Texas, immediate reply.

Old, 23 years, well established 5000 watt, independent station, KXUP, Durango, Colorado, has open position for experienced DJ/announcer, accent on announcing no maintenance of news. Colorado vacation area, snows, skiing, good salary, good benefits. Send resume, photo and references. Box 452E, Durango, Colorado.

Announcer for radio station KLEA, Lovington, New Mexico, population around 11,000. Would consider recent "radio school" graduate. Send tape, resume and references. KLEA, Box 877, Lovington, New Mexico.

Just a good, solid announcer, 46 hours per week. Sundays off. $900.00 per week, KFXO, Owatonna, Minnesota.

Metropolitan market station going up wants live wire man to go along. Must have quality voice plus a little creativity. Send tape, resume, salary. Fred Epstein, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.

New York. Experienced, versatile Negro announcer for full-time summer replacement now. Here's an opportunity to establish with an 8 station radio-television chain. Kith tape to Hal Walton, WNJR, P. O. Box 1258, Newark, N. J.

Experienced announcer needed immediately for local news beat in fabulous hunting and fishing area in upstate New York. Send salary history, tape. Tom Leighton, WSLB, Ogdenburg, New York.

Chief engineer single market southern network station unable to remain in market. Resumes confidential. Box 218E, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer—announcer. Excellent position. Deal with local management. Must be able to win in market in beautiful Florida. Good pay and opportunity for advancement. Box 445E, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer for newly acquired station in major Pennsylvania city. Must have thorough knowledge of disc recording and studio engineering. Has experience, must be helpful. Box 453E, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Experienced announcer for new station in beautiful southwest, coast July. Competition minded? Let's talk. Box 385E, BROADCASTING.

Manager or sales, small to medium market. One with some flair and success. Box 390E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced broadcaster—26, desires to learn management. 1st class license, promotion minded. Experiences in executive position with large firm—willing to work. Box 452E, BROADCASTING.

With 15 years experience in radio, known as a good executive. With a law background, now disposing of present radio ownership and looking for the unusual opportunity of working with a group of executives in the industry. Puerto Rico or Hawaii. Family man. Looking for the right location and the right organization. Available this fall. Write Box 437E, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer—announcer. Experienced, does all. Excellent opening, immediate. Excellent position. Send experience resume and recent picture to Fred Myers, Manager, KXUP, Durango, Colorado.

**HELP WANTED**

Opportunity for married staff announcer. Send tape, resume, qualifications. Box 279E, BROADCASTING.

Manager/commercial manager. Specializes in selling 24 years radio experience. Best years managing commercial department. Small and medium markets. Excellent opportunity. Interest in turning problem station into profitable, solid operation. Desires stock purchase privilege from profit participation after proof of盈利能力. Box 450E, BROADCASTING.

Young, aggressive manager, experienced in all phases, desires position in the south. Available immediately. First phone. Box 476E, BROADCASTING.

Ge-gelder, experienced, seeking good potential. Prefer new market, all phases of management. Box. All around—man—what you're looking for. Box 176E, BROADCASTING.

Available. Hard driving, creative salesman. Real "weighty" sales. 52, 53, 54. Experience in radio and television sales experience: local, regional and national. Has contact in practically every advertising agency in New York. Sales record—excellent. (Actually it's tremendous, know just about everyone in that field. Now employed in major assign- ment in New York or vicinity. Excellent refer- ences. Box 397E, BROADCASTING.

First phone number. Six years experience all phases including chief. Ready to learn sales your way. Currently employed. Box 457E, BROADCASTING.

Young woman with five years experience radio sales seeks sales or management position with station with sound mid-western indie. Box 448E, BROADCASTING.

Excellent radio-sales management record. Interested in small market management. Sales, sales, sales. Possess personality needed. Radio stations, sales. South only. Box 459E, BROADCASTING.

**ANNOUNCERS**

Negro deejay. Good board man. Fast patter, smooth production. I'm the guy you're looking for. Tape and resume. Box 175E, BROADCASTING.

Girl D.J. announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. For modem station—non-disco—no bad habits. Love to build audiences and grab advertising. Tape and resume. Box 396E, BROADCASTING.
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RADIO
Situation Wanted—(Cont’d)

Focus: Announcer

**Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks, etc. Run own board. Steady, eager to please.** Go anywhere. Box 1766, BROADCASTING.

**Young staff announcer strong dj. Thoroughly trained in all phases. Run own board. Tapes and resume available. Box 396E, BROADCASTING.**

Well rounded in all phases of radio. Strong in newscast format, programming, sales, and management and sales. Desire opportunity with solid station in the Tennessee-Virginia area. 25 yrs. of experience. Box 349E, BROADCASTING.

**Castling.**

Young staff announcer. Strong in newscast format, programming, and management. Box 397E, BROADCASTING.

**Psycho-dj strong commercials, gimmicks, etc. Run own board. Steady, eager to please.** Go anywhere. Box 1766, BROADCASTING.

**Announcer, experienced, first phone, professional voice.** Ten years experience and tape. Box 498E, BROADCASTING.

**Announcers**

**Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks, etc. Run own board. Steady, eager to please.** Go anywhere. Box 1766, BROADCASTING.

**Castling.**

Young staff announcer strong dj. Thoroughly trained in all phases. Run own board. Tapes and resume available. Box 396E, BROADCASTING.

Well rounded in all phases of radio. Strong in newscast format, programming, sales, and management and sales. Desire opportunity with solid station in the Tennessee-Virginia area. 25 yrs. of experience. Box 349E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer. Recent grad, A.B. radio major. Single, college trained. Will travel or relocate. Box 396E, BROADCASTING.

**Experienced disc jockey, three years, good commercial voice.** Runs music, family. Box 396E, BROADCASTING.


**Copywriter-dj, 35, experienced, desires “sell” voice.** Now available. Box 390E, BROADCASTING.

**College graduate, 21, married, draft exempt, 3 years experience in radio.** Sales, management. Desires job in southeast as announcer-seller or manager. Tape on request. Excellent references. Box 457E, BROADCASTING.

Staff experience 250-50,000 kw. News, d.j., console, all phases operation—parttime Los Angeles area. $1,000. Box 408E, BROADCASTING.

D. J., news, continuity. Run board. Likes work. Looking for spot to grow in. Tapes and resume. Box 498E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer salesmen, experienced, currently employed. Missouri, South west. Box 411E, BROADCASTING.

**Disc jockey, 31 years experience.** Would like to settle within 250 miles of Chicago. News, operate board, tape recorders. 25, married, veteran. Can you help me? Box 412E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, newscaster, deejay, deejay.

**disposition permanent position.** Excellent references. Box 415E, BROADCASTING.

Summer replacement or full time, you “auto” try it. 25 years experience. Operate board. Will travel anywhere. Tape, resume on request. Box 412E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—disc jockey. News commercials, operate, 50 kw. First time and resume. Box 421E, BROADCASTING.

Top rate newsmen desire position in larger market. Ticket. Box 455E, BROADCASTING.

Twelve years broadcast experience. First phone. Available June. Prefer south. Box 436E, BROADCASTING.

**Experienced young announcer wants job with future. Reliably. Very good sell. Veteran.** Preferences relocation in the south. Box 431E, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen, d.j., sports. Know all phases radio work. Married June. First time. Box 431E, BROADCASTING.


**Highly recommended announcer—desire needs employment. Versatile, all phases. Negro.** Box 446E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced first phone, professional news director. 35, college, married. Box 432E, BROADCASTING.

**Versatile—conscientious announcer.** Experienced 5000 hours. First phone. Negro. Box 432E, BROADCASTING.

---

**RADIO**

**Situation Wanted (Cont’d)**

Focus: Announcer

**Starting and starting! Voice swell for all sell. Have staff? Say it! Glib adlib! No trite when I write—college trained. Must have well sent talent! Box 454E, BROADCASTING.**


**Negro dj dying to make money for your station.** Eager to please easy to mold. Try me and see how well I tape, will travel. Box 452E, BROADCASTING.

**Deep, resonant, voiced announcer with working knowledge of radio.** Prefer new and mid- mortal. dj. Available immediately. Box 457E, BROADCASTING.

**Experienced announcer seeks permanent position in Long Island, New Jersey area.** Box 496E, BROADCASTING.

1st class phone announcer some experience. Licenses obtainable. Box 457E, BROADCASTING.

**Experienced radio announcer seeks permanent position in New York state.** Box 466E, BROADCASTING.


**Experienced news, sports announcer; gathering, writing, play-by-play. Family man will work.** $300, Box 430E, BROADCASTING.

**Staff announcer, five years experience, some sales, talent, qualified to manage station.** Locate anywhere in New England. Write only. If you have immediate opening call 2166 Whites- burg, Kentucky. Before 5:00 p.m. or after 5:00 P.M if no answer try 610 Harriman, Tenn., ask for Ray.

Available immediately. Presently employed. Telephony and Elementary (Dickens-3652), New York. Exper- ienced in midwest. This area.

**Quality dj announcer. June 58-Sept. 59 or sooner, will work anywhere. College grad. Experienced.** Top references. Art box. 115, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis.

**Swinging dj now doing daily two hour show on KAG-Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Seeking desire to relocate southeast.** Do voices and personality or straight musical cont. Stan "The Record Man" Vainrib, Vanity, 2151-195th Avenue. South, Birmingham 3, Alabama, Alapine 1-8682.

**Chief.**

Engineer. Interested in technical directorship position for group ownership in Carolinas or nearby areas. Box 455E, BROADCASTING.

**Transmitter position, two years experience, dir. engineering, etc., 1st radiotelephone. Box 435E, BROADCASTING.**

Chief announcer, fifteen years experience all phases radio broadcasting from 250 thru high power directional am and fm. Limited announcing if desired. Future and security desired. Box 463E, BROADCASTING.

**Engineer, first phone.** Experienced, Transmitter, station and recording. No announcing. Box 464E, BROADCASTING.

**Good combo man wants work in southwest U.S. Two years radio experience.** Broadcast, Country, pop, news. Prefer chief, first phone, good technician. 100, Atlanta 5, Georgia. Call 2796 Camilla, before one P.M.

**First class FCC license. No experience, but willing and anxious to learn.** C. J. Stoll, 5304 Park- land Ave., Atlanta 1, Georgia.

**Production-Programming, Others**

Newsmen; gather, write, deliver authoritative, intelligent newscast. Must have solid experience in all phases. College graduate; family. Prefer radio- tv experience only, preferably in combined major market. Box 312E, BROADCASTING.

**News director. 13 years experience every phase of radio-television. Solid family man. Veteran.** Prefer college; married. Box 341E, BROADCASTING.

**Excellent references. Available after June 15th. $150 per week. Eastern time. Box 398E, BROADCASTING.**

**Broadcasting**

**Help Wanted**

Announcers

**Experienced announcer for booth and on-camera work. Medium mid-south market.** Full power 12,000. Box 416E, BROADCASTING.

**Imaginative, experienced on-camera strong, hard-sell commercial announcer. Good lib- rarian.** A must. Include recent photo and tape along with references. Large southeast market. Box 498E, BROADCASTING.

**Technical**

Assistant to chief engineer, midwest station. B.E. degree, demonstrated technical ability as well as administrative and organizational experience, salary open. Box 466E, BROADCASTING.

Large southwestern university requires assistant engineer for educational station. Must have 1st class license, preferably married, over the age of 25. Salary, room and board and references to Box 441E, BROADCASTING.

**Production-Programming, Others**

TV copywriter, female. Must write good sell copy and perform other duties. California station. Box 419E, BROADCASTING.

**Continuity writer:** One with creative ideas with top programming and sales background. This is an opportunity to put your commercial ideas to effect. Interested contact: Box 462E, BROADCASTING.

**TELEVISION**

**Situations Wanted**

**Management**

Builder of human machinery. 12 years experi- ence in tv and am sales, programming, and ad- ministration of stations and groups of stations, including working with advertising agencies and clients. Will work 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. A faith that the greatest need in being competitively successful is high morale in doing the right thing. My ideal would be to build such morale, breathe confidence and fun into daily work so that all glory above their heads and win. Am fundamentally a seller; not a buyer; a dreamer. Would love to work with people from one to a group is pleasure not burden. Education: B.A. and Ph.B. Naples, Married, 3 children. Age 38. Box 425E, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager: Constructive planning now will pay fall-winter dividends. I offer; substantiated personal top sales volume; highly regarded industry reputation; ability sales staff organization, training, and an exclusive use of six year industry proven sales team. Salesmen guaranteeing sales results. I'm a dedicated, efficient, experi- enced manager. Can perform with minimum supervision to achieve quality acceptance, top industry references. Box 464E, BROADCASTING. Experienced sales manager leading edge. Intelligent reason for seeking new association. Confidential. Box 416E, BROADCASTING.

**Announcers**

**Talented tv-radio announcer, fifteen years pro- fessional experience.** Average $125.00 week and up. Box 432E, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Technical

1st phone, married, RCA graduate. Ten years same company radio-television. Audio, projection, sales experience. Summer vacation. Reference. Box 429E, BROADCASTING.

Bagheer, first phone, CTI grad. Midwest or southwest, preferably maintenance and construction. Experienced with RCA and GE equipment, also micro-wave, also operations. Box 404E, BROADCASTING.

10 years am-tv experience, 3 years chief and 4 years supervisory. Little supervision. Excellent reference. Box 447E, BROADCASTING.

TV technician, first phone. Willing to travel, resume upon request. Box 462E, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others

Wanted tv production! R-tv graduate B.S. Single, vet. 24, AFRTS experience, will consider other information, will, etc. can relocate. Box 438E, BROADCASTING.

Television producer, and director. Six years experience in television production. Excellent references. Married, one child, 33 years old. Box 442E, BROADCASTING.

Sales service, client relations. Graphic arts, like production, sales, weatherman. Box 458E, BROADCASTING.

Program director, production manager, announcers, etc. Any of these. Presently in medium market as head of program department. Location for permanent position. Box 474E, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE


Stations

Daytime station in major west market. Not a powerhouse, but a good operation with potential under local ownership-operation. Present owner leaving area. Terms available but approximately $40,000 down payment required. Information will, etc., given to qualified people only. Write Box 435E, BROADCASTING.

Top rated station, Northeast U. S. 250 w. full time. Good signal in transmission and out. 20,000 Trading area 100,000. Price of $250,000 with 29 pt. town includes real estate. Cash, trade down to $50,000 a year. Box 475E, BROADCASTING.

California-daytimer. $55,000.00. $20,000.00 down. Excellent station, Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8830 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.

Waiting buyers, listings wanted. Rollinghown Co., 27 29th St., Kansas City, Mo. Lucky Secret Word Program. 516 Hempstead Ave. W. Hempstead, N. Y.

Metropolitan market, growth area south, price of $228,000 is within 6 times owners income. 29 pt. down. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta, Georgia.

Oregon quarter-kilowatt. $55,000.00. Terms, Exclusive. Will Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8830 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.


Florida small market stations (7) priced from $23,000 to $75,000 and can be handled with little as $6,500 cash. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta, Georgia.


Midwest large market station, $725,000. monoply market, $60,000. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta, 17 E. 48th St., New York, or 33 W. Michielotena, Santa Barbara, California.

FOR SALE—(Cont’d)

Stations

Oregon. 3 station-market. Quarter-kilowatt $125,000.00. Exclusive Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8830 W Olympic, Los Angeles.

Equipment

Tape recorder, replacing with new. 3, P7S-AH. 2 P7S-M. 2, P7S-J. Magnecorders in service less than three years, 2 P7S-AH new some years. Excellent condition. Rack mounted, 8800 buys all, no partial sale. Contact Richard Micheltorena, KLEC, Whittier, Calif., or Dick Stoll, WLOP, San Diego, Calif.

For sale—WE 310 B 250 watt transmitter 1240 kc excellent condition with external voltage control. Will also include people and spare tubes. Ideal for spare upfit or Consoled. 500 FOB. Bert Wick, KDLR, Devils Lake, N. Dak.

Transmission line, 15-20 ft. lengths 3½ inch—$5.50 each or lot. Conditions. Ideal for spare upfit or Consoled. 500 FOB. Bert Wick, KDLR, Devils Lake, N. Dak.

WANT TO BUY

Stations

New England or New Jersey. Must be currently profitable. Box 389E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced operator wants best deal $20,000 will buy. Confidential reply. Box 390E, BROADCASTING.

Small market station, southwest or Texas. Prefer FM. Give full information first letter. Box 418E, BROADCASTING.

Ad agency exec wants small, medium market radio station. Give details, terms. All replies confidential. Box 419E, BROADCASTING.

Equipment

Transmitter, 5 kw am air cooled, not over 10 years old. Give details. Box 415E, BROADCASTING.

Tower—150’ Windcharger type 300 or any gued tower over 250’. Send information to Box 416E, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, used camera friction heads and one field tripod for use with a Raytheon KTR-100 microwave system. Contact CE. WB-7777, 1111 Bull Street, Columbia. S. C.

INSTRUCTIONS—(Cont’d)

Since 1948, the original course for FCC 1st phone licenses was 6 weeks. Broadcasting is now a full year's work with 10 months of classroom instruction and 6 months of practical training. The course is held in San Francisco. For application and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio Engineering School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized bingo type game sheets for radio and television programs. We also distribute $75,000 radio bingo type film series, 50 by popular film personalities. P.O. Box 1871, Hollywood 28, Calif. Tel: Holly- wood 2-4086.

RADIO

Help Wanted

Looking for New Talent? Production Personnel

Leading Radio and TV studios call Leland Powers School for well-trained talent and production personnel. Competent young men and women skilled in radio and TV techniques including program planning and production, engineering, acting, make-up, writing, and continuity writing. Graduates recognized throughout the industry for sound, comprehensible training.

Write Graduate Relations Department today. Placement service free to employer and graduate. 45th year.

LELAND POWERS SCHOOL OF RADIO TELEVISION AND THEATRE


Production-Programming, Others

NEWS DIRECTOR

KFSD AM & TV
SAN DIEGO

Newsmen with "Nose for News", extensive newspaper, radio, and TV background, authoritative voice, journalism degree, administrative ability. If your experience includes only newscasting and re-write DON’T answer. If you KNOW news, how to readily dig for it, write or phone: Jimmy, resume, picture, salary requirement, and theories on radio news to Lee Ellis, KFSD. Radio, San Diego 12, California.

INSTRUCTIONS

ABILITY — VERSATILITY — STABILITY

Twelve years radio and TV, 250 watt to 30 kW. Announcer, writer, producer, entertainer. P.P.E., salesperson. College Grad. Family man, 35, active in civic affairs. Finalists are those with references. An abundance of ideas, plus the ability and drive to put them to work for you. Manager, Assistant Manager, Program Director? The title isn’t important. Opportunity is.

Box 416E, BROADCASTING.

WANTED

A D. J.?

B. C. & D. Service has them... with and without experience. All sages to please and make you money! Best trained anywhere, own boards, no pole pieces. Thoroughly screened. Write or wire collect immediately.

Milt Stillman, Placement Service Broadcast Coaching Associates

1659 Broadway, Capital Theatre Bldg.

N. Y. C. 17, N. Y.

June 6-1918. No charge for either party.

Broadcasting

May 26, 1958 • Page 105
SALES PROMOTION AND MERCHANDISING
MANAGER WANTED
Mid Atlantic major market network, basic network affiliate needs man strong in merchandising and able to direct staff of six people in department. Fine opportunity. Send resume to Eq. 464F, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE

The Pioneer Firm Of Television Consultants—Established 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT APPRAISAL FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Equipment
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY ELECTROLYTIC Bending copper tubing—1/16" to .064" thick
Copper ground wire—#18 to #12 gauge
Copper expanded wire—26" x 8' x 24'
Write for quotation—advise footage needed
J. L. Clerk Metals Co. 2106 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 8, Ill.
Hoeynker 1-4553

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New—Used—Trades
Supplies—Parts—Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Ave.
Chicago 34, Ill.
Upton 1-8150 TWX: MI-183
America's Tape Recorder Specialist

INSTRUCTIONS
SELECTED ANNOUNCERS AVAILABLE
Trained, reliable men and women, graduates of the Detroit School of Announcing and Speech are interested in acquiring experience. Complete information including audition tapes sent on request. Let us help you find the right man for your staff. There is no charge for this service. Write or phone.

DETROIT SCHOOL OF ANOUNCING AND SPEECH
5840 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

Dollar for Dollar
you can’t beat a classified ad in
going-to-flight personnel

TELEVISION
Help Wanted

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 102

parative proceeding. Announced May 21.


By memorandum and order, Commission denied petitions by Joseph M. Ripley Bestg. Co., Chicago, and for grant of request by new am station in Jacksonville, Fla., and to enlarge hearings on request by station and that of Dan Richardson, Orange Park, Fla., but granted Mr. Ripley's alternative request to allow the commissioners to set aside the determination of Ripley's proposed site in compliance with Commission's rules and standards.

Majority of Commission on May 21 directed preparation of document looking toward grant-


By order, Commission denied petition by Circle Corp. (WRLL) Kalamazoo, Mich., to en-
large issues in am proceeding, and, on Com-
mision's own motion, ordered for non-

By order, Commission made effective immedi-
ately Initial decision to Grant application of Greylock Bestg. Co. to change trans location and make changes in am, system of am system of WBRX Pittsfield, Mass. Announced May 21.

Ordered that denial of petition by Green Bay, Wis., to reduce dole of service, was used to-
ward grant of application of Western Nebraska Television Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for new am station on ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb., which would have be-come effective on May 15, 1957, without grant of request, and that refusal to issue order, of rules, shall not become final pending further review by Commission of all records filed petitions in this proceeding. Announced May 15.

Commission scheduled proceeding on applica-
tions of Albuquerque Bestg. Co. and KOB Ala-
quere, N. M., for oral argument on May 26.

By memorandum opinion and order, Commis-
sion; granted protest and petitions by Valley Television Corp. (WVY TV ch. 1) and Nathal-
ione Fathers (WBAX TV ch. 2), both Green Bay, Wis., to return to operation pending ap-
lication for transfer of control of M & M Bestg. Co. (WASN and WHBV-TV ch. 11) Marinette, Wis., from, on or about, 10 a.m., to Everet.

town, etc., to Ewer, Ropell and Telegraph Co., Nerman M. Postles and Walter C. Bridges, but denied motion for postponement of effective date of Mar. 19 grant of application; made proclamation to parties to proceed. Announced May 15.

Commission designated for hearing application of Camelia Bestg. Co., Inc., to change trans-
site of KRFY-TV (ch. 21) miles west of center of Lafayette to about 11 miles north-west of that city. So-called control of station was reas-
signed, height from 440 ft. to 465 ft. In consolidated proceedings with applications of KYAT Associates, Inc., of KVTV-Lake Charles, La., to specify operation on ch. 3 instead of ch. 25, and Evangeline Bestg. Co., Inc., and Acadian Television Corp., for new tv stations to operate on ch. 3 in Lafayette. Order, Commission granted in part and denied in part various petitions by Evangeline and Acadian; denied petition by Camelia for rule making proceed-
ings toslider to proceedings on proposal to as-sign to Lafayette or Lake Charles, or to as-sign that charles-Auburn-Baton Rouge, in lieu of Lafayette-Lake Charles; and set forth new issues to supersede previous designations order. Announced May 15.

North Star Bestg. Co., Windom, Minn.; KCHA Radio Inc., Charles City, Iowa; granted order for consolidated hearing applications of North Star Bestg. Co., Inc., and WATO, to operate new am station to operate on ch. 1500, New Ulm, Minn. STU, and DA, D, and KCHA, to increase power from 250 w. to 500 w. and 1500 kw. to 2500 kw. as made KLGA Algonia, Iowa, party to proceeding. Announced May 15.

tions to operate on ch. 6 mail United-Carrier-Dur唳us Coast Guard party to proceeding. Announced May 15.

Routine Roundup
Commission on May 21 instructed its staff to prepare order setting for expedient hearing matters specified by U. S. Court of Appeals for

District of Columbia, in re Demand, Vill., ch. 10 cases to Commission.

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Shapiro on May 16

Granted petition by WFRK Broadcasting Bureau for extension of time from May 15 to May 26 to file briefs in opposition to proposed site and conclusions and for replies from May 25 to May 30 in hearing on application of Capitol Bestg. Corp. (WWJB-TV ch. 5) on channel in instrumentation matter.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on May 16

Hearing conference was continued for 10 a.m., May 26 is continued to 1:45 p.m., same date, in Erie, ch. 69 proceeding.

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on May 16

Reopened hearing set for May 16 on proceeding on an application of Enterprise Bestg. Co., Fresno, Calif., and San Francisco and Radio Dinuba Co. (KRDU) Dinuba, Calif. for new am station on ch. 1307, with additional engineering statement; oral argu-
ment will commence Monday, May 21, and the parties will be limited to 16 minutes each with provisions that much proper parties as may desire may reserve any amount of their allotted time for rebuttal.

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Hunting on May 16

Continued from hearing on May 6 hearing on an application of Pierce Brooks Bestg. Corp. (KGGI) San Bernadino, Calif.

BY FCC

Commission on May 14 granted motion by WCAW-TV (ch. 41), Illinois, for extension of time from May 20 to May 26 to file written brief in opposition to petition by WCAW-TV (ch. 41) for hearing, and Motion is renewed and granted for purpose of providing time for filing of brief.

By Hearing Examiner James Q. Alpert on May 16

Announced May 16.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on May 16

Hearing conference was continued for 10 a.m., May 26 is continued to 1:45 p.m., same date, in Erie, ch. 69 proceeding.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Shapiro on May 16

Reopened hearing set for May 16 on proceeding on an application of Enterprise Bestg. Co., Fresno, Calif., and San Francisco and Radio Dinuba Co. (KRDU) Dinuba, Calif. for new am station on channel in instrumentation matter.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on May 16

Hearing conference was continued for 10 a.m., May 26 is continued to 1:45 p.m., same date, in Erie, ch. 69 proceeding.

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on May 16

Reopened hearing set for May 16 on proceeding on an application of Enterprise Bestg. Co., Fresno, Calif., and San Francisco and Radio Dinuba Co. (KRDU) Dinuba, Calif. for new am station on channel in instrumentation matter.

By Hearing Examiner James Q. Alpert on May 16

Announced May 16.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on May 16

Hearing conference was continued for 10 a.m., May 26 is continued to 1:45 p.m., same date, in Erie, ch. 69 proceeding.
Hanover Best, Co. for new tv station to op- erate in San Francisco, Calif. United Best, Co., Inc., leave to participate in pleading.

BROADCAST ACTIVITIES
By Broadcast Bureau

Actions of May 16
WJN-TV Davenport, Iowa,-Granted license covering ant. facilities authorized in STA dated 4-25-56.
RGMF Palm Springs, Calif.--Granted license covering ant. facilities authorized in STA dated 4-25-56.
WFLN Philadelphia, Pa.--Granted mod. of cp to change type of trans. and other equipment change.
WJN-TV Davenport, Iowa,-Granted cp to replace expired cp which maintains ant. facilities authorized in STA dated 4-25-56 as aux. ant.
WFLN Philadelphia, Pa.--Granted mod. of cp to change type of trans. and other equipment change.
WNBN New Bern, N. C.--Granted extension of completion date to 10-0.

WBNR Bloomington, Ill.--Remote control permitted.

Actions of May 13
WMIA Arletto, P. E.--Granted acquistion of positive control by Manuel Pirrie Lopes, et al., as a family group, through purchase of stock from Jose Doust Canada and Gloria Ramos de Donato.
WNAV Canton, Ohio.--Granted transfer of negative control from Genevra P. and Richard Behnke, to the estate of J. Ervin Schultze, deceased, to Genevra P. and Richard W. Schultze as trustees of trust funds created by will of J. Ervin Schultze, deceased.
WWUL Buena Vista, N. Y.--Granted cp to install new main trans.
KBSI Hopkins Edina St. Louis Park, Minn.--Granted mod. of cp to change type trans.

WBNR Nashville, Tenn.--Granted extension of completion date to 11-21.

Actions of May 12
KLOB-TV Provo, Utah--Granted transfer of positive control from Samuel B. Niesley, James B. Livingston, and John W. Wilson, through acquisition of stock.

WLAN Long Beach, Calif.--Granted mod. of cp to install new type ant., increase ERP to 770 watts, and decrease ant. height to 580 ft. of non-commercial educational fm station.
KGB-Radio Pasadena, Calif.--Granted cp to install new type ant., increase ERP to 370 watts.
KMBX Kansas City, Mo.--Granted license covering installation of aux. ant. at main trans. site.

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

BIG ASSIST • KYW-AM-TV-Cleveland presented a check for more than $13,000 to parents who lost five of their six children in an April 10 fire at their Cleveland home. A three-day appeal to listeners and viewers resulted after the stations contacted the family's minister for his approval to establish a fund in the family's name.

HIGH WATER • KCNY San Marcos, Tex., broadcast emergency announcements and assisted the dispatching of National Guard troops May 2, after eight inches of rain flooded the Blanco river in the San Marcos area. When necessary, flood bulletins warned listeners to evacuate from danger areas.

CLEAN PASTURES • WEIL Scranton, Pa., is supporting an anti-litter and clean-up campaign sponsored by the Scranton Crusaders of Scranton council. Regularly scheduled interviews and heavy spot announcements, the station is reminding listeners to live up to the campaign slogans: "Keep God's Dooryard Clean" and "Over Hill, Over Dale, Please Don't Leave a Messy Trail.""
In this busy area . . . most television viewers watch WBEN-TV most of the time

The independent Trendex program-rating service made more than 100,000 telephone calls in this area during its latest AREA study. It found that WBEN-TV was in FIRST PLACE in 120 out of 156 MEASURED HALF HOURS.

WBEN-TV was first in 76.9% of the time periods measured.

Quality programming, the foremost network shows from CBS, balanced entertainment for the entire family, perfect pictures and perfect sound — all for more than 4 million people on Channel 4.

TV viewers of Buffalo, Western New York, nearby Pennsylvania and Canada have voted overwhelmingly in favor of the entertainment, educational, cultural and informative programs presented as a community responsibility — year in year out — by WBEN-TV on Channel 4.

Proof again — your TV dollars count for more on Channel 4.

Represented nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND PARSONS

WBEN-TV
A SERVICE OF THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS
Confessions of a reformed New Yorker: There's more to life than Madison Ave.

In 1946 I achieved the goal of every advertising aspirant. Madison Avenue. At Fifty-Seventh Street, to be precise. I immediately fell in love with New York.

How could I help it? J. Walter Thompson and Ted Bates were my agencies. Louis & Armand's and the Stork were my corner drugstores. My secretary—my own secretary—could get tickets for a hit show three hours before curtain time. Raoul Dufy prints on the walls of my office. Wow! I was a $10,000 a year millionaire.

What a wonderful town Manhattan is. Any civilized person must love it. It is the fountainhead, the center of the United States—perhaps of the world. We have our share of finance, banking, the theatre, culture, the tv networks (cultural every now and then), book publishing, magazine publishing—you think of New York.

And, of course, when any man, woman or child in this country thinks of advertising, he thinks of Madison Avenue. But since leaving New York a year ago, a disturbing thought has been growing on me.

Is it possible that an advertising man located in New York is a little atypical of the rest of the country?

For only one example, he doesn't eat much home-cooked food. He lunches and dines out a great deal, probably more in a month than the average American does in five years. He loves the theatre, modern art, $150 suits, clams, oysters and Bloody Marys. It's a little removed from the staple American diet of mashed potatoes, ground meat, half a bottle of catsup, and "Hurry up, Maw, or we'll be late for the basketball game."

Mark you, he wasn't born to this luxury. He was probably born in Maine or Virginia or Indiana or even Scotland. But it takes a strong man to avoid becoming a New Yorker. It's a delightful sybaritic trap. I know, because I fell in.

As a cub in the early '40's, I joined with other cubs in a semi-humoristic attempt to get my old boss, Neil McElroy, to move the advertising department of P & G from Cincinnati to New York. "Look at the money and energy it would save, Mac. We spend all our time traveling back and forth to our New York agencies—"

Of course we got nowhere. Mac had a one-word reply: "Perspective." We could not get around the fact that an advertiser with one foot in America and one in Manhattan had a better idea of the needs and desires and habits of the average U. S. citizen.

This suggests a very happy hunting ground for new business for a non-New York agency—New York itself. Certainly there are more prospects there, just as there is more of everything, including more good advertising and more bad advertising.

New York has more creative talent, but not better creative talent. And I submit that quantity of creative talent is a snare and a delusion. What an advertiser needs is quality of creative talent. And New York has not cornered that. How could it? Creativity has nothing to do with geography. Creativity is in a brain, not in an avenue.

BRAINS, NOT GEOGRAPHY

If I were advising a manufacturer, today, on selection of an agency, I would tell him to look for one with a plus or minus to be bound by the unnecessary crimp of geography. I would tell him that if he could find creative brains outside Madison Avenue, he would get some valuable pluses.

First and foremost, he would get the plus of perspective. His agency would probably not let him run a tv spot I saw recently. It was selling a national gasoline because it had the power to pull a car up a hill in heavy snow. This in New Orleans where there are no hills, and a one-inch snowfall last Feb. 17 was the heaviest of the century.

He would also get the plus of stability in agency personnel. Job insecurity is the great hidden waste in New York manpower today. If an account man stays in the same job four years, he's either in a rut, owns a piece of the agency, or is married to a client's daughter. But outside New York there is more stability and consequently less need for small boys to shout, "Watch your back, Mister!" Not that people outside New York are nicer than people in it. It's just that the business climate is nicer, more equable, less given to extreme changes.

The third plus that the non-New York agency seems to offer is creative daring. Who comes to mind when you think of creative daring in New York? David Ogilvy and Bill Bernbach. Any more? Come outside New York, and there's Leo Burnett and Marlboro. There's Knox- Reeves and Wheaties. Fitzgerald Advertising and Wesson Oil. Campbell-Mithun and Hamm's beer. Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli and Ralston-Purina. The bright sparkles of truly creative advertising seems to be coming from somewhere West of Madison Avenue.

This is not surprising when you analyze it. The nature of the business in New York breeds stereotypes. Men go from one agency to another and sometimes back to the first, taking their stereotypes with them. It's positively incestuous.

But your agency man outside New York has to be original. If he copies Madison Avenue trends he's dead. He must create his own trends or he loses his reason for existence, and his account to New York.

An advertiser can get a good job done on Madison Avenue. Perhaps he can get an even better job done if he has the courage to look West or South of Madison Avenue. If he can find the brains with marketing creativity somewhere West of Madison Avenue, he may get, in addition, the invaluable pluses of perspective, stability and creative daring.

Fall Springboard

At the urging of their own consciences, their leaders and the government, more and more broadcasters are beginning to editorialize. They are also beginning to run into trouble because of it. Some of them are wondering if the rewards of editorializing are worth the difficulties it provokes. At this point, there is a very real danger that a good many broadcasters may retreat from the course they have so recently, and tentatively, chosen.

This danger must be faced and overcome if radio and television are to mature to their potential as the principal organs of journalism. Like all dangers, this one may be met more comfortably by a group than by an individual. The broadcaster who receives a letter from the FCC questioning his treatment of an editorial subject is less alarming if he knows his colleagues will assist in his defense. He cannot cede to them his own responsibility for editorial presentation, but he can take comfort in the awareness that they accept with him the general obligation to protect the rights of broadcasting to editorialize.

To date, editorializing has been largely an individual development occurring here and there around the country. As such, it lacks the cohesiveness necessary to establish national acceptance of radio and television as editorial forces.

If enough individuals persist in developing sound editorial programs, the sum of their effort will eventually be the elevated prestige of all radio and television. That process, however, will be painfully slow. It could be dramatically hastened if all the broadcasters who wish to accept the risks and rewards of editorializing would rally to the FCC's support.

What editorializing broadcasters need now is a place to exchange ideas and experiences and an organization loose enough to assure individual freedom but tight enough to provide a strong defense against the attempts which inevitably will be made to weaken or destroy the right of broadcasting to editorialize.

An opportunity for the creation of that kind of structure will begin with the eight NAB regional conferences this fall. It seems to us that editorializing should occupy an important part of the agenda at each conference.

Every serious broadcaster who has tried editorializing has quickly realized that he is moving into largely unexplored ground. At this stage of editorial development, a whole conference program could be built from editorializing experiences. How more quickly can the novice learn to editorialize than from mistakes of others?

It is within the NAB's power to advance substantially the evolution of radio and television editorializing by doing no more than putting the subject on the agenda of the fall meetings and giving it a chance to be thoroughly explored.

Where Legislation is Needed

Members of Congress now are registering surprise and indignation over the sudden "discovery" that a number of television stations came into being by way of mergers and the elimination of contestants through what are now called "pay-offs."

The surprise element is about as convincing as a tomato surprise on a luncheon menu. All these gentlemen had to do was to look at the published record—and perhaps their own office records. There were mergers and payment of out-of-pocket expenses (and more in some cases) because the pressures came from people in public life to get new stations on the air. It would be hard to prove but it was widely known that some people entered television cases with "strike applications" intended either to delay a grant or force a merger or pay-off.

Wholly repugnant but nevertheless lawful pay-offs were made to strike applicants because Congress, in 1952, adopted the so-called Merger Act, which gave an applicant standing and the automatic right of hearing. The only way to get a new service on the air without delay that might run several years was to pay off the strike applicant, or cut him in, or both.

There was nothing secret about these transactions. So far as we are aware, all mergers or pay-offs growing out of strike applications were known in the trade. Certainly this journal reported the events as they occurred, and in detail. At the same time we editorially condemned the provisions of law that made pay-offs to irresponsible applicants possible by tying the hands of the FCC.

““This commercial introduces their new cake mix for stag parties . . . the blond is an ingredient!”

Members of the House Oversight Committee also suddenly have discovered that "trafficking" in stations goes on; that stations are sold at figures far in excess of the value of the physical plant and equipment. Here again it is a matter of law, with little or no discretion left to the Commission. Congress alone can remedy this condition. The question is how.

Admittedly, something is asked when a television station authorized after a comparative hearing involving several qualified applicants, is sold after a few months for a substantial price to another party who did not have to stand the rigors of hearing, and who probably could not have won if he had. That has happened many times. Yet the FCC has no legal basis on which it can reject such transfers when the purchaser in all respects is qualified.

The answer is not to be found in a return to the so-called Avco procedure of open bidding for station properties, or some variation of it. That inevitably would mean that the most desirable stations would go to those with the most money.

The answer might be found in legislation that would require the grantee to retain the station for a specified minimum period—perhaps for the duration of the license term which now runs three years, but which should be at least five years. There, of course, should be an escape to cover extinguating circumstances, such as death, illness or economic reverses and inability to carry on. Or perhaps transfers should be considered only at the time of license renewal.

Perhaps an area in which the Oversight Committee can do good through enactment of affirmative legislation that will correct shortcomings in the existing law and abuses that stem from them.

Elmer Davis Legacy

Almost every news program and newspaper editorial page last week paid tribute to Elmer Davis, the distinguished journalist who died on May 17 at 68. His life-long friend, Rep. Robert Hale (R-Me.) said on the House floor that he would be longest remembered as a news broadcaster.

Yet Mr. Davis' career as a broadcaster actually covered a span of only a few years, as against a virtual lifetime on newspapers and as an author. He was with CBS from 1939 until 1942, when President Roosevelt appointed him director of the Office of War Information. In those three years he earned the respect and the confidence of more people than anyone on the air before or since. After leaving government in 1945 he returned to the air over ABC.

Elmer Davis made the transition from the printed page to the spoken word overnight. He talked the way he wrote. The public believed him. He made the five-minute newscast the standard.

Tangible recognition should be given for what Elmer Davis did for radio. An award in his name would be appropriate, even though in life he was disposed to regard awards as so much nonsense.
TIRED OF RATING CLAIMS?

Let's talk about RESPONSE!

At the present time, KSTP-TV has a few choice availabilities in the news cut-ins within the TODAY Show (7:00-9:00 am, M-F) and in the popular TREASURE CHEST (12:20-1:00 pm, M-F.) But rather than just quote you a few ratings, let us show you the astounding response these shows can deliver—for you!

Recently, KSTP-TV commentator George Grim, who handles the four 5-minute TODAY cut-ins, invited viewers to send him a post card for a drawing on a portable TV set. There was no second prize—and no promotion for the drawing outside of Mr. Grim's own announcements.

In two weeks, KSTP-TV received 45,047 post card entries—an incredible average of 3,217 cards per day for this one prize.

And, a few weeks ago, TREASURE CHEST offered a $500 Easter wardrobe to the person who guessed the number of Easter eggs in a jar.

In four weeks the contest pulled 59,366 entries or 2,996 per day.

This tremendous response is your best proof of the selling job these available shows on KSTP-TV can do for you. For further information on reaching this actively-participating KSTP-TV audience, contact your nearest Petry office or a KSTP-TV representative.
Why NOT put all your eggs ... in ONE basket?

One Station That Provides Complete Coverage

Why take chances on having your sales story scrambled by too many cooks ... at higher than necessary costs! Get the full, top-quality coverage of this rich and vital market with WNEM-TV ... A FOUR BILLION DOLLAR MARKET no other one station can cover!

See Your Petryman

WNEM-TV CHANNEL 5

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES
FLINT STUDIOS
FLINT AIRPORT, FLINT, MICHIGAN

OPERATIONS OFFICES
SAGINAW-RAY CITY STUDIOS
5700 BECKER RD., SAGINAW, MICHIGAN